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Abstract On the NASA 2020 rover mission to Jezero crater, the remote determination of
the texture, mineralogy and chemistry of rocks is essential to quickly and thoroughly charac-
terize an area and to optimize the selection of samples for return to Earth. As part of the Per-
severance payload, SuperCam is a suite of five techniques that provide critical and comple-
mentary observations via Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS), Time-Resolved
Raman and Luminescence (TRR/L), visible and near-infrared spectroscopy (VISIR), high-
resolution color imaging (RMI), and acoustic recording (MIC). SuperCam operates at re-
mote distances, primarily 2–7 m, while providing data at sub-mm to mm scales. We report
on SuperCam’s science objectives in the context of the Mars 2020 mission goals and ways
the different techniques can address these questions. The instrument is made up of three sep-
arate subsystems: the Mast Unit is designed and built in France; the Body Unit is provided
by the United States; the calibration target holder is contributed by Spain, and the targets
themselves by the entire science team. This publication focuses on the design, development,
and tests of the Mast Unit; companion papers describe the other units. The goal of this work
is to provide an understanding of the technical choices made, the constraints that were im-
posed, and ultimately the validated performance of the flight model as it leaves Earth, and it
will serve as the foundation for Mars operations and future processing of the data.

Keywords Mars 2020 PERSEVERANCE rover · Jezero crater · LIBS · Raman
spectroscopy · Infrared spectroscopy · Microphone on Mars · Imaging on Mars
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Fig. 1 Mast-Unit investigations
and overall objectives. LIBS:
Laser Induced Breakdown
Spectroscopy. TRR/L: Time
Resolved Raman and
Luminescence. VISIR: Visible
and IR spectroscopy. RMI:
Remote Micro Imaging. MIC:
Microphone

1 Introduction

On a mobile robotic mission to explore in-situ ancient sedimentary and aqueously altered
deposits in a potentially habitable environment (Mustard et al. 2013; Williford, this journal),
the remote determination of texture, mineralogy and chemistry of rocks along the traverse
is essential to quickly and thoroughly characterize an area from which the best samples will
be selected to return to Earth. This coordinated search will reveal the processes and environ-
ments responsible for the chemical alteration of primary igneous materials, their recycling as
sedimentary rocks in an aqueous environment (e.g., in the form of clay and carbonate min-
erals) and the possible presence of organics. As part of the Mars 2020 Perseverance rover
payload, SuperCam addresses these overarching goals with a suite of five co-boresighted
investigations that provide key observations via Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy
(LIBS), time-resolved Raman and Luminescence (TRR and TRL, or TRR/L combined),
visible and near-infrared spectroscopy (VISIR), high-resolution color imaging (RMI), and
sound recording with a microphone (MIC). The suite provides a highly synergistic analysis
of rocks and soils. The greatest discoveries are likely to be made at the crossroads of the
different techniques (Fig. 1).
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SuperCam’s telescope is accommodated at the top of the Remote Sensing Mast (RSM)
so it can observe targets at remote distances. It complements the “proximity” instruments,
PIXL and SHERLOC that operate within the arm workspace. Beyond the arm workspace,
a circle of ∼ 7 m radius around the Perseverance rover is accessible to SuperCam optical
investigations. This yields an observational area > 100 m2 by merely rotating the rover’s
mast. The RMI and VISIR investigations can also observe targets at longer distances, up to
the crater walls (a few tens of kilometers away), depending on atmospheric opacity.

Along with these long-distance capabilities, SuperCam also operates at fine scales.
Around the rover, the analytical footprint for LIBS and TRR/L is between 0.3 mm and
1 cm in diameter depending on the distance and technique. As shown later, this is at the
scale of major features of interest for the mission, including mineral grains and rock tex-
tures. Several observation points on the same target may be necessary to explore its spatial
heterogeneity. In this case, ground operators program “rasters”, N ×M sets of points on the
same target, typically arranged as 1 × 5, 2 × 2, 3 × 3, and 1 × 10 matrices. Combining small
investigation scales and large rasters, SuperCam returns a large quantity of information in
relatively low data volume.

Most SuperCam observations are performed in less than 2 min per point, per investiga-
tion. The possibilities of combining the different investigations are numerous and provide
the science team with many options for analyses. On average, it takes ∼ 40 min to col-
lect data to fully characterize the chemistry and mineralogy of each target. Thanks to this
rapidity, SuperCam is expected to study many targets, including several around each loca-
tion where samples are selected for Earth-return to fully characterize the diversity of their
geological context.

SuperCam benefits greatly from the heritage of ChemCam on Curiosity (Maurice et al.
2012; Wiens et al. 2012). In eight years of operations at Gale crater, Curiosity has ac-
quired ∼ 800,000 LIBS spectra, many “VIS” spectra (called passive reflectance spectra),
and 11,000 RMI images on > 3,200 different targets, which have all been returned to Earth.
SuperCam possesses these same capabilities, except that the RMI images will be in color.
The ChemCam and SuperCam instruments are very similar at first glance, but internally,
almost every part has been redesigned to accommodate additional investigations (TRR/L,
IR, and MIC).

The different investigation methods of SuperCam operate seamlessly and with techniques
usually being coordinated successively for optimized sample analysis. Typically, LIBS will
be performed prior to TRR, TRL, and VISIR spectroscopy to remove obscuring dust from
the target. Moreover, when shooting the LIBS laser, the plasma expansion generates a shock
wave, which both removes dust and can also be recorded with the SuperCam microphone,
providing information on the physical properties of the target (Chide et al. 2019, 2020b).

This publication is the first of three which describe the SuperCam instrument and its
expected performance for exploring Jezero crater, Mars. First, it introduces the SuperCam
science objectives in the context of the Mars 2020 rover mission (Sect. 2). In a methodical
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way, these objectives lead to science requirements, then to an instrument concept that can
be accommodated on the rover, and finally, an overall architecture (Sect. 3). This section
highlights the three separate subsystems: the Mast Unit designed and built in France; the
Body Unit designed and built in the US; the calibration target holder contributed primarily
by Spain. The following section (Sect. 4) is devoted exclusively to the Mast Unit, includ-
ing details of its design, development, and testing. The last section (Sect. 5) summarizes
the Mast-Unit performance. Wiens et al. (this journal) focus on the Body-Unit design, and
the performance of the whole instrument suite that has been measured prior to the launch.
Manrique et al. (this journal) describe the selection of the calibration targets, their qualifica-
tion, and integration on the rover. The fabrication and characterization of these targets is the
subject of a dedicated publication.

2 Scientific Context

As a remote sensing suite, SuperCam responds broadly to the NASA solar system explo-
ration goals and to all four of the Mars Exploration Program goals incorporated in the four
objectives of the Mars 2020 mission (Farley et al., this journal):

A. Characterize the processes that formed and modified the geologic record within an as-
trobiologically relevant ancient environment,

B. Perform astrobiologically relevant investigations to determine habitability, search for
materials with biosignature preservation potential, and search for evidence of past life,

C. Assemble a returnable cache of samples (including searching for the best samples and
documenting their conditions), and

D. Contribute to preparation for human exploration of Mars (including characterization of
atmospheric dust size and morphology).

Remote microscale characterization of the mineralogy and elemental chemistry of the Mar-
tian surface, along with the search for extant organic materials, lay the groundwork for
several types of Mars geochemistry and astrobiology investigations. More specifically, we
describe SuperCam science objectives and their relationship to the mission goals (see Ta-
ble 1 for a qualitative representation of these relationships).

2.1 Science Objectives

We define eight Goals and describe how they fit into the mission objectives:

Goal 1: Rock Identification. SuperCam can identify specific minerals via TRR and VISIR
spectroscopy, analyze major elements with LIBS, and identify some trace elements
present in rocks with TRL. The high-resolution images provided by RMI (features <

80 µm at 1 m) in the context of broader Navcam (Maki et al., this journal) and
Mastcam-Z (Bell et al., this journal) images complement these analyses by deter-
mining the rock type (e.g., sedimentary vs. igneous), its texture (e.g., porphyritic vs.
aphanitic) and grain size distribution (down to medium sand grain size on the Went-
worth scale). Quantification of the major elements on several points on each rock
yields a smaller scale determination of the bulk chemistry as a complement to min-
eralogy. Conversely, the specific capability of TRR and VISIR to identify primary
and secondary minerals (sulfates, carbonates, hydrous silicates, etc.) usefully com-
pletes the bulk chemistry provided by LIBS data. For instance, ChemCam has indi-
rectly identified calcium sulfate from the presence of S, O, H, and Ca in veins large
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enough for a LIBS spot, but it was challenging to determine the degree of hydration
and the mineral phase to distinguish between bassanite and gypsum (Nachon et al.
2014; Rapin et al. 2016). TRR and VISIR spectra allow identification between these
mineral phases in a more definitive way (Larkin 2011; Gaft et al. 2020). Additionally,
long-distance RMI images coupled with SuperCam VISIR allow the long-range iden-
tification of key targets for broad geological interests, or tactical goals. An indication
of rock hardness obtained with the microphone during LIBS analysis adds original
information to help identify and characterize rocks.
As described above, SuperCam’s detailed mineral, chemical and textural characteri-
zation of rocks along the rover traverse provides a broad dataset for determining the
geological diversity of the site and for identifying key processes relevant to its aque-
ous history (Mission goal A) and for documenting the context of the sample cache
(Mission goal C).

Goal 2: Sedimentary Stratigraphy and Facies/Alteration Characterization. Color images al-
low a detailed analysis of the sediment facies, thus providing identification of de-
positional features (ripples, cross-bedding, lamination, etc.) as well as diagenetic
features (nodules, veins, etc.). The LIBS chemistry (including relevant minor and
trace elements) (Ollila et al. 2014; Payré et al. 2017) and the mineralogy obtained
by TRR and VISIR enable us to understand the provenance of the sediments, as well
as any later modification by aqueous processes (e.g., diagenesis or weathering). More
specifically, TRR discriminates secondary minerals that have chemistries close to that
of more abundant primary minerals (e.g., zeolites vs. anhydrous silicates; quartz vs
amorphous silica or chert in a hydrothermal area), or minerals that are not abundant
enough to be detected from a variation in chemistry (e.g., goethite in Fe-rich sed-
iments). For instance, ChemCam identified a hydrated cement binding fluvial con-
glomerate (Williams et al. 2013) without determining its mineralogy. As TRR can
identify many hydrated minerals, the mineralogy of rocks like these should be readily
identifiable with SuperCam.
Hence SuperCam’s characterization of the texture and composition of the aqueous al-
teration and sedimentary structures (e.g., cross-bedding, lamination) provides strong
constraints on the aqueous processes (Mission goal A) as well as the landing site
potential habitability (Mission goal B).

Goal 3: Organics and Bio-signatures. LIBS data allow the identification of light elements
that are the major building blocks of organic molecules, such as C, H, N, O, P, and S
at various levels of detection (Wiens and Maurice 2015; Maurice et al. 2016). LIBS
may also identify elements such as Mn that, when concentrated, are associated with
biological activity on Earth (Lanza et al. 2016), or other elements necessary for life
(e.g., Gasda et al. 2017). This capability coupled with TRR, and especially short-lived
luminescence revealed by TRL, enables the identification of a large number of organic
molecules – if they are present in sufficient concentration – from the variety of molec-
ular vibrations between C, N, O and H. The signal is enhanced for conjugated organic
structures. The comparison between LIBS and TRR allows us to determine if C, N,
and H detected by LIBS are associated with minerals, as opposed to CO2, and N2

atmospheric contamination, or adsorbed H2O. If present in sufficient concentration,
aliphatic organic molecules may be identifiable in VISIR (Cruikshank et al. 2019).
The observation of organic molecules on specific textured surfaces at the scale of the
Wide-Angle Topographic Sensor for Operations and eNgineering (WATSON) imager
(Bhartia et al., this journal) facilitates the detection of potential bio-signatures.
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Hence, SuperCam analyzes astrobiologically relevant materials (Mission goal B)
without requiring contact, determines the best area for proximity science and caching
(Mission goal C), and allows interrogation of areas inaccessible to the rover arm.

Goal 4: Volatiles (Hydration and Halogens). Among the volatiles detectable by LIBS, H is
key to determine aqueous alteration, not only in primary hydrous phases but also as
cements or secondary hydrated phases, such as sulfates and phyllosilicates. Hydro-
gen, as well as many other light elements such as S, Cl, F, P, and Li are quantifiable
by LIBS (Forni et al. 2015; Schröder et al. 2015; Payré et al. 2017; Rapin et al. 2017;
Anderson et al. 2017); they may be observed in igneous rocks, where they serve as in-
dicators of volatile processes in the crust, as well as in sedimentary rocks, where they
can provide evidence of fluid circulation. TRR and VISIR enable the discrimination
of the phases in which volatiles are present. TRR is a powerful method to investigate
the speciation of OH/H2O structurally present in minerals (Bishop 2019; Sharma and
Egan 2019).
Hence, SuperCam will constrain the aqueous processes involving volatiles (Mission
goal A & B) and provide data on volatile content for the documentation of cached
material (Mission goal C).

Goal 5: Context Morphology and Texture. Thanks to its high resolution, RMI can be used
as an independent tool for analyzing specific outcrop geometries, such as the presence
of bedding or contacts between units. Layered facies can be analyzed over scales of
a few mm at distances up to several hundred meters away from the rover. Images
taken within 7 m can also be used to analyze features that are potentially unrelated to
the underlying nature of rocks or to identify modifications to the initial rock texture,
such as wind abrasion or open cracks, which can potentially links to recent or current
environmental conditions (wind direction, frost action, etc.) (Bridges et al. 2014; Le
Mouélic et al. 2015; Mangold et al. 2017). Imaging will also provide information
about the color of mineral phases, which can greatly aid in the interpretation of their
chemistries and potentially their redox states, which in turn can provide key insight
into past aqueous environments.
Hence, high resolution color images will provide detailed information on dust cov-
erings (Mission goal D2) and a visual approach to oxidation states of layers relevant
for aqueous processes (Mission goal A).

Goal 6: Coatings and Varnishes. Chemical weathering may modify rock compositions by
either adding or removing material through limited aqueous alteration that can pro-
duce coatings and rinds. LIBS is uniquely capable for remotely identifying coatings
by detecting coatings enriched in trace elements (Ollila et al. 2014) or minor elements
such as Mn, especially by providing depth profiles (up to 500 laser shots at once) at
the scale of the coating thickness (∼ 10–100 µm) (Lanza et al. 2015). On Earth,
rock coatings can be a key indicator for the presence of past or extant life because
many are produced by microbes or colonized by them (Parchert et al. 2012; Northup
et al. 2010), and such communities may leave behind organic material that may be
preserved even after they are no longer living. The coupling of TRR/L analysis will
provide a strong constraint on detection and possibly characterization of any organic-
bearing coatings (Misra et al. 2016). VISIR will complement these observations by
identifying areas in which to search for coatings that are distinct from country rocks.
The microphone will help to determine the depth of the transition between the coating
and the underlying rock (Lanza et al. 2020).
Hence, SuperCam analyses of coatings will allow the identification of late-stage
weathering (Mission goal A) and its relationships to potential exobiological mate-
rial (Mission goal B).
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Goal 7: Regolith Characterization. Regoliths and soils constitute a record of the alteration
processes that transformed the igneous Martian crust, or result from impact processes.
As such they reflect the evolution of climate and habitability conditions. With its sub-
centimeter resolution, SuperCam may characterize the soil’s chemical and mineral
heterogeneity, including its abundant amorphous components, and will relate it to
grain size, in order to better understand the respective contributions from local and
global sources (Meslin et al. 2013; Cousin et al. 2017; David et al. 2020). Aeolian dust
composition may be analyzed by LIBS at the surface of rocks and onboard calibration
targets to assess its origin (Lasue et al. 2018). Additionally, hydrogen characterization
by LIBS provides a tool for analyzing amorphous phases and adsorbed water (Meslin
et al. 2013; Schröder et al. 2015; David et al. 2020), while the presence of brines may
be assessed by Raman spectroscopy (Zhang and Chan 2003). Coupling of VISIR with
this H analysis provides a strong constraint to the unsolved question of the origin of
widespread hydration at Mars’ surface.
Thus, SuperCam addresses soil diversity at the landing site (Mission Goal A) and can
characterize the soil potential for biosignature preservation (Mission Goal B2).

Goal 8: Atmospheric Characterization. The CO, O2, and H2O relative abundances and dis-
tributions are controlled, in large part, by odd hydrogen radicals sourced from pho-
tolyzed water vapor. They have been observed individually but have never been ob-
served simultaneously in the same atmospheric column before, as proposed by Su-
perCam (Nair et al. 1994; McConnochie et al. 2018). Atmospheric CO, O2, and H2O
are all potentially valuable for in-situ resource utilization (Meurisse and Carpenter
2020); O2 variability and local-scale H2O temporal variability are poorly known and
are affected by synoptic and global atmospheric circulation, sources and sinks. Addi-
tionally, the microphone can directly sample many atmospheric phenomena, such as
wind (Chide et al. 2020a), vortices or dust devils, etc. (e.g., Williams 2001).
Thus, SuperCam will measure atmospheric molecules, water ice, and dust character-
istics, which address the radiative balance of the atmosphere, as well as observing
atmospheric phenomena, which will prepare for human exploration (Mission goal
D2, D3).

As described above, SuperCam covers the majority of Mars 2020 science objectives. Super-
Cam’s measurements are conducted from the top of the mast to cover the arm work zone
and its geological surroundings further afield. To this end, all investigations operate at least
between 2 m and 7 m (and imaging and passive spectroscopy can perform at distances as far
as atmospheric transparency allows). Over this distance range, the sampled footprints are
very small: between 300 µm and 600 µm for LIBS spots, between 1.5 mm and 8 mm for
the TRR/L and IR spectroscopy, from 160 µm to 560 µm for the RMI resolution (size of the
smallest detail that can be detected, given by the point spread function which covers 4 × 4
white pixels – each white pixel is the assembly of 1 red, 2 green, and 1 blue color pixels).
The size of the LIBS footprints as well as the resolution of RMI images are the same as on
ChemCam. Figure 2 shows the extent to which the size of these analyses is consistent with
the typical dimensions of the essential geological features including grain size, diagenetic
features, bio-structures, and sedimentary facies. To study targets with sizes similar to the
investigation footprint, “fine scale” pointing is required with possible several iterations with
the ground operations. To examine the heterogeneity of targets with sizes larger than the
investigation footprints, multi-point targeting is possible, namely “raster” or “scan” modes
(see Wiens et al. (this journal) for details).

Importantly, SuperCam can analyze diversity in composition of any rock type at millime-
ter scales. For instance, the individual mineral composition of igneous porphyritic minerals
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Fig. 2 Typical spatial scales of geologic features of interest to the Mars 2020 mission. At the bottom, the
footprints of the different analytical investigations between 2 m and 7 m to targets. The RMI bar refers to the
dimension of the smallest resolvable feature. The RMI field of view itself ranges from 3.8 cm to 13.3 cm over
this distance range

Fig. 3 Illustrations of SuperCam’s capability to investigate various rock types at sub-centimeter scales from
Curiosity data. (Left) ChemCam/Mastcam composite of a magmatic clast with elongated, light-toned crystals
determined as feldspars. (Middle) ChemCam RMI image of a conglomerate with varying grain types that can
be assessed individually. (Right) MAHLI image of the Cumberland drill hole that contains veins, with a raster
of ×10 LIBS bursts (30 shots each); only LIBS pits from bursts 3 (bottom arrow) to 10 (top arrow) are clearly
visible (the two first points are in shadow). The sample contains detrital basaltic minerals, calcium sulfates,
iron oxides, sulfides, and smectites

(Fig. 3, left), coarse sedimentary rocks such as conglomerates (Fig. 3, middle), and diage-
netic veins (Fig. 3, right) was deduced indirectly from the elemental chemistry obtained by
ChemCam (Sautter et al. 2015; Mangold et al. 2016; L’Haridon et al. 2020). On such similar
objects, SuperCam TRR and VISIR will enable the direct and more definitive determination
of the mineralogy, in addition to the elemental chemistry provided by LIBS on local points.
Variable rasters of 3 × 3 or 1 × 5 points (as in Fig. 3, left and middle) will enable a statisti-
cal determination of the major element bulk chemistry. These capabilities will be helpful in
determining the provenance of sediments when analyzing the sedimentary rocks of the delta
fan in Jezero crater, or when assessing the diversity in crustal rock types on the crater rim
in order to sample those that are the most representative samples. The capability to analyze
the inner wall of the drill hole is unique to SuperCam and SHERLOC.
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Fig. 4 Dust removal by LIBS based on ChemCam examples. Study of Stephen rock (2.25 m) with LIBS
activities: 3 × 3 raster on Sol 611, 1× z-stack on Sol 611, 1 × 3 depth profile on Sol 619, 1 × 5 depth profile
on Sol 630. (Left) ChemCam RMI after the first 3 × 3 raster. A thin dashed line delineates the region that
has been cleared from dust. The thick circle indicates the RMI field of view. (Middle) Same rock as seen by
MAHLI on Sol 627. The sub-millimeter LIBS pits are clearly visible. (Right) Broader view by MastCam on
Sol 630 after the last LIBS activity

The ability of LIBS to blow off dust is a key SuperCam capability that enhances science
return from its multiple measurement techniques. Owing to the much smaller size of the
LIBS laser impacts compared to the analytical footprint of TRR/L, LIBS laser shots are ex-
pected to have no noticeable effects on Raman spectra (Fau et al. 2019). Figure 4 illustrates
the efficiency of this process. At Gale crater, a rock of a few centimeters, Stephen, was stud-
ied in detail by ChemCam: a 3 × 3 raster of 30 shots/point on Mars solar day (Sol) 611,
an 8-burst z-stack (30 shots each, different focus) on Sol 611, a 1 × 3 depth profile of 150
shots/point on Sol 619, and a 1 × 5 depth profile of 150 shots each on Sol 630. After LIBS
activities on Sol 611, an RMI shows that dust has been blown away over a few cm2 to reveal
a darker veneer that turned out to be Mn-rich (Lanza et al. 2016). The images in Fig. 4 show
how well the dust was cleared from this surface.

To summarize, SuperCam’s objective is to analyze targets within their geological context,
with no sample preparation (aside from potentially removing dust using LIBS). Multi-point
analyses and statistical surveys are obtained at sub-centimeter scales. Since SuperCam is rel-
atively simple to use (low in resource use) and highly relevant to the mission objectives, as is
ChemCam on Curiosity, we expect to use it daily either by itself or, most of the time, as part
of a broader observation strategy in association with the other remote sensing instruments
of the payload.

2.2 SuperCam Investigations

SuperCam is a very versatile instrument, with four complementary spectroscopic tech-
niques, an imager and a microphone. In order to optimize the instrument design, to under-
stand how environmental factors can affect the properties or performance of the instrument
and subsystems, and ultimately to obtain better quality data, it is essential to understand
some details of the physics of those techniques. This physics is at the atomic, molecular
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or crystal scale and is summarized hereafter for LIBS, Time-Resolved Raman (TRR) and
Luminescence (TRL), and VISIR spectroscopy. Some of these techniques have much in
common: TRR and TRL occur nearly simultaneously, though slight differences in response
times can be exploited by time-resolved measurements. TRR and VISIR spectroscopy are
non-destructive and highly complementary techniques, providing independent information
on the mineralogy of the target. The physics of the LIBS plasma formation and evolution
also explains the origin of the sounds that can be captured by the SuperCam microphone.
The description of each technique is followed by a discussion of the elemental or miner-
alogical information that can be acquired. The performance requirements follow after. For
completeness, we first briefly introduce imaging (RMI) and sound measurements (MIC).

2.2.1 Remote Micro-Imaging (RMI)

SuperCam carries a three-color imager with a small field of view to document the various
spectral analyses. There have been numerous color imagers on previous NASA rovers, and
more to come on the US Perseverance, Chinese Tianwen-1, and European ExoMars/Ros-
alind Franklin rovers. SuperCam’s RMI is an advanced color imager with a field of view
that includes the analysis spots of the spectroscopic techniques. ChemCam’s panchromatic
RMI on Curiosity provided the highest resolution images of the rover remote sensing cam-
eras (Le Mouélic et al. 2015). The situation is similar on Perseverance, with SuperCam RMI
providing the highest resolution of remote sensing cameras, but also the smallest field of
view. SuperCam RMI should therefore be highly complementary to Mastcam-Z investiga-
tions. While keeping a similar pixel resolution compared to ChemCam’s RMI, SuperCam’s
RMI is upgraded by providing a color capability.

2.2.2 Sound Recording (MIC)

At the top of the rover mast, SuperCam records sounds between 100 Hz and 10 kHz, from
natural and artificial sources, including laser-induced sounds related to LIBS. On two previ-
ous occasions, a microphone was developed for the surface of Mars (Delory et al. 2007): on
the Polar Lander, which did not reach the surface of Mars safely, and on the Phoenix lander,
where it was not switched on to avoid a major electrical interference with a high-priority
instrument. SuperCam uses the same commercial microphone as flown before on these two
missions. On top of atmospheric and artificial background sounds, its originality is to record
the shock wave produced by LIBS sparks. Hence, it can help characterize rock hardness and
other physical properties (Murdoch et al. 2019; Chide et al. 2019, 2020b).

2.2.3 Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS)

ChemCam on Curiosity was the first LIBS experiment in space (Wiens and Maurice
2015; Maurice et al. 2016). A similar instrument, MarSCoDe, is installed on the Chinese
Tianwen-1 rover that is to land on Mars the same year as Perseverance (Xin et al. 2018).
SuperCam’s LIBS characteristics are very similar to those of ChemCam, with the added
capability to perform time-resolved acquisitions for the spectral range of 536–900 nm. The
physics of LIBS is described below.

The breakdown processes that result in the creation of a LIBS plasma depend on laser
characteristics such as the laser pulse length and its wavelength as well as properties of the
sample itself, such as its optical absorption at the laser wavelength, its thermodynamic prop-
erties, and the pressure of the ambient gas above its surface (e.g. Miziolek et al. 2006). When
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the leading edge of a nanosecond laser pulse interacts with sufficient irradiance with the sur-
face of a target, sample material is heated, melted and vaporized (Anabitarte et al. 2012; Fau
et al. 2019). Thermal effects dominate the ionization process for nanosecond lasers. A mi-
cro plasma forms and expands at supersonic speed, which produces an audible sound in an
ambient gas (e.g. Cremers and Radziemski 2006). The plasma plume is a mixture of elec-
trons, atoms, ions, and molecules from both vaporized sample material and ambient gas.
The shockwave expansion can be described by the Taylor–Sedov model (Taylor 1950).

Between 1 and 10 nanoseconds after the start of the irradiation, in typical laboratory
experiments the plasma becomes opaque to laser radiation. Therefore, the last part of the
nanosecond laser pulse interacts with the expanding plasma front and is partially absorbed or
reflected. At this point, the efficiency of the ablation decreases. This effect is called plasma
shielding and is strongly dependent on environmental conditions (surrounding gases or vac-
uum) and experimental conditions (laser irradiance and wavelength). Martian atmospheric
pressure is close to ideal for LIBS due to an optimal configuration of relatively high abla-
tion rate at lower pressures and plasma heating due to plasma shielding that leads to stronger
plasma emission (Brennetot et al. 2003).

After ignition, the plasma expands and cools; the electron temperature and density de-
crease. As the plasma cools, ions recombine with free electrons to form neutral atoms un-
der the so-called radiative recombination. Free electrons decelerate when interacting with
atomic nuclei under the free-free transition process called thermal bremsstrahlung. Both
mechanisms produce a broad continuum of electromagnetic emission. In addition, the ionic
and neutral de-excitation processes exhibit a discrete (or quantized) set of energy levels with
related emission lines characteristic of each element, allowing their identification. Molecular
emission of simple diatomic molecules occurs as well due to the recombination of plasma
species in colder plasma regions. In Martian atmospheric conditions, the maximum intensity
of these molecular bands is observed to last slightly later than that of ionic and atomic emis-
sion and stays intense for a longer period of time due to the low-temperature dependence
(Vogt et al. 2018). If the plasma emission is collected over the entire plasma lifetime, the
continuum signal can simultaneously exhibit atomic emission lines, and sometimes molecu-
lar bands from simple molecules. If the acquisition can be delayed by a few microseconds –
possible on SuperCam’s transmission spectrometer, see Wiens et al. (this journal), some
molecular lines can be isolated.

The discrete emission lines characterize the elemental composition: they are readily iden-
tifiable since their position is fixed in wavelength. To derive quantitative elemental composi-
tions, the LIBS data can be analyzed with calibration models, where measurements are com-
pared to those of samples whose composition is known, measured in laboratory-simulated
Martian atmospheric conditions. On this basis, several univariate and statistical methods
have been developed over the years to increase the accuracy of quantitative analysis and to
overcome matrix effects in particular for the Martian LIBS data (Wiens et al. 2013; Clegg
et al. 2017).

The implementation and data analysis of LIBS on SuperCam is similar to how it is done
on ChemCam (Maurice et al. 2016). SuperCam yields quantitative elemental compositions
for all major rock-forming oxides, SiO2, TiO2, Al2O3, FeOT, MgO, CaO, Na2O, and K2O,
with associated uncertainties. SuperCam also quantifies H by univariate analysis (Rapin
et al. 2017), and can measure the non-metallic elements C, N, O, P, and S, despite degraded
detection limits for C and O in rocks analyzed under Martian conditions (i.e. CO2 atmo-
sphere). F and Cl are indirectly measured through the molecule emissions from secondary
Ca-bearing species CaF and CaCl, or through the Cl neutral line at 837.8 nm (Forni et al.
2015). Other measured elements are Li, B, Cr, V, Mn, Ni, Cu, Rb, Sr, Ba, and Zn. Quan-
tification is obtained using comprehensive ground reference datasets, which are chosen to
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Fig. 5 Simplified Jablonski
diagram for the different
transitions responsible for the IR,
Raman, and luminescence
signals. The anti-Stokes emission
is shown for reference but not
used by SuperCam

mimic the expected mineralogy and chemistry on Mars (Ollila et al. 2014; Payré et al. 2017;
Gasda et al. 2017; Lanza et al. 2016).

It is worth noting that at even longer delays ∼ 75–100 µs, when the plasma is relatively
cold and atomic, ionic, and molecular emissions have already quenched, other types of ra-
diation may occur within matrices containing luminescence centers. The plasma plume acts
as the excitation source in this case; the UV-VIS photons from the plasma activate the lu-
minescence centers (Plasma Induced Luminescence). Such luminescence usually has long
decay times, as for trivalent rare earth elements (REE3+), Cr3+, Fe3+, and Mn2+ in minerals
(Gaft et al. 2019).

2.2.4 Time Resolved Raman (TRR)

SuperCam is the first stand-off Raman and luminescence spectrometer in space. Both Raman
and luminescence measurements will also be made by SHERLOC at micron scales in close
proximity to the target using a UV laser (Bhartia et al., this journal) to specifically detect and
analyze organic molecules. Other instruments based on continuous wavelength lasers will fly
on ExoMars and MMX rovers (Rull et al. 2017; Schröder et al. 2020). The physics of Raman
and luminescence are briefly described below and in the following section, respectively.

Raman spectroscopy is a vibrational spectroscopy technique based on a scattering pro-
cess widely used in chemistry, material sciences and mineralogy to characterize the vibra-
tional state of materials. This provides a structural fingerprint by which such molecules,
or crystals can be identified (e.g. Dubessy et al. 2012; Beyssac 2020; Pasteris and Beyssac
2020, and references therein).

For Raman spectroscopy, SuperCam uses visible light (532 nm) that cannot be absorbed
through phonon excitation as in the case of infrared spectroscopy. This is because the laser
photon energy is much greater than the energy difference between the vibrational states of
the molecules. Rather, visible light is scattered and excites the molecules to virtual energy
states with extremely short lifetimes and quasi-immediate relaxation (Fig. 5). Most light
scattering is essentially elastic (Rayleigh scattering), i.e., molecules end up in the same
vibrational state as before excitation, and the energy of the scattered light is unchanged.
But a very small fraction (1 in 107 incident photons) of the scattering occurs inelastically.
After scattering, molecules then reside at a higher (photon energy loss for the photon: Stokes
scattering) or lower (photon energy gain for the photon: anti-Stokes scattering) vibrational
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state than before irradiation. Consequently, the photon energy of the scattered light is either
decreased or increased with respect to the exciting photon: this is the Raman effect. Note
that this photon energy difference corresponds to the specific energy difference between
vibrational states of the molecule, thereby imparting molecular information to the Raman
signal. In the case of minerals, the molecular vibration contributes to the Raman spectrum by
generating not only internal modes but also lattice vibrations. Vibrations of atoms in a crystal
structure are not independent and when atoms vibrate around their equilibrium position
synchronously, they create fundamental lattice vibrations (phonons) accessible by Raman
spectroscopy. Importantly, these lattice vibrations carry unique crystallographic information
allowing the distinction between polymorphs.

SuperCam’s Raman spectrometer differs from commercial laboratory instruments in two
fundamental ways. First, SuperCam senses the Raman signal at large distances (i.e. 2 to
7 m) with large laser spot sizes (i.e. several mm in diameter) while commercial laboratory
instruments detect Raman signals at short distances (∼ mm) with small spot sizes (∼ µm)
when using a microscope. Hence, SuperCam’s Raman will likely probe a population of
diverse mineral phases depending on grain size and effective spot diameter, while labora-
tory instruments generally target a single phase because their spot is smaller than the grain
size. Second, SuperCam utilizes a pulsed excitation source combined with a gated detector,
while commercial laboratory instruments typically employ continuous-wave (CW) excita-
tion sources and detectors. The idea is that the Raman signal (lifetime ∼ 10−15 s) is only pro-
duced during the interaction of the sample with the excitation pulse, while other signals such
as luminescence (lifetime > 1 ns) start at the pulse but continue to decay after the excitation
(Gaft et al. 2015). Using a short gate (100 ns for SuperCam) that is synchronized with the
laser pulse, allows efficient rejection of the unwanted signals, like luminescence or daylight
entering the telescope, and optimizes the collection of the Raman signal in the time domain.
Time-resolved spectroscopy further allows collection of only the luminescence signal by
opening the detector gate with delay after the laser pulse: by then the Raman signal is over
while luminescence is still present (Beyssac 2020). Compared to CW Raman instruments,
SuperCam Raman benefits from signal intensification and filtering in the time domain, but
uses considerably less excitation, hence receives less signal because of the non-continuous
excitation.

SuperCam records Stokes emissions between 0 and 4000 cm−1. However, the 0–150 cm−1

range is cut by filters blocking the Rayleigh-scattered laser light. Figure 6 is a sim-
plified map of Raman peaks for major minerals and some organics. The main “finger-
print region” from which mineralogy and molecular structure are determined is in the
150–1500 cm−1 (536.3–578.1 nm) range. In this window, internal modes (e.g. stretching,
bending modes) from molecular groups (e.g. CO3, PO4, SiO4) present in minerals occur at
higher wavenumbers than lattice vibrations. At higher wavenumbers, internal vibrations in
CH (∼ 2900 cm−1) from organics, or OH and H2O (∼ 3300–3700 cm−1) present in minerals
provide important information. Raman spectra collected under Martian surface temperature
and pressure conditions yield the same spectral position (not necessarily FWHM) as those
obtained in terrestrial laboratories, allowing existing Raman spectral databases to be used
for mineral identification.

2.2.5 Time-Resolved Luminescence (TRL)

Time-resolved optical stimulation of luminescence has recently become established as an
important method for mineral detection (Lisitsyn et al. 2011; Gaft and Panczer 2013;
Chithambo 2018). When light interacts with a molecule and the energy of the incident pho-
ton gets close to the transition between two electronic states, the molecule energy shifts
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from its ground state to various vibrational states in the excited electronic state (Fig. 5).
Following the absorption, the molecule’s atoms adjust their relative positions to the new
excited situation. During this process, called relaxation, there is usually no light emission.
After some time (nanoseconds to milliseconds), the system returns spontaneously to the vi-
brational states of its ground electronic state, emitting a luminescence photon. The emission
occurs at a lower energy than the absorption due to the relaxation process.

In addition, many mineral phases contain impurities (e.g., defects, trace elements, and
organics) that can generate a luminescence signal through electronic transitions when ex-
cited by the laser (Gaft and Panczer 2013). This luminescence signal may consist of broad
bands to a continuous background, as exhibited by Mn2+ substitution in calcite for example
(Mason et al. 2005). Alternatively, emission spectra of luminescence may consist of narrow
lines, small energy transitions, as exhibited by REEs in many minerals (Gaft et al. 2020).
Luminescence may be so intense that, without the time resolution of SuperCam, the Ra-
man signal becomes subsumed by, and often indistinguishable from, the luminescence band
and/or background.

Luminescence is characterized by its wavelength distribution, quantum yield, and life-
time (Gaft and Panczer 2013). Quantum yield is the ratio of the number of photons emitted
by luminescence to the number of photons absorbed, thus the probability of the excited state
being deactivated by luminescence rather than by another non-radiative mechanism, such as
the loss of energy in the form of heat to the surroundings. Luminescence centers with the
largest quantum yields display the brightest emissions.

Lifetime is a measure of the transition probability, i.e. the average time that luminescence
centers spend in the excited state prior to returning to the ground state. It is given as the time
for the intensity to drop by 1/e from its original value. Lifetime is a characteristic and unique
property of luminescence centers in a specific mineral structure, and it is highly improbable
that two different emissions have the same decay time. The best way to combine the spectral
and temporal nature of the luminescence emission is to obtain time-resolved spectra.

Time-resolved spectroscopy (Gaft and Panczer 2013) collects only the luminescence sig-
nal, by opening the detector gate a few ns or ms after the laser pulse. SuperCam has excellent
synchronization between the laser pulse and the intensified CCD gate making it possible to
explore luminescence with various decay periods. For this, one can use smart combina-
tions of delays (the time when the detector gate opens with respect to the laser pulse) and
open-gate duration. Lastly, Supercam is able to analyze the time decay of luminescence.
A post-pulse detector gate with appropriate opening duration is set to various delay times
(gate opening after laser pulse), and the integrated intensity of the signal is plotted versus
the delay time. These data give further information on the nature of the electronic transition
and, more practically, enable the identification of the emission center (Gaft et al. 2015).

Many lasers can induce luminescence when interacting with materials. Near-infrared
lasers do not have enough energy to excite molecular luminescence. By contrast, ultra-violet
lasers are very efficient and the emission is widely separated in energy from the Raman
signal (as a reminder, Raman peaks are related to the excitation frequency; luminescence
peaks are at a specific absolute frequency). The use of a UV laser is the option chosen by
SHERLOC on Perseverance (Bhartia et al., this journal). However, to use the same laser
oscillator for LIBS and TRR/L to minimize the resources, SuperCam is constrained to using
a pulsed green beam at 532 nm, which generates luminescence that spectrally overlaps the
Raman signal.

It is important to stress that luminescence may be extremely effective in minerals (Gaft
et al. 2020). Time-resolved luminescence using 532 nm stimulation can excite various emis-
sion centers in many minerals that emit in the wavelength range from 150 cm−1 (536.3 nm)
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to 7060 cm−1 (852 nm). These include REE3+, Mn2+, Fe3+, Cr3+, Mn3+, V2+, Mn4+, Ti3+,
Ag+, Bi2+, Pb+, Ni2+, and S2−. For many of these emission centers, the detection is unam-
biguous but the quantification is challenging. In addition, many organic compounds exhibit
a strong and short-lifetime (ns) luminescence signal and in some instances (e.g. pigments
like chlorophyll), this luminescence is specific to the compound.

Fluorescence time scales are typically on the order of nanoseconds for organics while
they can be much longer, from micro- to milliseconds, for most emission centers in minerals
(Liu et al. 2017). Phosphorescence occurs via a similar mechanism, but it involves electronic
transitions between states of differing spin. These “spin-forbidden” transitions, although
spectrally similar to fluorescence, occur over significantly longer time scales (1 ms to 10 s
for most organic molecules). The term “luminescence” encompasses both of these photon-
induced mechanisms, referred to hereafter for SuperCam as Time-Resolved Luminescence
(TRL).

2.2.6 Visible and Near Infrared Spectroscopy (VISIR)

Visible to near IR spectroscopy has been used from Mars orbit for nearly two decades.
OMEGA on Mars Express (Bibring and Langevin 2008) and CRISM on Mars Reconnais-
sance Orbiter (Murchie et al. 2007) have made remarkable discoveries from orbit on the
alteration mineralogy of the Martian surface. On the surface, Mastcam on Curiosity has
several band filters in the 0.440–1.015 µm range (Malin et al. 2017). ChemCam covers
the VIS range up to 850 nm, which has allowed Johnson et al. (2015, 2017) to constrain
the mineralogy of several iron-bearing minerals (e.g., hematite, olivine, and ferric sulfates).
Near-IR investigation from the surface of Mars is new, especially in conjunction with LIBS
to clear dust away. Both SuperCam onboard Perseverance and MarSCoDe onboard the Chi-
nese Tianwen-1 rover carry similar VIS-IR channels with different fields of view. Whereas
IR spectrometers from orbit are imagers, the two instruments on the ground are point spec-
trometers and will have a much smaller footprint, though on Mars 2020 it is complemented
by Mastcam-Z’s multispectral capabilities (Bell et al., this journal). Ground-based IR spec-
troscopy will for the first time give ground truth that can be compared to orbital IR data.

Passive VISIR spectroscopy, also known as VIS-NIR-SWIR reflectance spectroscopy, is
widely used for the detection and identification of both organic and inorganic compounds.
It relies on the targets being illuminated by artificial light sources in the laboratory or by
the Sun for field work and planetary exploration. It exploits the fact that molecules absorb
frequencies that are characteristic of their structure. Such absorption occurs at resonant fre-
quencies when the frequency of the absorbed radiation matches the molecular vibrational
frequencies (Fig. 5). Typical vibrational frequencies range from ∼ 1013 to 5.1014 Hz and
more, covering at least the 0.6–30 µm range. By convention, the 0.7–2.5 µm range is called
near-infrared range (NIR) and is the object of our study. For simplicity, we subdivide it
between SuperCam’s VIS range below 0.85 µm and its IR range from 1.3 to 2.6 µm. Ab-
sorption bands in the reflectance spectra are usually sharper in IR than in the VIS range with
the exception of some rare spin-forbidden transitions. Note that Mastcam has three broad
RGB filters (∼ 40 nm width), and nine narrow filters per camera (∼ 10 nm width), which
overlay SuperCam’s VIS range and fill a gap between 850 and 1040 nm. More details can
be found in Bell et al. (this journal).

A major cause for IR absorption is a change in the dipole moment of a molecule as it
vibrates or rotates. Absorptions in the IR are typical of molecular species that have a small
difference between their rotational and vibrational states. Absorption bands in the NIR range
are weak because they arise from vibrational overtones and combination bands (two molecu-
lar vibrations excited simultaneously). By comparison with longer IR wavelengths, however,
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Fig. 7 Orbital reflectance
spectra from the Compact
Reconnaissance Imaging
Spectrometer for Mars (CRISM,
Murchie et al. 2007) that are
representative of the primary and
secondary minerals found on
Mars, restricted to the SuperCam
VISIR wavelength range,
calibrated to approximate surface
reflectance, and ratioed to
spectrally neutral terrains to
suppress surface dust and
residual atmospheric signatures
(Viviano-Beck et al. 2014)

NIR bands have a high signal-to-noise ratio thanks to the solar emission spectrum being in-
tense in this range, and to the fact that NIR wavelengths have deeper path lengths. The band
depth of a compound in the NIR is typically correlated to concentration, optical absorption
coefficient and grain size, though the greater penetration depth makes quantification using
NIR spectroscopy challenging. IR spectroscopy using the Sun as a source is an effective way
to identify various functional groups of interest for planetary science, especially on dust-free
regions. This is where the coupling of IR spectroscopy with LIBS is advantageous.

The SuperCam VISIR wavelength range (0.40–0.85 µm, 1.3–2.6 µm), with the help of
Mastcam-Z’s narrow filters to cover the 800–1000 nm range, provides identification of many
minerals (e.g. Murchie et al. 2009; Ehlmann and Edwards 2014) known or expected to be
found in the geological record on Mars (Fig. 7):

� Iron oxides and oxyhydroxides characterized by electronic transition and charge transfer
absorptions extending from the ultraviolet to NIR and, less frequently, by narrow spin-
forbidden features of Fe3+ transitions observed in ChemCam passive spectra;

� Ortho- and chain silicates through Fe2+ crystal field transitions that produce large absorp-
tion bands around 1.0 and 2.0 µm. The presence of the latter band discriminates pyroxene
from olivine; its position strongly depends on the crystal chemistry of the pyroxene;
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� Sheet silicates (clays, serpentine, talc, etc.), through the first harmonics of the funda-
mental vibrational mode of the hydroxyl radical OH (1.4 µm) and through its combi-
nation with the transverse vibrational modes of Al-OH (∼ 2.2 µm) and Fe or Mg-OH
(∼ 2.3 µm);

� Sulfates (mono- and polyhydrated) through combinations and overtones of OH− or
H2O bending and stretching fundamentals (1.4 µm, 1.9 µm) and 3ν3 (SO4)

2− overtone
(∼ 2.4 µm).

� Carbonates through overtones and combinations of C-O stretching and bending vibra-
tions (3ν3 at ∼ 2.3 µm and (ν1 + 2ν3) at ∼ 2.5 µm). The wavelengths of their minima
identify major cations and discriminate between different polymorphs. Mg-rich anhy-
drous carbonates exhibit minima at shorter wavelengths for the two bands in comparison
with carbonates mostly containing Ca and Fe.

� Biologically-relevant compounds such as ammonium, borates, nitrates, and phosphates
through overtones and combinations of N-H, B-O, N-O, and P-O stretching and bending
vibrations.

� Molecular water (adsorbed, interlayer, water-ice) and H2O-bearing salts in general
through combinations and overtones of bending and stretching fundamentals
(1.4–1.6 µm, 1.9–2.1 µm).

In addition, VISIR spectroscopy may be used to identify complex organic compounds from
absorptions at 1.7 µm, 2.15 µm, and 2.3–2.5 µm due to various combinations of CH2 and
CH3 asymmetric and symmetric stretch, as well as C=C and CH. Finally, SuperCam detects
atmospheric CO2, CO, H2O, and O2 (IR and 700–850 nm). The full spectral range is used
to measure scattered light diagnostic of aerosol size distribution, composition, and opacity.
These measurements will be made by fitting the observed sky radiance to multiple-scattering
discrete-ordinate radiative-transfer models with gas absorption handled by the correlated-k
method, as has been done with ChemCam (McConnochie et al. 2018).

2.2.7 Complementarity of the Techniques

Raman scattering and IR absorption are both vibrational spectroscopies, even if they are
based on different physical processes (absorption versus inelastic scattering of light). IR ab-
sorption requires that a vibrational mode of the molecule has a change in dipole or charge
distribution associated with it; only then can radiation of the same frequency interact with the
molecule and raise it to an excited vibrational state. Raman scattering requires that a vibra-
tional mode of the molecule leads to a change in polarizability. The intensity of the Raman
scattering is proportional to the capability of the molecule to form instantaneous dipoles.
Therefore, Raman and IR spectra may enable the identification of similar compounds but
overall they provide complementary information.

Vibrations that have strong Raman intensities often have weak IR intensities and vice
versa (Larkin 2011). The selection rules in quantum physics inform us whether such a
molecule will be visible in IR (change in dipole moment) or in Raman (change in polar-
izability). As a classic example, the symmetric stretch of carbon dioxide is not IR active
(no change in the net molecular dipole) and is Raman active (change of molecular polar-
izability). Conversely, the asymmetric stretch is IR active and not Raman active. The same
is true for the bending motion. This does not occur with all molecules, but often times, the
IR and Raman spectra provide complementary information about many of the vibrations of
molecular species. Practically, in the case of SuperCam the choice of the technique to be
preferred will depend on the performance of each technique. As a preview, after modeling
the signal-to-noise ratio for each technique, we find that carbonates, phosphates, sulfates and
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framework silicates are best seen in Raman; sheet silicates and ices by IR; the chain silicates
are divided: pyroxene by VISIR, and olivine by Raman (the latter in part due to missing the
region from 1.0 to 1.3 µm). Metal oxides, which absorb too much of the incident light, are
not clearly observed by either, except that the VIS spectral range is diagnostic of the iron
oxidation state. The metal oxides can also be identified elementally by LIBS. The situation
may change depending on grain sizes or illumination conditions.

Finally, LIBS is locally destructive for the target. Fau et al. (2019) studied the effect of
LIBS laser shots on the Raman TRR signature of the target. They showed that the structure
of samples with low optical absorption coefficients at the LIBS wavelength is preserved.
By contrast, minerals with high optical absorption coefficients at the LIBS wavelength can
be severely affected by LIBS laser shots with local amorphization, melting and/or phase
transformation. Anyway, because the analytical footprint of TRR is much larger than the
LIBS laser spot, the possible alteration of Raman signatures due to LIBS should not be
detected in the TRR analyzed by SuperCam, even in the case of highly absorbing minerals
(Fau et al. 2019). Dust is detrimental for Raman analysis as it absorbs the incident laser light
and contributes a strong background in the TRR spectra thereby preventing TRR/L analysis
of the underlying target. A strategy to use LIBS first, which has the advantage to remove
dust, and then TRR/L, or the reverse will have to be decided during mission operations to
maximize the science return.

3 Instrument Implementation

SuperCam’s techniques benefit from the ability to operate at remote distances. The distance
capability is a key driver of the design, with a distance range capability specific to each
technique. From this, we can establish performance requirements that lead to measurement
and functional requirements with a higher level of detail. This is the classical traceability
matrix approach. The design of SuperCam is inseparable from accommodation constraints
of the rover on which it is mounted, especially when it comes to the accuracy of pointing
at remote targets. For this reason, we describe the pointing requirements that are prescribed
by SuperCam to the rover project. A description of SuperCam’s architecture concludes this
part.

3.1 Distance Capability

SuperCam’s techniques all benefit from the ability to operate at remote distances on raw
targets without prior sample preparation. From a scientific point of view, the broader the
distance range, the better, but in practice, accommodation constraints also drive the distance
limits. Figure 8 summarizes SuperCam’s remote sensing capabilities.

To benefit from a ±180◦ azimuth and ±90◦ elevation pointing capability, the SuperCam
telescope is mounted at the top of the rover mast. This sets the minimal distance to the first
possible targets on the ground at approximately 2.0 m, which is the vertical distance from the
outer face of the telescope’s Schmidt plate to the ground at the front of the rover. Therefore,
we chose 2 m as a minimum distance for Mars targets. The calibration targets at the rear
of the rover deck are one exception since they are located at an average distance of 1.56 m
(Manrique et al., this journal).

RMI and VISIR spectroscopy could operate up to infinity, but in practice they are limited
by the atmospheric transparency or the horizon. The long distances for active experiments
are limited by the optical performance of the telescope, whose size is bounded by the vol-
ume available at the top of the rover mast. Considering this constraint and the need to reach
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Fig. 8 SuperCam remote sensing capability. All distances are from the center of the Mast-Unit external
window. With its laser beams, LIBS, time-resolved Raman (TRR) and Luminescence (TRL) spectra can
be obtained from 2 m (the closest distance to the ground) up to 7 m away. Imaging (RMI) and passive
spectroscopy (VISIR) have in principle no limit in distance. Each technique can probe the calibration targets
(SCCT) at ∼ 1.56 m. There are two autofocus methods (AF): the image-based autofocus (RMI-AF) can be
used at any distance, while the laser-based autofocus (CWL-AF) is limited to distances of less than 7 m

the required signal-to-noise ratio for each technique (see Sect. 3.2), 7 m was chosen as the
maximum required distance for LIBS and TRR/L. This corresponds to an area more than
100 m2 that can be covered by SuperCam from a given rover location. This area contains the
arm work zone (approximately 2.6 m in the front of the rover), which is a priority because
this is where the samples are collected from. Measurements at this distance benefit from
high-resolution Navcam images, which aid in pointing at sub-centimeter targets of interest
and to benefit from an accurate Navcam-based estimate (“seed”) of their distance to Super-
Cam. For reference, ∼ 95% of ChemCam observations are performed closer than 4.5 m,
but certain targets (iron meteorites) were shot at up to 9.5 m. With its improved telescope,
SuperCam is expected to cover a broader area around the rover compared to ChemCam.

SuperCam has two autofocus (AF) methods: one image-based using RMI and the other
one based on a CW diode laser. The AF methods both work well over the 1.56–7 m range for
all techniques. The image-based autofocus works to infinity and will be used to support long-
distance observations. Both methods now exist on ChemCam with similar performance.

The microphone records local pressure variations that are generated at a distance. How-
ever, because of its main constituent, the CO2 molecule, the Mars atmosphere absorbs
sounds efficiently: at 4 m it adsorbs between −0.8 dB and −1.2 dB at 1 kHz at −20 ◦C
(Williams 2001; Bass and Chambers 2001), compared to only −0.01 dB on Earth at 20 ◦C.
Furthermore, the high characteristic acoustic impedance of the Mars atmosphere weakens
the coupling efficiency of an acoustic source by 20 dB compared to the same source on Earth.
For this reason, a distance of 4 m was set as a maximum distance to record the LIBS shock
wave with the microphone. This distance is also sufficient to collect all artificial sounds from
the rover.

3.2 Performance Requirements

This section describes the overarching requirements that encompass the science intent de-
scribed above, as well as distance requirements. They are called Level-4 requirements by the
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Table 1 Relationship between SuperCam science objectives and the mission goals. Dark/light
grey highlight the major/minor contributions from SuperCam

rover project. When necessary, quantitative tests are identified to verify requirements either
using the Mast Unit alone or, more often, the whole instrument (Wiens et al., this journal).

Table 2 presents the performance requirements for elemental chemistry, for atmospheric
constituents, and for mineral detection. It is worth pointing out that the connection between
the eight goals (Table 1) and these top-level performance requirements (Table 2) is multi-
faceted, considering the performance needed to attain the goals, but also paying attention
to recently demonstrated capabilities (e.g., with ChemCam for elemental compositions) and
attainable instrument performance.

In terms of elemental-composition capabilities, major-element accuracies of ±10% are
generally sufficient to distinguish broad classes of rocks. An example is the total alkali-
silica (TAS) diagram, used for igneous rocks, where this level of accuracy distinguishes
basalts from andesites from dacites and rhyolites in silica, and trachy-basalts and trachy-
andesites from the lower-alkali counterparts. The ability to trace liquid lines of descent is
perhaps more important, as it can link evolved igneous rocks to their parental magmas (e.g.,
Sautter et al. 2016). In reality, much of SuperCam’s exploration will likely be in sedimentary
terranes, where distinguishing different provenances of the sediments is useful. Based on
ChemCam experience, a 10% accuracy among all major elements and 20% among the listed
trace elements allows very useful delineation (e.g., Edwards et al. 2017; Bedford et al. 2019).

The atmospheric requirements are based on experience with ChemCam measurements
and proven capabilities (McConnochie et al. 2018). These requirements are generally suf-
ficient to observe seasonal variations, and to compare one Mars year to the next. While
SuperCam is not primarily an atmospheric observatory, it will nicely complement the work
carried out by MEDA and will continue the type of ground-based observations of atmo-
spheric water, dust, carbon compounds, and oxygen that ChemCam has done since early
2013.

Mineral requirements were based much more on expected capabilities, given the lower
level of experience in this area and the fact that the abundances of minerals are difficult
to quantify with VISIR and TRR/L, while their identification, and often some details on
relative abundances, are quite realistic. The table was based on capabilities of orbital instru-
ments in the VISIR spectral range (Viviano-Beck et al. 2014) and the knowledge that they
have yielded on the types of minerals and science questions relevant for habitable environ-
ments on Mars. It was also based on our experience so far with remote Raman spectroscopy.
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Volume % for the detection limits (DL) are only indicative, and are used for test purposes
(Wiens et al. this journal). It is clear that there is not a direct, linear or not, relationship
between the amount of a given mineral and the spectral signature strength. Later, the perfor-
mance requirements are translated into signal-to-noise ratios, which was used by SuperCam
engineers for the instrument design. In the end, the mineral specifications are viewed more
as goals, but as described in this manuscript and Wiens et al. (this journal), they are realistic
ones.

Hence:

– The instrument shall be able to measure elemental composition on the surface of Mars for
elements given in Table 2 with the specified detection limit, precision and accuracy, from
2 to 7 m.

This requirement sets the objectives for LIBS. These are very similar to ChemCam
(Maurice et al. 2012; Wiens et al. 2012) for both the list of elements to be detected, the
detection limit, precision, and accuracy given at 5 m. Based on ChemCam’s experience,
we know that if the potassium line at 767 nm can be detected with an SNR > 64 at 5 m,
then the laser coupled well with the target, and the signal to noise was sufficient for the
all the objectives of Table 2 (top right) to be achieved.

– The instrument shall be able to measure depth profiles of elemental composition on the
surface of Mars, for elements given in Table 2 (top right), from 2 to 7 m, and at the
location of the calibration targets.

This is related to LIBS again and its ability to probe the target surface as a function of
depth, and to explicitly investigate coatings or varnishes. The validation test is to penetrate
0.5 mm in a rock of hardness 5 (Mohs scale) at 5 m.

– The instrument shall be able to determine the atmospheric concentrations of molecular
species given in Table 2 (bottom right), with specified detection limits.

Based on ChemCam’s experience, this requirement is automatically validated when
the more general specification for LIBS elemental composition is met. VISIR contributes
to these detections.

– The instrument shall be able to detect mineralogical composition on the surface of Mars as
given in Table 2 (left), with the specified detection limit, from 2 m to 7 m, at the location
of the calibration targets and up to the horizon whenever possible.

This requirement sets the objectives for VISIR and TRR together, and it suggests
which technique is most appropriate. At the time of the SuperCam proposal, little was
known about Raman spectroscopic capabilities at long distance, so this requirement has
been reformulated during the course of the project. For Raman, the validation test is to
detect carbonate with SNR > 20 at 7 m. For VIS spectroscopy, the requirement is to
reach SNR > 50 at 800 nm, and for IR spectroscopy, SNR > 56 at 2.6 µm for carbonates
of reflectance 0.5. Both VIS and IR can go to infinity and their signal-to-noise ratio is
independent of the distance.

– The instrument shall be able to acquire color context images of the areas investigated for
elemental and mineralogical composition and organics, from 2 m to infinity, and at the
calibration target location.

While the ChemCam RMI was monochrome, the one on SuperCam is designed to
acquire color images. Everything else, including resolution and field of view, is the same.
RMI images must have the capability to document the distribution of elements, mineral
classes, organics, and/or morphologies at the sub-millimeter scale. Hence its field of view
needs to overlap those of the other techniques.

– The instrument shall be able to record audio signals from 100 Hz to 10 kHz on the surface
of Mars, with a SNR > 3 for LIBS impacts at 4 m.
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– The investigation will carry its own set of calibration targets for each technique (Manrique
et al., this journal): at least 20 calibration targets for LIBS that should be representative
of major rock units; a Ti target for spectral calibration by LIBS; two targets for TRR; two
targets, white > 95% reflectance and dark < 5% reflectance, for VISIR radiometry with
magnets to minimize dust over ≥ 1 mrad; a geometric target to measure resolution and
modulation transfer function (MTF) of the imaging capability, and three red-green-blue
(RGB) targets with magnets for white balance.

3.3 Measurement and Functional Requirements

The previous sections have allowed us to identify performance requirements for the five dif-
ferent analytical techniques. From there we derive below, for each of them, the measurement
and functional requirements that are called Level-5 requirements. We are separating VIS and
IR ranges for clarity.

– For LIBS, the infrared laser needs to be focused to obtain an irradiance > 10 MW/mm2

at remote distances from 1.5 to 7 m. This irradiance is calculated within a closed contour
that contains over 75% of the energy deposited on the target. The energy on target should
be above 12 mJ over the Mast Unit [−30 ◦C, +10 ◦C] temperature range, and above 15 mJ
at one temperature within that temperature range.

Plasma light needs to be collected and analyzed between 245 nm and 853 nm, except
for two wavelength gaps between 340–385 nm and 465–536 nm imposed by the optical
design (details in Sect. 4.4.4). The FWHM resolution across the whole wavelength range
shall be better than 0.2 nm for wavelengths below 500 nm and better than 0.65 nm for
wavelengths above 500 nm.

For the SuperCam laser energy and size of its telescope, the diameter of the ablation
is about 500 µm and the hot part of the plasma, characterized by the atomic-emission-
line emission, is approximately of the same size (Sallé et al. 2006). The field of view
of the LIBS investigation must capture this plasma; the LIBS light collection shall be
∼ 0.8 mrad.

– For TRR, the first requirement is to induce an irradiance between 10 and 30 kW/mm2 per
pulse with the green laser, at distances from 1.5 to 7 m. The energy should be above 9 mJ
over the [−30 ◦C, +10 ◦C] temperature range, and above 11 mJ at one given temperature
over the same temperature range.

Raman and luminescence photons need to be detected between 150 cm−1 (536 nm)
and at least 4400 cm−1 (695 nm), while the laser elastically scattered light is rejected.
A goal is to reach 7000 cm−1 for TRL. The resolution across the whole wavelength range
shall be better than 12 cm−1.

The minimum signal integration time shall be ≤ 100 ns, and can be increased up to
60 µs. The delay between the laser firing and the start of the Raman exposure window
shall be adjustable between 0 and 500 µs (for luminescence).

The field of view for TRR/L shall match the LIBS FOV to investigate the same area.
Thus, it shall be ∼ 0.8 mrad.

– For VIS, the wavelength coverage shall be from 400 to 853 nm except for a gap between
465 and 537 nm, with a resolution across the whole wavelength range better than 0.65 nm.
There is no limit to the distance to target.

The field of view of the passive VIS shall match the LIBS FOV to investigate the same
area. Thus, it shall be ∼ 0.8 mrad.

– For IR, the wavelength coverage shall be from 1.3 to 2.6 µm. The signal-to-noise ratio over
this range shall be > 57 for an 80 s integration time (including dark measurements) and
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an irradiance of 300 W/m2 on target and an albedo of 0.3 over the Mast Unit [−40 ◦C;
−5 ◦C] temperature range. The resolution across the whole wavelength range shall be
better than 32 wavenumbers (cm−1): over the wavelength range, the resolution shall be
better than 5.4 nm at 1.3 µm and better than 21.5 nm at 2.6 µm. At least 256 wavelength
steps shall be implemented to allow oversampling of the IR range. There is no limit to the
distance to target.

The relative response between two adjacent (wavelength) bins shall be known with
a precision better than 1%. The infrared Spectrometer (IRS) absolute spectral response
shall be known with a precision better than 20%.

The field of view of the passive IR shall match the LIBS and TRR/L FOVs to investi-
gate the same area. More flexibility is accepted here to collect enough light, as long as the
FOV stays smaller than the area that is cleared of dust by the LIBS. The FOV requirement
is set to be ∼ 1.2 mrad.

– For RMI, a color (using per-pixel RGB filters) image of any SuperCam targetable area
around the rover needs to be acquired. There is no limit to the distance to target. The RMI
must support in priority the characterization of the areas closed to the targets analyzed by
LIBS, TRR, and VISIR. As such, it will operate at the calibration target distance, 1.56 m,
and from 2 m up to infinity.

The RMI shall have a spatial resolution better than 80 µrad, and an MTF above 0.20
at 20 line pairs/mm over a field of view higher than 10 mrad, when in good focus on a
target at a distance beyond 2 m. The signal-to-noise ratio of RMI images shall be larger
than 200 (after binning) at 50% of the dynamics for irradiance of 300 W/m2 (on target)
and albedo of 0.4. The RMI should include an auto-exposure capability, around a given
nominal exposure time.

Relative radiometric calibration of the RMI between RGB pixels shall be performed
with an accuracy of ±20%. The flat field shall be known with a pixel-to-pixel accuracy
of ±5%.

The RMI field of view shall be > 15 mrad to cover the range of grain sizes (Fig. 2)
and to capture the context of the analytical techniques.

– For MIC, acoustic data from 100 Hz to 10 kHz need to be acquired to record the laser-
induced sparks generated at 4 m with a signal-to-noise ratio > 3. Amplification gains
shall be implemented if necessary. Two sampling frequencies are implemented at 25 kHz
and 100 kHz.

For combined LIBS and microphone studies, synchronization between the microphone
and the infrared laser is required. For the standalone mode, to support atmospheric studies
or to record rover noises, the max recording time shall be ≥ 167 s at 25 kHz sampling.
The microphone shall not be saturated under 1σ of the wind conditions specified in the
environmental requirement documents of the project.

Along with these requirements, there are many technical specifications, the most relevant
being:

– Optical axes for LIBS, TRR, and VISIR shall be co-aligned to within 0.35 mrad. The
auto-focus (AF) capability shall be co-aligned with the same accuracy. All optical axes
should be within 2 mrad of the center of the RMI.

– SuperCam will implement two independent modes to focus autonomously the telescope,
the first one using a dedicated Continuous Wavelength Laser (CWL-AF), and the second
one relying on the imaging capability of the instrument (RMI-AF). The former one oper-
ates from 1.5 to 7 m, and the latter one to any distance up to infinity. The requirement is
to reach an accuracy at ±0.4% of the exact distance to target in less than 2 min, starting
from a seed distance at ±5%.
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Fig. 9 Schematic chronogram of SuperCam techniques (TRR/L, LIBS, MIC) as seen from the Mast Unit.
The laser duration is 4 ns. Travel time (2 ways) is for targets at ∼ 7 m. Raman scattering emission occurs
during the laser pulse. LIBS starts when the laser beam vaporizes the target and lasts a few microseconds
for atomic lines and longer for molecular lines. The luminescence can start as soon as the laser beam hits
the ground, or later, and it lasts longer, up to milliseconds, depending on the material. The shock wave is
produced as soon as the laser hits the target. Then the sound propagates to the instrument at ∼ 230 m/s

– SuperCam shall withstand being pointed at the Sun indefinitely in a sun safe configura-
tion. SuperCam shall notify the Flight System before placing itself into a non-sun safe
configuration. Conversely, the Flight System shall not allow SuperCam’s boresight to
point within 0.7◦ (+ margins) of the Sun whenever SuperCam is in a non-sun safe con-
figuration.

– The instrument critical functions shall be re-programmable in flight (software) or re-
parametrizable through parameters tables.

There is one difficulty inherent to the laser-induced investigations implemented by Super-
Cam that needs to be pointed out: the intrinsic time scales of LIBS, Raman, and lumines-
cence are different by a few orders of magnitude, and the instrument must accommodate all
of these (Fig. 9). The Raman signal has the shortest time scale as it lasts only the duration
of the laser pulse, ∼ 4 ns. The spectrometers shall frame this emission, as close as possible,
also considering light travel time. The larger the time window on the CCD (gate), the more
background is integrated, affecting the signal. The LIBS signal for atoms lasts much longer,
up to a few microseconds. The spectrometers shall frame the LIBS emission, but the expo-
sure duration can be relatively long (e.g. milliseconds on ChemCam) since the LIBS signal
is so bright compared to the background. With a long exposure, there is also the opportunity
to capture molecular lines, which can be spotted easily in the spectra. The luminescence
signal starts during the laser pulse and extends from nanoseconds to milliseconds. For time-
resolved luminescence, the spectrometers will have to implement a delay relative to the laser
emission, and possibly a very large integration window.

3.4 Pointing Requirements

The capability of the rover to point at different targets with precision and accuracy is a huge
contributor to the success of the investigation. In general, SuperCam requirements are the
same as, or more stringent than ChemCam’s.

– The size of SuperCam’s targets of interest is smaller than 1 mrad. Therefore, the science
team has requested a ±1 mrad in elevation (EL) and azimuth (AZ) accuracy for pointing
the rover mast on Martian surface targets, which is more stringent than on MSL. In the
open-loop mode (no feedback on actual pointing), the pointing accuracy in EL and AZ
relative to the Rover Mechanical Frame is ±9.5 (2σ ) mrad per axis, which is not sufficient
for SuperCam. To improve the accuracy, “way-points” can be used: stationary positions
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to always approach the target in the same EL and AZ directions. Based on the lessons
learned from Curiosity, the open-loop accuracy with two way-points can approach 2 mrad
but sometimes with significant outliers. To do better, a feedback control based on the
use of RMI images has been implemented (closed-loop correction) to reach ±1 mrad. If
Navcam full resolution images are used with closed-loop pointing, ±2 mrad accuracy can
be reached without using way-points.

– For small rasters, a minimum controllable step size in EL and AZ for a pointing accuracy
of 0.2 ± 0.05 (2σ ) mrad is implemented, as requested.

– LIBS depth profiles and RMI image quality are drivers for pointing stability. It shall be
better than 80 µrad over 2 s (RMI) and 100 µrad over 10 s (LIBS), better than MSL
(10 µrad over 20 ms).

– Repeatability (precision) is understood to pertain when the rover is stationary. The goal is
to reach better than ±1 mrad, similar to what was measured on MSL. The requirement for
the Mast design for repeatability in joint coordinates pointing accuracy is ±2 (2σ ) mrad,
assuming no thermo-mechanical deformations.

– The rover will have the capability of carrying out SuperCam nighttime observations, in-
cluding those requiring mast motions, when components are within their allowable flight
temperatures.

– For the autofocus capability for each SuperCam target, the flight system will provide an
estimate of the true distance to the target with an accuracy of ±1% up to 7 m, ±5% from
7 m to 12 m, and ±10% from 12 to 200 m, to be used as a seed distance.

All requirements (pointing, nighttime observations, AF capability) will be verified while on
Mars.

3.5 Architecture Overview

As in the case of ChemCam, SuperCam is made of three parts (Fig. 10): the Body Unit, the
Mast Unit, and the Calibration Targets (SCCT) that are somewhat independent of each other
and were developed to a large extent in the United States, France, and Spain respectively.

The Mast Unit is mounted on the Remote Sensing Mast (RSM) camera plate, which
also carries the Navcams and Mastcams (Fig. 11). A cover, also called the Remote Warm
Electronic Box (RWEB) encloses the camera plate and Mast Unit. There are two openings
in the RWEB: a small one for the microphone, a larger one for the telescope, which, with its
window like an eye, gives the rover a distinctive cyclops look. The Mast Unit is mounted in
such a way that its field of view is within the Navcam and Mastcam-Z fields of view at 1 m
distance. The RSM can rotate ±181◦ in azimuth (AZ) and ±91◦ in elevation (EL).

The Body Unit is mounted on the Rover Accessory Mounting Panel (RAMP), which is
the rover deck. Except for harnessing and the RAMP, the Body Unit is not in thermal contact
with any other parts of the rover. More details can be found in Wiens et al. (this journal).

SuperCam calibration targets are mounted at the rear of the rover at a distance of 1.56 m,
the same range as for ChemCam for comparison of calibration data. To avoid laser reflection
toward the Mast Unit, the calibration target holder is mounted on the rover such that the
angle between its surface normal and the SuperCam boresight varies from 11 to 14 degrees,
depending on which individual target is considered.. More details can be found in Manrique
et al. (this journal). The smaller structure that holds just the alumina plates and the meteorite
is tilted further upward to give a final angle of ∼ 6◦ from normal to the instrument boresight.

The primary purpose that drove ChemCam’s architecture in the first place was to simplify
the Mast-Unit and Body-Unit interfaces with the rover and between each other. The same
strategy is used on SuperCam (Fig. 12). Each unit has its own mechanical and thermal
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Fig. 10 Overview of SuperCam accommodation on the rover. The Mast Unit is encapsulated in the Remote
Warm Electronic Box (RWEB). The Body Unit is mounted on the Rover Avionics Mounting Panel (RAMP)

Fig. 11 The Mast Unit mounted on the camera bar inside the RWEB. Attached below the pairs of Mastcam
and Navcam cameras. The optical fiber to the Body Unit is rolled into service loops for elevation (EL) and
azimuth (AZ) motions. Three handling posts will be removed before launch. (Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech)
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Fig. 12 SuperCam system overview and key interfaces

interfaces with the RSM or the RAMP. The telescope hole through the RWEB is the optical
interface to the outside. It is closed by an optically flat window tilted at 3.5◦ ± 1.0◦ to
prevent laser reflections going backward to the telescope. The JPL provided fiber is the
optical interface between the Mast Unit and the Body Unit. Service loops allow elevation
and azimuth motions of the RSM while minimizing twisting the fiber. The fiber is ∼ 6 m
long with no intermediate connector (Wiens et al., this journal).

Electrical and optical interfaces are summarized in Fig. 13. The Mast Unit has mini-
mal connections to the rover, which reads temperature sensors (PRTs) and drives survival
heaters. The Mast Unit power is provided only through the Body Unit. The Body Unit ex-
changes Command and Data Handling (C&DH) telemetry with the rover computer (A or B
side) and with the Mast Unit (Wiens et al., this journal). The JPL-provided harness connect-
ing the 2 parts of the instrument has several intermediate connectors.

The microphone is mounted outside of the RWEB, on a 3 cm boom to separate the main
signal from its echo off of the RWEB, and is pointed within ±5◦ of the laser beam axis. The
microphone has a 180◦ listening angle, unobstructed by other RSM structural elements.

Based on this architecture, RMI, MIC, and IR spectroscopy are exclusively located within
the Mast Unit. The red/green lasers are in the Mast Unit, while the spectroscopic analysis
for LIBS, TRR, and in the VIS range occur in the Body Unit.

4 Mast-Unit Design

This part describes how the Mast Unit was built in accordance with the requirements pre-
sented in part B, the choices that were made and how the work was organized.
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Fig. 13 Detailed electrical and
optical interfaces between the
Mast Unit, the Body Unit, and
the Rover. Some acronyms are
used: GSE (Ground Support
Equipments), C&DH (Command
and Data Handling), PRT
(Platinum Resistance
Thermometer)

4.1 System Overview

The Mast Unit is made of two separate units – the Electronics Box (EBOX) and the Opti-
cal Box (OBOX) – that are electrically connected with each other (Fig. 14). The OBOX is
built around a Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope that acts as an optical bench, on which several
sub-systems are attached: a two-color laser and its Galilean beam expanders, a Continu-
ous Wavelength Laser (CWL), and a translation unit for focusing. The optical bench also
carries an imager, an infrared spectrometer, and the microphone. The EBOX contains sev-
eral boards, including the Digital Processor Unit (DPU). The DPU communicates with the
Body Unit and returns the acquired data through external harnesses. An optical fiber also
connects the OBOX to the Body Unit for the analysis of LIBS, VIS, and TRR/L signals.
Finally, a power line from the Body Unit feeds the Mast Unit. Hence, the Mast Unit is
self-contained (Fig. 15); it has electrical and optical interfaces with the Body Unit, but no
mechanical or thermal interfaces with it.

Figure 16 lists the key and driving functions that need to be implemented in the Mast
Unit (see also Sect. 3.3) and the investigations that are associated with it. There are three
outward capabilities associated with each of the three laser beams, and eight inward (or col-
lection) capabilities. This figure illustrates the hardware paths taken by each of them, with
regard to the systems presented in Fig. 14. It shows the unique hardware status of the MIC,
at least in its standalone mode (no LIBS). All other investigations require the telescope/fo-
cus/objectives to collect light. For this reason, the focus capability has been doubled to two
independent autofocus methods, plus a manual focus procedure. Some functionalities only
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Fig. 15 (Left) Mast-Unit Flight Model in Toulouse, France. (Credit: CNES-TRONQUART Nicolas 2018).
(Right) Integration on the rover camera bar at JPL (June 2019). (Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech)

Fig. 16 Functional vs. hardware description of the Mast Unit. Left column, the science investigations and
the autofocus capability (two methods). Mid column, the functions to implement in the Mast Unit. Right, the
hardware paths to realize each investigation in the Mast Unit. The (optical) connection to the Body Unit is
highlighted. See text (appendix) for the acronyms

need the Mast Unit to be realized, except for their control which always resides in the Body
Unit. The quality of the signal injection into the fiber is then an essential characteristic of
the instrument.

Once integrated, it becomes somewhat difficult to visually distinguish SuperCam from
ChemCam (Fig. 11). The RWEB enclosure is the same on both rovers. An attentive eye
will notice the SuperCam microphone, and a mirror in the center of the Schmidt window.
Inside, while the overall architecture stays the same, most things changed, including the RMI
and the LIBS laser, the translation stage and its motor that guides the secondary mirror. The
Mast-Unit volume is the same as that of ChemCam, (H) 163 mm, (L) 383 mm, (W) 201 mm,
while the mass has increased slightly from 5.778 kg to 6.108 kg.
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4.2 Model Philosophy

The philosophy of the models meets the requirements set out in the NASA Subcontract
Data Requirements List (SDRL) to build and deliver at least an Engineering Development
Unit (EDU), later used as a Testbed Unit (TU), and a Flight Model (FM). Besides those,
the project also requires a robust Flight Spare (FS) strategy, either a complete model or
spare parts. On top of that, SuperCam being an innovative instrument with limited heritage
(as explained above), the team also decided to build an Engineering Qualification Model
(EQM) to mitigate schedule, integration, and tests risks. A Structural and Thermal Model
(STM) was also developed at an early stage of the project. Hence, we ended up very close
to a conventional approach for innovative space instruments. In chronological order, these
were the STM, EDU, EQM, and FM, and spare parts for the FS. Also, some simulators were
developed to simulate the Mast-Unit/Body-Unit communication, to evaluate the timing of
algorithms and so on.

4.2.1 Structural and Thermal Model (STM)

The STM was developed very early to verify the flight-readiness of the mechanical struc-
ture and thermal design. It is a mechanical and thermal simplified model, with no optics or
subsystems, where electronic boards are populated with heaters to simulate power consump-
tion and dissipation. This model passed vibration and shock tests at qualification levels to
check on the various technical choices and to adjust model parameters. It also went through
thermal tests (7 mbar of N2) to check the survival energy, thermal behavior during opera-
tions and robustness in Sun-safety configuration (see Sect. 4.10.2). As for the mechanical
tests, data were used to adjust numerical models. Cumulatively, the STM was shocked and
vibrated more than one hundred times during sub-system qualifications, and it spent weeks
in a thermal chamber under image stereoscopy to test several mounting systems for the
Schmidt plate.

4.2.2 Engineering Development Unit/Testbed Unit (EDU/TU)

Started in 2015, this first model, called the EDU, was built from ChemCam spare parts
(Schmidt plate, primary and secondary mirrors, focus stage) and new parts as a proof of
concept for TRR/L. This early model incorporated an infrared spectrometer connected via
an optical fiber and a CMOS detector mounted on a printed circuit board (PCB) in place of
the image cube. The EDU was operated in air at room temperature. In 2016, this unit was
connected to an equivalent model of the Body Unit at LANL to conduct the first end-to-end
optical tests and verification of the Mast-Unit-to-Body-Unit timings at nanosecond scales.
This model was also used to investigate Raman background noise, and to study the potential
of time-resolved luminescence more rigorously with the planned SuperCam configuration.

Later the EDU was refurbished into the TU, removing the laser (for safety purposes) and
the IRS. Most functions are only simulated within the DPU, except the imaging capability.
This model was delivered to JPL in 2017. Since then, it has been extensively used on the
Vehicle System Test Bed (VSTB) to test commands and data handling with the rover com-
puter. It also helped to refine the close loop pointing strategy (see Sect. 3.4) and develop the
new intelligent software for autonomous targeting on Mars (AEGIS, Francis et al. 2017).
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4.2.3 Engineering Qualification Model (EQM)

The EQM is based on the final optical design, with critical subsystems (laser, infrared spec-
trometer, focus stage, microphone, shutter, imager cube) identical to the flight units and
coming from the same lot. The EQM is fully functional, except for electronic components
that are fit, form, and function, but not procured as space grade. It passed all environmental
tests (vibration, shock, thermal vacuum, EMC/EMI) at “qualification levels”, hence quali-
fying basically all Mast-Unit technologies and technical solutions. Thanks to this EQM, the
flight unit could pass the same tests at “acceptance levels” (lower excitation levels than for
qualification), except for shock and susceptibility that were not needed at acceptance level.
Started in 2016, its integration and tests went on for about one year, followed by environ-
mental tests for several weeks, and finally, the calibration of the infrared spectrometer. This
model was also intensively used to validate the instrument flight software at different steps
of the project, including the final version. It was delivered to LANL in 2018 for a series of
coupling tests with the Body Unit that lasted several months, see Wiens et al. (this journal).

4.2.4 Flight Model (FM)

The FM is now installed on top of Perseverance rover Mast (Fig. 10). It has benefited a lot
from the EQM developments. Overall it is identical to the EQM but with space grade EEE
parts. Thanks to the EQM, the team had gained experience for its integration and tests. It was
tested at acceptance levels (half the duration or levels of EQM’s) for vibrations and thermal
vacuum. Started in 2018, the FM model was completed in May 2019. As the flight model
of the Body Unit had already been delivered to JPL, the FM Mast-Unit was coupled with
the EQM Body-Unit for final software tests at IRAP, and limited cross-calibrations. Prior
to this time, the EQM Mast-Unit had been used at LANL to conduct similar tests, plus ex-
tensive calibrations (see Wiens et al., this journal), with the Body-Unit flight model. Before
leaving France, a full IR calibration was performed at the Laboratoire d’Etudes Spatiales et
d’Instrumentation en Astrophysique (LESIA). The Mast Unit was delivered to JPL in June
2019, and integrated on the rover shortly thereafter.

4.2.5 Spare Strategy

The decision was taken not to integrate a full FS, but to rely on critical spare parts. Once the
Mast Unit is installed on the rover, in the RWEB, the main risk is at the interface level, i.e.
within the electronics. Therefore, a full spare EBOX was built and qualified, while spare kits
were procured for all the OBX sub-systems, but not integrated on a spare OBOX structure.
If any spare part, including the EBOX, had to be used, extra compatibility tests with the rest
of the instrument would have been necessary.

4.3 Integrated Subsystems

Some subsystems have been developed by independent teams, and were tested and delivered
to the Mast-Unit team as complete subunits. Often, they have followed their own qualifi-
cation path in parallel to other activities. These are the pulsed laser developed by Thalès
Optronics (Elancourt, France) under the authority of CNES; the Imager cube by 3D+ (Buc,
France) under the authority of CNES; the Infrared Spectrometer (IRS) by LESIA, France,
which was also a partner of the whole instrument development; the focus mechanism by PI
miCos (Germany) under the authority of CNES; the red beam shutter by CNES and LESIA,
France; the microphone by ISAE-Supaéro, France.
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Fig. 17 SuperCam pulsed laser. (a) Details of inner parts. (b) Flight-unit before closure. (c) Flight-unit after
closure. (Credit: Thales Optronics). The laser is 23 cm long

4.3.1 Pulsed Laser

The laser is a compact active Q-switched unit developed especially for SuperCam. This laser
is composed of an oscillator, formed by a resonant cavity which is closed by two mirrors:
a reflective mirror deposited on a Nd:YAG crystal on one end and a partially reflecting mirror
(coupler mirror) on the other end. A multi-color diode stack pumps the crystal via a duct. The
trigger system consists of a Pockels cell (or Q-switch), a polarizer, and a quarter waveplate
to generate a short pulse. A second harmonic generator, commuted by a second Pockels cell
at the output of the oscillator, can double the frequency of the beam (Fig. 17a). All optical
components are mounted on a rigid Ti structure. A window closes the laser (Fig. 17b). The
whole cavity is sealed to mitigate the risk of contamination of the optics, with a getter to
absorb pollutants (Fig. 17c).

SuperCam’s laser is an evolution from ChemCam’s laser, with a few critical differences:
(1) A more “classic” Nd:YAG crystal (fundamental emission at 1064 nm) replaces the “ex-
otic” Nd:KGW crystal (emission at 1067 nm) used on ChemCam for the oscillator. The for-
mer is easier to procure, easing development cost, risk, and schedule. It can sustain higher
heat fluxes, thus enabling the 10 Hz/1000 shot mode, whereas the same number of shots
was validated on ChemCam at 3 Hz only. Simultaneously, the beam quality is improved,
with an M2 of 1.2–1.5 for a better focus vs. a 1.4–2.5 range on ChemCam. (2) One 1800 W
multi-color diode stack replaces the three 750 W pumping diode stacks on ChemCam. Its
emission wavelength (795–805 nm) covers a wide range to cope with the narrower spectral
acceptance of the Nd:YAG crystal and its variations over temperature. (3) The total energy
is pumped by a single diode into the oscillator on SuperCam while half of the energy on
ChemCam was produced in the oscillator by one diode, then amplified by the two amplifier
stages, each one pumped by one diode. This ChemCam architecture could not be repro-
duced for SuperCam or the laser would have been too long for the allocated room on the
rover mast. As a result, there is much more energy in the pumping cavity for SuperCam,
and its stability has to be handled more carefully. (4) A Second-Harmonic Generator (SHG)
was added to convert the 1064 nm light into 532 nm for TRR/L. The conversion between
1064 nm and 532 nm is performed by a second Pockels cell of the same kind as used for
the Q-switch. For simplicity, the beam at 1064 nm is called the “red” beam, by analogy
to the “green” beam at 532 nm. In the green mode, the laser still emits a residual beam at
1064 nm, since the SGH conversion efficiency is never 100%; this residual beam is stopped
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Table 3 Summary of SuperCam laser characteristics. With an asterisk (*) the
range corresponds to the variations over the operating range

by the shutter. On the other hand, in the red mode, we observe a residual green beam due to a
non-perfect polarization alignment between the oscillator output and the frequency doubling
crystal. The few millijoules of green light are not focused on the target and have no effect
on the LIBS spectra. Other characteristics contributing to the success of the ChemCam laser
remain unchanged: ∼ 3 mm output beam diameter, sealed cavity with getter, mounting ring,
Ti structure, passive cooling, internal heaters, and connector plate. The mass and volume
resources (SuperCam 580 g vs. 550 g ChemCam, length 230 mm vs. 214 mm, diameters
unchanged) are similar while offering better performance, and extended operational modes.
See Table 3 for a summary of the laser characteristics.

Key and driving requirements for SuperCam laser (at its exit aperture) are: > 24 mJ in
red, > 12 mJ frequency doubled into green, beam size (as defined by 1/e2 of the near field
profile) between 2.5 and 3.5 mm, beam quality M2 < 2 in red, and pulse duration < 5 ns.
The laser was qualified to one million red shots and 1.5 million green shots.

The energy output and beam quality depend a lot on the temperature of the laser body.
The laser is qualified for surviving from −50 ◦C to +55 ◦C, with a nominal operating range
from −40 ◦C to +30 ◦C. Performance meet the specifications from −30 ◦C to +10 ◦C. The
laser has no thermal regulation, but two heaters to bring it within the performance range. The
power to heat the stack is ≤ 3.2 W. At this value, it takes ∼ 5 min to warm the laser stack
from −40 ◦C to −15 ◦C. For the frequency doubling crystal, the heater power is ≤ 1.2 W.
At this value, it takes ∼ 4 min to warm the laser from −40 ◦C to −10 ◦C. Each time the laser
is used, if needed, the stack and doubler temperatures will be raised to −15 ◦C and −10 ◦C,
respectively: this occurs for operations at nighttime and morning, as long as the instrument
temperature is below these limits.

The laser can perform single shots, but most often “bursts” are used: a burst is a consec-
utive series of laser shots. Bursts are typically 20–50 shots at 3 Hz for LIBS but this can go
up to 500 for depth profiles. Bursts for TRR/L are usually 100–200 shots (at 3 or 10 Hz) but
this can also go up to 1,000 shots (sequence of 5 bursts of 200 shots, with 30 s rest time be-
tween each burst). When the laser was optimized, a standard 100 shots/3 Hz in red and 100
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Fig. 18 Laser energy versus
pumping current at different
temperatures of the laser. (a) Red
laser beam, burst of 20 shots at
3 Hz. The dashed line
corresponds to the requirement,
24 mJ. (b) Green laser beam,
burst of 20 shots at 3 Hz. The
dashed line corresponds to the
requirement, 12 mJ

shots/10 Hz in green was used with laboratory electronics, i.e., the “short” burst mode. The
performance was later checked with 20 shots only and with the laser board in a flight-like
configuration.

To operate the laser within its nominal range, the pumping current of the diode stack
is the only readily adjustable parameter. Using the short burst mode, the output energy at
different temperatures of the laser is measured for various currents. During these tests, the
laser stack and crystal doubler are maintained above their respective thresholds at −15 ◦C
and −10 ◦C, respectively. However, the performance is also a function of the laser external
temperature, which will be driven by the environment and instrument temperatures on Mars.
Figure 18 shows the energy of the red and green beams at the output of the laser at three
temperatures. As the current ramps up, the energy increases as expected for all tempera-
tures. Therefore, for each temperature of the laser, there is a current threshold to achieve
the key energy requirements. It requires more current below −15 ◦C than at 10 ◦C to reach
the performance requirements because of a temperature-induced change of the wavelength
distribution of the multi-color diode stack with respect to the absorption of the YAG crystal.
The set point in current should not be much above the threshold in order to minimize heating
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Table 4 Maximum stack current
as a function of the laser
temperature, as a start of an
activity. In red, the range where
requirements on energy are
specified and met

inside the cavity. At the same time, we want to minimize the number of modes, which have
to be programmed onboard. Table 4 shows a compromise for the currents used for the flight
laser. Above 10 ◦C, the laser cannot reach 12 mJ for the green beam because of a reduced
efficiency of the doubling crystal over this temperature range. Below −30 ◦C, 24 mJ is diffi-
cult to reach for the red beam because of poor coupling between the pumping stack and the
YAG crystal.

Beyond the short burst mode, the science team has defined realistic sequences of alterna-
tively red and green laser bursts for raster activities, at 3 Hz for LIBS and 10 Hz for TRR.
Between two consecutive bursts, there is always a 30 s pause. When the same activity is
repeated several times, a 3 min pause is inserted.

– Sequence #1 (5 point raster of LIBS/Raman): 5× (30 red + 200 green), 4 times
– Sequence #2 (10 points LIBS): 10× (50 red), 4 times
– Sequence #3 (10 point raster of LIBS/Raman): 10× (30 red + 200 green), 2 times
– Sequence #4 (5 point raster of Raman only): 5× (150 green), 3 times
– Sequence #5 (2 point raster of LIBS depth profile): 2× (500 red), 1 time
– Sequence #6 (10 point raster of LIBS/Raman): 5× (2× 30 red + 200 green), 4 times
– Sequence #7 (10 point raster of Raman only): 10× (200 green), 1 time

The purpose of these tests was to make sure that the laser stays stable (within margins) under
these energy loads for complex activities that are repeated several times. Figure 19 shows the
laser energy for sequence #5 at −25 ◦C and a total of 1,000 shots at 3 Hz. After 500 shots,
the laser has warmed up and becomes more efficient, gaining ∼ 1 mJ. There is a 30 sec
pause before the next burst of 500 shots. Figure 20 shows the laser energy for sequence #7
at −25 ◦C and a total of 2,000 shots at 10 Hz. After each burst of 200 shots, the laser energy
increases by ∼ 1 mJ. In this case, like in the previous one, the 30 sec pause between bursts
does not reset entirely the energy profile. To make sure that these sequences are safe, they
have been played several times to evaluate margins.

Figure 21 compares average energies for short and long bursts, especially across the
−15 ◦C boundary. For the red beam, the results are comparable, but for the green beam,
long rasters produce more energy, since the crystal warms up and the pumping becomes
more efficient (see also Fig. 19). As expected, requirements in energy are met, but the set
point is difficult to establish around −15 ◦C, where the maximum pumping current decreases
from 155 A to 140 A. Another important parameter (not shown) for LIBS is the stability of
the red beam in energy: it is better than 3% RMS over 100 shots.

Several other parameters have been measured with temperature. In the near field, the
beam at the laser output has an elliptical shape, with an aspect ratio between 0.7 and 0.8.
The red laser beam is slightly larger than the green beam: 2.7 mm × 3.3 mm on average
over the performance range, versus 2.3 mm × 3 mm for the green. Both increase slightly at
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Fig. 19 Laser energy at 1064 nm, 3 Hz, for sequence #5, at −25 ◦C. The pumping current is 155 A. The
requirement is 22 mJ

Fig. 20 Laser energy at 532 nm, 10 Hz, for the sequence #7, at −25 ◦C. The pumping current is 155 A. The
requirement is 12 mJ

cold temperatures by ∼ 0.5 mm. The pulse duration is mostly essential for LIBS: it varies
between 3.4 ns and 3.9 ns with temperature. The green pulse duration is typically 0.5 ns
shorter. The beam quality (M2) is the main characteristic of this laser, as it is essential
to focusing the red beam: 1.4 at −30 ◦C, 1.3 at −10 ◦C. Accuracy and stability of the
wavelength of the green emission is essential for Raman spectroscopy. It was calibrated with
temperature (Fig. 22). It varies by a tenth of a nanometer (3.5 cm−1) over the performance
range. For the worst-case (sequence #7), the green wavelength varies by less than 0.04 nm
(1.3 cm−1) during an activity. Table 3 displays more characteristics, especially the pointing
stability over the performance range, which helps keep the system aligned.
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Fig. 21 Average laser energy versus temperature for 20 short bursts and long bursts (sequences #5 and #7).
Dashed lines represent the requirements at 1064 nm, 24 mJ (red), and at 532 nm, 12 mJ (green)

Fig. 22 Variations of laser
wavelength with temperature for
the green beam

4.3.2 Imager Cube

RMI images will document all other SuperCam activities (LIBS, TRR/L, VISIR) by observ-
ing each target at high resolution to characterize grain sizes, shapes and colors: nodules,
laminations, etc. The image resolution is sufficient to visualize the craters ablated by the
laser up to 7 m and therefore to localize the source of each LIBS spectrum. The Body Unit
collects for passive and TRR/L, and MU collects for IRS, can be localized in the RMI frame
of reference since these activities are globally co-aligned. The distance range can be ex-
tended for VISIR and is only limited by atmospheric transparency and the horizon. As a
stand-alone capability, the RMI imager will provide long-range high-resolution color im-
ages for mosaics that can be integrated into Mastcam-Z images, which have a much larger
field of view. RMI provides better resolved images than HiRISE on the Mars Reconnais-
sance Orbiter up to 5 km from the rover, and of course with a different perspective.

The RMI capability relies on the telescope to collect light, a dioptric objective to image
the scene on the detector, and the detector itself combined with its front-end-electronics (3D
cube). The main difference to the ChemCam RMI are the change of technology from the
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Fig. 23 Standard Bayer filter
response of the CMOS
CMV4000 RGB filters (CMOSIS
data)

CCD to CMOS and the addition of color. The RMI alignment with respect to the telescope
boresight was verified, and is stable at the ±0.6 mrad level over 70 K.

The detector is an off-the-shelf low-noise complementary metal-oxide semiconductor
(CMOS) image sensor CMV4000 by AMS CMOSIS (Antwerp, Belgium) consisting of
2048×2048 square pixels at 5.5 µm pitch. A screening program was defined to select flight-
quality detectors, on which lot acceptance tests were performed to evaluate their tolerance
to space and Mars environmental constraints. Dark current (hot pixels), per-pixel gain and
linearity, pixel-to-pixel photon response non-uniformity were measured. Pixel values are
coded on 10 bits, the linear part of the sensor ranges from 20 to ∼ 900 DN. When HDR
(High Dynamic Range) mode is used, images can extend to 13 bits by combining 7 frames.
In all cases, images are coded in 16 bits.

Per-pixel micro-lenses were mounted during the CMOS encapsulation process to en-
hance light collection toward the photosensitive area itself. Bayer filters are also integrated
in the process (Fig. 23). CNES has qualified the positioning of the filters on the detector
for our application. An RMI image is therefore equivalent to four matrices of 1024 × 1024
pixels color filtered in red, green (two identical filters), and blue (RGB) bands. The relative
response between these four filters was checked during the tests at component level.

The CMOS image sensor is mounted in an aluminum cradle, and then packaged by 3D
plus (Buc, France) together with a 3 Mega-gate FPGA and a dedicated anti latch-up circuit
(Fig. 24). This packaging is common to several space programs (Rosetta, Curiosity, Exo-
Mars, Mars 2020, etc.). It is very compact, low mass, self-contained, and simple to test and
integrate electrically. The cradle, and the position of the image sensor within the cradle it-
self, allow for an accurate positioning of the detector on the beamsplitter. For SuperCam,
the internal FPGA is barely used, and it only controls the protection circuit against latch-up.
Image processing is done in the Mast-Unit DPU. A flexible PCB connects the 3D cube to
the instrument DPU and power boards.

It is not straightforward to add an imaging capability within a telescope that is designed
to focus laser beams as small as possible. Several iterations and compromises led to a not-
too-small field of view (FOV) and high resolution (to visualize laser pits) over a large tem-
perature range [−40 ◦C; +30 ◦C] covering what is expected on Mars, plus ambient for
Earth tests. 18.8 mrad was reached for the FOV. Over this surface, the distortion is negli-
gible < 2.25%. The pixel iFOV is ∼ 10 µrad. Figure 25 illustrates the RMI FOV during
System Thermal Tests at JPL using a 7.3 cm (L) by ∼ 7.2 cm (H) rock at different distances.
LIBS pits are visible on the dark clast, which is at the center of the image at 1.56 m. At
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Fig. 24 Imager cube. (Top right) Overall architecture with input/output signals. (Top left) Internal layout
and dimensions. (Bottom) Flight-unit with flex cable, the IR cut-off filter, and the structure to hold it on the
Optical bench

7 m, the image captures the whole rock. At this distance, the FOV is 13 cm in diameter (it
is slightly cropped in the figure). As shown by the last image in Fig. 25, the RMI can focus
to infinity.

The telescope point spread function covers a 15-µm area at the focal plane, therefore at
least 4 pixels (2 × 2) of different colors. Hence, SuperCam achieves with color the same
resolution as ChemCam whose pixel size was 14 µm. Measurements show a spatial resolu-
tion better than 80 µrad with a contrast greater than 20% at 20 line pairs/mm over half of the
FOV (Fig. 26). At 80 µrad the effective resolution is 1/4 mm at 3 m. Figure 27 illustrates the
high-resolution reached by RMI during the System Thermal Tests at JPL, at −40 ◦C. On the
calibration target, the LIBS pit (< 500 µm) is clearly visible. Up to 4.4 m, details smaller
than 1 mm are visible. The main difficulty with high-resolution is the reduced Depth-Of-
Field (DOF). The DOF corresponding to a loss of contrast of 20% is ±11 motor steps. This
translates into ±4 mm at 2 m, −10.3/ + 10.6 cm at 10 m. While operating on Mars, a z-
stack acquisition can occasionally be planned to allow features from a larger depth range to
be shown in focus (Wiens et al. this journal).

The spectral response of the RMI includes that of the RGB filters and that of the telescope
and objective. Due to the sharing of the incoming light with the spectral sensors, only 10%
of the light entering the telescope reaches the RMI detector. A low-pass cut-off filter was
added at 650 nm to reject the near-infrared range, which would have distorted the Bayer
colors. The resulting spectral response, including all optics, dichroics, and filters along the
light path, is very different from ChemCam, whose main light collection for the RMI is in
the NIR range (Fig. 28). We thus find that preliminary multiplicative factors to balance each
color are 1 for Red, 1.01 for Green, 0.96 for Blue. By nature, Cassegrain telescopes have
a large central obscuration that induces some vignetting of the light. Simulations and data
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Fig. 25 Series of RMI images acquired at −40 ◦C during the Mast-Unit thermal tests. The same rock is
placed at different distances. Its size is ∼ 7.3 cm (L) × ∼ 7.2 cm (H). The dark crystal at the center of the
first image measures ∼ 8 mm (L) by ∼ 7 mm (H). LIBS pits can be seen. The last is an image of a collimator
reticule that mimics infinity

show that the telescope vignetting decreases the flux on the sensor by a factor of 5 from
the center to the edges of the circular FOV. However, noise reduces slower and thus the
SNR decreases by only a factor of 2. The accuracy of the flat field pixel-to-pixel is known
to ±5% at 20 ◦C. A refinement of the flat field will be acquired directly on Mars by using
sky observations, as is done routinely for ChemCam. The FM telescope’s internal baffle was
optimized to reduce stray light. Stray light may still be visible in some configurations (focus
at short distance, dark target, and bright source off the FOV) but it will be corrected during
post-processing. There are no relevant ghost images.

A radiometric model shows that exposure times will range from 3 to 110 ms on Mars
(0.4 albedo, midday). Typically, each pixel of a single image should reach a SNR of 80/60
on red/blue pixels, when using 80% of the full-well capacity of the red pixels. Binning the
color pixels will double the SNR for monochrome images. The HDR mode can increase the
full-well capacity by a factor of 5 before linearization. Hence an apparent SNR > 200 at half
dynamic for an irradiance of 300 W/m2 (on target) and an albedo of 0.4 can be obtained.
Radiometric calibration is not required for a context imager, but with the precise photon
budget that was measured at instrument level, an accuracy better than ±20% at 20 ◦C can
be achieved.

During Assembly, Tests, and Launch Operations (ATLO) testing at JPL, a few (sub)mil-
limeter foreign object debris (FOD) particles were identified on RMI images. They are not
on the detector itself but most probably on the RMI dichroic or the IR cut-off filter (optics
#10 and #11 in Fig. 45). Altogether, they represent about 0.6% of the total surface, and at
most a local decrease of 12% in intensity (generally less). Tests have shown that FOD sig-
natures can be numerically removed during the flat field correction. A new flat field will be
acquired as soon as possible after deployment on Mars to characterize those FOD.
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Fig. 26 RMI resolution. (Top)
Contrast at the center of the field
of view and at 5 mrad off the
center. The requirement is in red.
(Bottom) Contrast always at the
center of the field of view for
different temperatures

Several algorithms are associated with the RMI: auto-exposure for single-frame exposure
time, autofocus for the telescope, z-stack to increase depth-of-field (DOF; Wiens et al. this
journal), and HDR to increase SNR and dynamic range. These will be detailed in Sect. 4.9.
To reduce data volume, the rover internal computer will compress RMI images without
non-linear data transformation. Two options are available: compression with ICER at an
adjustable bit rate (Kiely et al. 2007) or JPEG format with Malvar demosaicing and 8-bit
scaling.

A few calibration targets are dedicated to checking RMI performance and adjusting HDR
parameters: alumina with Cr features (USAF groups one to four, slanted-edge checkboard)
to characterize resolution, Modulation Transfer Function (MTF), and focus quality; a gray-
scale target along with points of different sizes to check the HDR performance and point
spread function; five color targets with magnets: Aluwhite (IR), Black paint (IR), Cyan,
Red, and Green sintered ceramics. See Manrique et al. (this journal) for details. In addition
to these targets, several calibrations are possible in flight: dark or star observations at night,
flat field on the sky, cross calibration with MastCam-Z calibration targets.
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Fig. 27 Series of RMI images during System Thermal Tests at JPL. (Left) Ti calibration target. LIBS pit
≤ 0.5 mm diameter. (Middle) Composite target (62% Ilmenite, 38% Hematite) at 2.5 m. (Right) Gypsum
with some bassanite (black streaks are likely organics) at 4.4 m. The two images on the right are acquired
with the solar simulator on

Fig. 28 Overall transmission to
the RMI, and comparison to
ChemCam

4.3.3 Infrared Spectrometer

The IR Spectrometer (IRS) opens a new wavelength range from 1.3 to 2.6 µm for exploration
from the surface of Mars. It is designed as a point spectrometer to characterize the same
targets as LIBS and TRR/L from 1.5 to 7 m. The IRS benefits from the unique capability
of LIBS to remove dust. Beyond 7 m, the IRS can be used all the way to infinity. Since the
telescope étendue is constant, the amount of light reaching the detector at long distance is
the same as at short distance, the FOV covering a larger surface. This description of the IRS
is intentionally short; the readers should refer to a future dedicated publication by LESIA
for details. The SuperCam IR spectrometer is inherited from the SPICAM and SPICAV
instruments, which are instruments on Mars Express and Venus Express (Montmessin et al.
2017).

The Acousto-Optic Tunable Filter (AOTF) provided by Gooch and Housego (Iliminster,
England) is the heart of the spectrometer and performs the wavelength selection (Fig. 29).
A radio-frequency signal drives a transducer, which is glued to the side of the AOTF. For
each frequency of the piezo between 33 and 68 MHz, a narrow band between 2.6 and 1.3 µm
is transmitted by the crystal, and deflected by ±6.5◦ (2 polarizations or diffracted orders).
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Fig. 29 IRS critical hardware: (Left) the photodiode with TEC, and its front-end-electronics. (Right) the
AOTF – blue crystal – with its transducer on the right and on top, under the cover, a matching board with
capacitors and coils to maximize the transfer of the RF power to the piezo. (Credit: LESIA)

Fig. 30 The IRS spectral
resolution (photodiode 1)
measured for three temperatures
of the spectrometer. The
requirement is 32 cm−1 FWHM,
which corresponds to 12 nm at
1.95 µm. The actual resolution is
better than 25 cm−1, i.e., smaller
than 9.5 nm

One polarization is registered on a 1 mm diameter Mercury Cadmium Telluride (MCT)
photodiode, the other one ends up on another photodiode for redundancy (Fig. 31). These
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) photodiodes, which are provided by Judson Teledyne
(Montgomeryville, PA) are packaged with a triple-stage thermoelectric cooler (TEC) to
lower their temperature and thus the dark current. The TEC can lower the photodiode tem-
perature by 80 ◦C below that of the spectrometer (verified in the laboratory) although a
smaller delta is usually sufficient. Cooling is typically achieved within 2 minutes. These
COTS photodiodes were qualified through a lot-acceptance test program.

Both AOTF and photodiodes are assembled in the IRbox (Figs. 31, 32), which is mounted
on the side of the OBOX. The thermal coupling is efficient enough to dump heat through the
whole structure. A periscope links the IRbox to the main telescope. The transmission from
the telescope aperture to the IRS entrance is ∼ 30%. The entrance of the IRbox is a pinhole
(400 µm in diameter, 0.18 numerical aperture), which defines the IRS FOV: 1.15 mrad (see
Fig. 51 right). It is slightly larger than that of LIBS and TRR/L (= 0.75 mrad), but smaller
than the dust-free area cleared by LIBS. The optical axis of the IRS is offset by 0.3 mrad
with regards to LIBS, and stable over the operating temperature range.

One difficulty of the optical design is to trap within the IRbox the zero-order illumination,
which carries 1500× more flux than the diffracted orders. IR-dark coatings lower the total
integrated scatter below 3.5%. Thanks to staggered walls and coatings, less than 0.12% of
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Fig. 31 IR spectrometer cross section. Optical pieces are in red. Light follows the straight blue path, mostly
to the light trap. Depending on the piezo frequency, one wavelength is diverted to photodiode 1, and the other
order to photodiode 2 (backup)

Fig. 32 The IR Spectrometer. The cover is open. On the left, the two photodiodes (the FEE of the photodiode
2 is visible). To the right, the main connector to both FEE and temperature sensor, and below, the RF shielded
connector to the AOTF. The total length is 170 cm and the mass is 402 g. (Credit: LESIA)

the flux exits the light trap. The light trap also baffles the photodiodes, which can only see
black-coated surfaces.

Regarding electronics, front-end drivers to amplify the photodiode current and for the
TEC are at the rear of each photodiode, while the generation of the RF signal and service
functions are on a separate IR board, located in the EBOX. The challenge for the IR board
is to maintain the readout noise level below 0.1 pA. The AOTF crystal length itself gives
the IRS resolution of < 32 cm−1 FWHM, i.e. a resolution < 12.1 nm @ 1.95 µm (Fig. 30).
128 spectels (channels) are necessary to cover the full spectral range, but over-sampling
with 15 cm−1 steps is also possible. 16 registration tables exist in the instrument, consisting
of different arrangements of spectels to be read: only 3 spectels for rapid scan mode, 86
spectels to focus on the major absorption bands of interest, 128 spectels evenly spaced in
wavelength or wavenumber, and 256 spectels. Even one single spectel can be commanded.

To acquire an IR spectrum, the following parameters are set: the photodiode integration
time, Tint, which is the same for all the spectels; the number of spectels and their spectral dis-
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Fig. 33 Signal-to-noise
simulations for the IRS, as a
function of local time (HH:MM),
for a thermal environment close
to Jezero crater and a start of the
instrument at 13:00. This is a
worst case hot (see text). Four
SNR simulations are shown, as
the instrument is warming up, for
86 spectels acquired in 80 s
(signal and dark). The
requirement is SNR = 56

tribution (one of 16 registration tables); and the number of accumulations (Nacc) per spectel,
which can be different spectel to spectel but preset in a Nacc table. An auto-exposure mode
can automatically set the exposure to avoid saturation, based on dark current. A fixed step
of 136.33 kHz in RF bandwidth from 33 to 68 MHz is necessary to address each spectel
of the registration tables. Based on these parameters, the photodiode signal is acquired with
RF power on (signal) and off (dark). The sequence may be repeated Nacc times to increase
SNR. The Nacc acquisitions for both dark and signal are summed by the IRS itself.

To track the performance during the instrument development, a detailed radiometric
model was developed to assess the SNR obtained with various spectrometer temperatures,
instrument parameters, and local times of observation. Analyses, validated by tests, demon-
strated that SNR > 70 is obtained in the [−40 ◦C; −5 ◦C] temperature range expected for
the instrument at Jezero crater (Fig. 33). The lone exception is for acquisitions taken late in
the day, and even then the SNR criterion is missed only at low wavelengths in worst case
hot situations (Royer et al. 2020). For these simulations, the total integration time is < 80 s;
it can be increased to boost the SNR; for example, SNR > 400 can be reached for better
quality data.

A comprehensive IR calibration campaign of the SuperCam flight unit was performed
before delivering the instrument to JPL. See Royer et al. (2020) for a detailed description.
As a summary, the absolute response is accurately estimated using a statistical algorithm.
A worst-case approach, based on the quadratic sum of the linearity in charge, the linearity
in flux, and the absolute blackbody accuracy yields an absolute accuracy < 15% (20% was
the requirement). For the spectral response, the error is a combination of the SNR and the
high-frequency behavior of the instrument. We find 0.8% maximum relative error over the
whole spectral and thermal ranges (1% was the requirement).

Finally, the rover carries two Lambertian calibration targets dedicated to the IRS:
Aluwhite (IR) and Black paint (IR); other targets may be used as well. The team plans to
acquire signals from these targets under different Sun elevations. See Manrique et al. (this
journal) for details.

4.3.4 Focus Mechanism

To focus on targets from 1.56 m to infinity, the secondary mirror is mounted on a translation
stage. The translation is implemented by a 2-phase stepper motor ZSS-25-200-0.6 HV from
Phytron, Germany (Fig. 34). The motor is coupled to a screw/nut assembly that connects to
a leadscrew on the stage side. The screw/nut system is not preloaded in order to increase
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Fig. 34 Supercam focus
mechanism. (Credit:
CNES/Alexandre Ollier, 2019)

Fig. 35 The translation stage
motorization margins: minimum
current for the complete
displacement divided by nominal
current (0.6 A, blue) and boost
current (0.8 A, red). Below
−30 ◦C, the speed is slowed
down from 150 steps/s to
100 steps/s. The “no motion” line
is drawn with no margins. The
ECSS recommend a ×3 margin

the mechanism lifetime; longitudinal backlash is corrected within the autofocus procedure
itself. The mobile plate displacement for one motor step is 1.25 µm. Stainless steel rails
guide the mobile plate. A 45◦ roller and cage assembly increases the lateral and vertical
stiffness. This translation stage is built to print from ChemCam, and was delivered by PI
miCos, Germany, as a commercial product. See Maurice et al. (2012, Sect. 3.2.3) for details.

The motor is driven at 0.6 A, providing a holding torque at 13 mN.m. When the windings
are not energized, the detente torque is 2 mN.m; this is enough to hold the assembly in place
with no latching mechanism. For safety and end-of-life margins, we have implemented a
boost mode at 0.8 A, which corresponds to a holding torque of 17.3 mN.m. The nominal
driving frequency is 150 steps/s. However, to meet European Cooperation for Space Stan-
dardization (ECSS) standards at end of life (7,000 autofocus cycles) or to come close to
them (a factor ×3 is required) a slower speed of 100 steps/s is used below −30 ◦C (Fig. 35).

Limit switches are the only difference from the ChemCam’s focus mechanism. There is
only one on ChemCam, a differential magneto-resistive sensor coupled to a Permalloy pellet
that is glued on the movable plate. It can detect the close focus with a ±20 µm accuracy.
For SuperCam, we decided to use two Hall Effect (Optek OMH3075B) sensors on each
end of the translation stage. The sensors are mounted on a PCB that is fixed to the side
of the structure, while two magnets from Arnold Magnetic (Recoma 28) are carried by the
moving plate. On the motor side, the limit switch is called Infinite Focus (IF), and on the
other side, toward the exterior of the telescope, there is the Close Focus (CF) switch. The
Hall Effect/magnet pairs are reversed to allow triggering of the sensors by the North poles of
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Fig. 36 Translation stage schematics with details on the focus assembly: paired Hall effect sensor and mag-
nets, hard stops, close focus (CF) and Infinite Focus (IF) directions

the magnets (Fig. 36). Beyond each sensor, there are hard stops that are not supposed to be
reached in nominal operations. On the flight unit, these two hard stops are 15.42 mm apart,
thus separated by 12,336 steps.

Each limit-switch sensor is excited by the magnet to which it is paired (Fig. 36). The
output voltage of the sensor depends on the magnetic intensity seen by its Hall Effect loop:
if the intensity increases above a given positive threshold, Vout = Vin = 3.3 V the proximity
electronics turns the sensor status ON; if the intensity is below a given negative threshold,
Vout = 0 V, the sensor status turns OFF. Each sensor has a unique set of thresholds to latch
(ON) or delatch (OFF). After the magnet comes close to the sensor to latch it, it needs to
move away from the sensor in the opposite direction to delatch. Hence there is an inherent
hysteresis associated with this design. At 20 ◦C, it is ∼ 2,200 steps (1.76 mm) that must be
taken into account for the design of the focus algorithm. Several reproducibility tests yield
a ±10 µm accuracy for latching/delatching. The sensitivity of Hall Effect sensors varies
with temperature. Thus, latch positions and hysteresis have been measured with temperature
(Fig. 37); the CF position varies by ∼ 100 steps over [−30 ◦C; +10 ◦C], while the IF varies
by ∼ 150 steps. The hysteresis changes roughly by the same number of steps.

The optical requirement to point at targets as close as 1.56 m, possibly down to 1.1 m,
and up to infinity is met by moving the secondary mirror by 12.5 mm, which corresponds
to 10,000 steps between the two limit switches. Figure 37 describes the situation at different
temperatures, accounting for the drift of the latch positions described above. The sensors
appear to be well balanced. The available stroke is indeed more than 10,000 steps at all
temperatures, and there are similar margins with regard to the hard stops on both ends,
about 6% of the steps. This is very large when one considers the 8-step accuracy on the limit
switches to stop the stroke.

The position and stability of the translation stage inside the telescope is critical: the sec-
ondary mirror needs to remain aligned within 50 µm of the primary mirror axis. The stroke
must be at least 12.5 mm to cover the range of targets to infinity. During thermal testing, fo-
cus on different targets and at infinity was done to derive a relationship between motor steps
and the true distance to targets. The following relationship is used: y = (ax + b)/(x + d),
with y in [m] and x in [steps]. x is referenced to the CF limit switch, since it is the only
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Fig. 37 The optical requirement for the focus range is 12.5 mm (10,000 steps). The maximum range for
this stage is 15.42 mm (12,336 steps). The horizontal axis is broken into small sections to highlight the most
relevant information

Fig. 38 Motor-steps to distance law, from the CF limit switch at −30 ◦C. The inset is for close distances
between 1 and 7 m

known reference onboard. Several fitting methods were tested (Fig. 38). We find:

d = −9839 + 0.27T + 0.026T2 + 0.00077T3 − 0.000021T4

a = −0.010621 + 0.000261T

b = −10401.7 − 1.11T

These are conversion equations that are coded onboard, where T is the telescope temperature
in ◦C. Below 7 m, the RMS is 5.9 steps, on the order of the latching accuracy. The optical
infinity is at ∼ 9860 steps from the CF hard stop (RMS = 1.6 steps) at cold; the software
can accommodate a second conversion law that will be calibrated in flight for long distances.
The closest distance the telescope can focus in principle is for x = 1 step, which corresponds
to 1.05 m at −30 ◦C, closer than the requirement (1.56 m).
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Fig. 39 Shutter mechanism to block the red beam when doing TRR/L. On the left, the motor is open; there
is no Spectralon pellet on this blade. To the right, the final configuration of the shutter

4.3.5 Laser-Beam Shutter

The generation of the green laser beam produces a significant amount of red residual light
beam that needs to be blocked to avoid any LIBS spark on target during TRR observations.
To this end, the rotor of an actuator carrying a blade with two stable positions is used: when
the power is off, permanent magnets pull the blade out of the red beam path (LIBS mode);
when power is on, the blade rotates by 13◦ and masks the entrance of the red Galilean (TRR
mode). The blade carries a Spectralon® coated surface to scatter the red light (Fig. 39).

This shutter is a spare part from Venus Express/VIRTIS and Rosetta/VIRTIS programs.
It has benefited from a thorough re-qualification program that includes a complete stripping
of the parts, a change of ball-bearings and blade, and testing to Mars 2020 requirements and
lifetime. In the end, the performance is insensitive to temperature; we observed no degra-
dation of performance during the lifetime tests. Under normal circumstances, the shutter is
activated for a maximum of 100 s, during which it will warm up by 15 ◦C, then a rest period
is required. This shutter is qualified for 7,000 actuations.

4.3.6 Microphone

The microphone was integrated late in the development of the Mast Unit, recognizing that
there is an interest in listening to the shock wave produced by the expansion of a LIBS
plasma (Chide et al. 2019, 2020b). The microphone can also record wind sounds to con-
tribute to basic atmospheric science, and rover noises, which will very likely help for engi-
neering purposes. These sounds include those of the wheels or the drill. The microphone had
to be robust, small in mass and size, and resistant to extreme temperatures. It was agreed with
JPL that the microphone would have been descoped at any time if it had become a threat to
other investigations. Fortunately, it survived the many challenges inherent to a space project.

In line with numerical models of sound propagation on Mars (Williams 2001; Bass
and Chambers 2001), SuperCam’s microphone can record pressure waves from 100 Hz to
10 kHz, with sampling rates at 25 kHz or 100 kHz. The sensor is a COTS electret, EK-
23132, the lowest noise microphone manufactured by Knowles (USA). The same model has
already flown twice to Mars, on the Polar Lander in 1999 and the Phoenix in 2008. Its sen-
sitivity is 29.6 mV/Pa at 1 kHz without any stage of amplification and its dimensions are
5.6 mm × 3 mm. Screening and lot qualification were performed on 100 parts. The qualifi-
cation path included detailed component analyses, and radiation sensitivity evaluation, with
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Fig. 40 Microphone parts. The
microphone itself is mounted on
the RWEB window bracket. Its
front-end-electronics is mounted
on the OBOX

Fig. 41 SuperCam microphone

increasing ionizing doses up to 1750 rad (Si). The result is a loss of 10 dB for the full mis-
sion (Radiation Design Factor of 2). We can expect the SNR performance to decrease slowly
with time once on Mars. This loss is acceptable for the nominal mission.

The microphone is located outside the Remote Warm Electronics Box (RWEB), at the tip
of a 3 cm aluminum post (Fig. 40). Hence, the echo from the RWEB itself arrives between
222 µs and 277 µs after the direct signal. A temperature sensor is also potted inside the
microphone stand. The microphone is the coldest point of the instrument and is qualified to
−135 ◦C.

A shielded cable connects the microphone and temperature sensors to a Front-End-
Electronics (FEE) card inside the OBOX (Fig. 41). The harness consists of five Manganin®

wires to limit the thermal leak. When the electret is at −120 ◦C and the OBOX at −35 ◦C,
the power drawn from the survival heaters by the microphone is only ∼ 30 mW, four times
smaller than for standard copper wires of the same diameter.
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The role of the FEE is to amplify and filter the analog signal and to collect temperature
data. A first stage amplifies the signal by a factor of 15, a second stage by a controllable gain,
×2, ×4, ×16, and ×64. The digitalization of the signal is performed by a fast 12-bit analog-
to-digital converter (ADC) on the instrument DPU board. To avoid failure propagation, two
short-circuit protections are implemented for the microphone and the operational amplifiers.

In the end, we have noted that the microphone is sensitive to electromagnetic noise from
the rest of the experiment, but fortunately not from the rover equipment as could be checked
during ATLO tests at JPL. The perturbations come from the laser stack heater at ∼ 76 Hz
and its harmonics (the non-laser, standalone microphone mode is not affected since the laser
thermal control is inactive). Since the laser-induced signal is repeated several times (as many
times as the number of laser shots), an average waveform can be built from the stacking
of the various signals, which have been filtered in the time and frequency domains. The
correlation of each pulse with the average signature allows us to retrieve a signal cleaned
from the perturbation after several iterations.

Each MIC data product is required to be ≤ 8 MB, the volume of an uncompressed RMI
image. The microphone has three recording modes: i) the standalone mode for natural and
artificial sounds, up to 2.46 min at 25 kHz, ii) the LIBS continuous mode around a burst of
laser shots, up to 120 shots, which at 3 Hz is equivalent to 40 s of recording, and iii) the
LIBS pulsed mode. In the latter mode, the microphone is synchronized with the pulsed laser
frequency. For each laser shot, the recording starts 500 µs before the laser fires and lasts for
60 ms. The shock-wave direct signal is expected to arrive between 5.5 ms (for a target at
1.5 m at 10 ◦C) and 18.5 ms (for a target at 4 m at −90 ◦C) after the laser shot. Both LIBS
modes are executed at 100 kHz sampling frequency. At a laser frequency of 3 Hz for 30
shots, the product size is only 0.32 Mbytes, compared to 2.2 Mbytes in the LIBS continuous
mode. An optional down-sampling to 25 kHz is implemented in the Body Unit if needed.

More microphone details can be found in a future dedicated publication by ISAE.

4.4 Optical Design

SuperCam Mast Unit is, first and foremost, an optical instrument that is built around an
optical bench, also called the Optical Box (OBOX). It contains different sub-assemblies:
a Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope, two Galilean beam expanders, a dioptric objective and a
Beamsplitter. In the OBOX, the red laser is focused for LIBS, the green laser is collimated
for TRR, and light is collected for LIBS, TRR/L, VISIR, and RMI.

4.4.1 Description

The complexity of the design stems from the spectral range that needs to be covered
(Fig. 42). There are 3 laser beams, at 1064 nm (red), 532 nm (green), and 852 nm (CWL)
that exit the Mast Unit. Collected photons from 245 nm to 853 nm need to be sent to the
Body Unit, via an optical fiber. There are 3 analyses that are performed within the OBOX:
processing of the CWL autofocus signal at 852 nm, imaging from 400 to 650 nm, and in-
frared spectroscopy from 1.3 to 2.6 µm. The optical design to cover this complexity relies
on different assemblies:

– The RWEB window is the interface with the Martian environment outside. It is a flat piece
of low-OH silica that is mounted on the camera bar that supports the Mast Unit and the
RWEB cover, as well as other rover hardware (Fig. 43 and Fig. 44, optical component
#0).
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Fig. 42 Overview of spectral bands within the Mast Unit: the lasers (top), the analysis performed in the
Body Unit via the mast-to-body fiber (middle), and the analysis performed in the Mast Unit itself

Fig. 43 Optical layout of the Mast-unit Cassegrain and Galilean telescopes. The three laser paths going out
of the telescope toward the target are shown: red beam at 1064 nm (red), green beam at 532 nm (green), and
CWL beam at 852 nm (purple)

– The Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope is the centerpiece of the OBOX. Its architecture is
similar to ChemCam’s: a primary mirror (110 mm dia., Fig. 44 #1), a secondary mirror
(16 mm dia., #2), and a Schmidt plate (max surface sag: 87 µm, #3). They all work in
concert. The telescope can focus from ∼ 1.1 m to infinity by changing the position of the
secondary mirror using a translation stage (see Sect. 4.3.4).
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Fig. 44 Optical schematics of the Mast-Unit Cassegrain telescope and objective. Light collected from the
target between 245 and 2600 nm is shown in blue. (The range from 860 to 1300 nm is rejected by the dichroic
#5)

– The red beam is expanded from 3.3 mm to 1 cm by a compact Galilean telescope (optics
#21 and #22), which is built to print from ChemCam. At the entrance of this Galilean,
scattered light is captured to monitor the red laser energy output. A shutter blocks the red
beam when TRR is performed (see Sect. 4.3.5); otherwise the red beam is then injected
into the Cassegrain telescope. The green beam is also expanded to 1 cm by a compact
Galilean telescope (optics #25 and #26), but it remains collimated and is co-aligned with
the Cassegrain telescope boresight by a 2-mirrors periscopic system (optics #28 and #4).
The CWL is injected along the same path between the green Galilean and the 2-mirror
periscope. It stays collimated along the telescope optical boresights.

– The 3-lens objective focuses part of the visible light on the imager, and injects the rest of
the flux into the Beamsplitter (Fig. 44, optics #6–8).

– The Beamsplitter redistributes photons to the AF photodiode, the mast-to-body fiber, the
IRS, and the RMI (Fig. 45). The path to the IRS is a periscope (optics #13, #31–33); the
entrance pupil is a 400 µm pinhole with 0.18 numerical aperture. Optics on the path of
light to the IRS are low-OH. Below 1 µm wavelength, the light is injected at 0.15 NA
into the fiber (optics #14 and #17), whose core is 300 µm diameter with 0.22 numerical
aperture.

Hence, the OBOX consists of > 30 optical parts (Table 5), most of which are custom made.
The primary mirror is the most distinctive piece of the design (Fig. 43, optics #1). Largely
inherited from ChemCam, the extruded structure is made of aluminum (see next section, last
paragraph). The optical surface shape error is 17 nm rms, and roughness is ∼ 4.5 nm rms.

Most of the structures carrying these optics are painted black (PNC by MAP Coat-
ings, France) to reduce stray light for the RMI, which has a relatively large field of view
∼ 18.8 mrad. There is also a baffle around the secondary mirror. Its outer diameter is
27.5 mm, and its inner diameter circles the secondary mirror. The side effect is a loss of
∼ 1% of the red beam for LIBS.
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Fig. 45 Optical schematics of the Mast-Unit Beamsplitter. Light coming from the target at 852 nm is dis-
tributed to the AF diode (purple), to the IRS from 1300 to 2600 nm (red), to the RMI from 400 to 650 nm
(blue), to the mast-to-body fiber from 245 to 852 nm (green)

4.4.2 Focusing the Red Laser

There are 2 key and driving requirements for LIBS: the energy on target needs to be ≥ 12 mJ
at 1064 nm, and the irradiance ≥ 10 MW/mm2 up to 7 m within a circle that contains 75%
of the deposited energy. The difficulty is to reach these thresholds up to 7 m and over the
[−30 ◦C; +10 ◦C] range. The transmission of the 1064 nm laser beam through the telescope
is ∼ 50% because of the beam’s Gaussian distribution and the central obscuration of the
Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope. As the laser delivers more than 24 mJ in red (see Sect. 4.3.1),
the energy requirement is met, and the intensity is constant with distance and temperature.
Figure 46 presents LIBS Point Spread Functions (PSFs) at −25 ◦C and 3 distances. The first
theoretical Airy circle is overlaid:

r = 2λR (M2)
2

πD

for its radius, with R the distance to target, D the telescope aperture diameter for the red
laser (= 90 mm), M2 the beam quality. A dedicated high-flux camera was used to record
PSFs at those same distances to extract an elliptic mask that contains 75% of the energy. The
mean mask diameters range from 150 to 400 µm (Fig. 47, left), somewhat independently of
temperature. A linear fit at −25 ◦C from 1.5 m to 7 m yields a spot diameter of 100 µm to
450 µm, from which the irradiance can be calculated (Fig. 47, right). With a logarithm fit
on data at −25 ◦C, the irradiance at 1.5 m is 10 times the requirement, and meets it at 7 m.
Hence, there may be “too much” fluence on the calibration targets at 1.56 m. Two options
are available to avoid saturation of the signal: one is to reduce the sensitivity of the detectors
(Wiens et al., this journal) and the other is to reduce the laser energy (see Sect. 4.3.1).

As a note, the ChemCam primary mirror has, on top of the Al substrate, a Nickel layer
(80–100 µm) for polishing, a primer made of Chromium (30–50 µm), a reflective Aluminum
coating (150–200 nm), and a protective SiO2 layer (8–10 nm). SuperCam’s primary mirror
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Table 5 List of optical
components for Figs. 43, 44,
and 45

has the same structure and mounting blades as ChemCam’s and it was delivered by the
same provider, Winlight System (France). However, on SuperCam, to reduce CTE mismatch
at cold temperature, the Nickel layer was removed and the polishing occurred directly on
the Aluminum substrate. As a result, the performance of the primary mirror was greatly
improved at cold (∼ −30 ◦C) temperature. We have shown that SuperCam’s telescope is
now diffraction-limited, and the red laser irradiance for LIBS is a factor of ∼ 3 larger than
on ChemCam, due to a tighter beam profile at best focus.

4.4.3 Collimating the Green Laser

TRR requires an irradiance between 10 and 30 kW/mm2, therefore less than 0.3% of the
LIBS threshold to avoid sparking. The first step is to cut off the red beam, activating the
shutter (Sect. 4.3.5). The telescope/periscope system transmits ∼ 77% of the 532 nm beam
with losses that are evenly balanced between optics coatings, and a deliberate vignetting
of the beam to avoid collision with the RWEB. Therefore, ∼ 9 mJ are available outside the
Mast Unit (starting from 12 mJ produced by the laser). Taking into account the magnification
factor of the green Galilean, the spot size is 8.4 mm × 9.3 mm when the beam exits the
telescope as a collimated beam. The power density is indeed ∼ 30 kW/mm2. The green
laser is slightly diverging at cold (∼ 1.1 mrad at −30 ◦C), and this divergence is divided by
a factor of 2.9 by the green Galilean expander.
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Fig. 46 LIBS point spread function at different distances and T = −25 ◦C. The theoretical 1st Airy ring is
shown. Bottom right, a 3D representation of the laser energy distribution within the LIBS spot, with the same
but arbitrary color scale

Fig. 47 (Left) Mean diameter of the LIBS mask that contains 75% of the energy, at three distances and two
temperatures. The dashed line is a linear fit at −25 ◦C. (Right) Calculated irradiance. The dashed line at
−25 ◦C is a logarithm fit. The red line is the requirement

4.4.4 Light Collection

For light collection, the transmission is dominated by several custom-made dichroics along
the light path. i) The multi-layer laser dichroic filter (optic #5, Figs. 43, 44) is inherited from
ChemCam but with a low-OH substrate and still provided by Cilas (France). It reflects the
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red beam and transmits all other wavelengths, including over the 1.3–2.6 µm range with
≥ 75% efficiency. It operates at a 17◦ incident angle; it has a rebound at 355 nm, which
explains the gap between the UV (max 340 nm) and VIO (min 385 nm) spectrometers in
the Body Unit (Wiens et al., this journal). See Maurice et al. (2012, Sect. 3.3.2). ii) For
TRR/L, Rayleigh-scattered light at 532 nm that is reflected by the target needs to be cut
off. In the Body Unit, a long pass edge filter provided by Semrock, USA, blocks 99.99% of
this light (Wiens et al., this journal). However, laser light that is Rayleigh scattered from the
target can excite a Raman mode in the silica of the mast-to-body optical fiber. To minimize
this, a Notch filter provided by Materion, USA, was developed especially for SuperCam and
installed in the Mast Unit (optic #15, Fig. 45). It reflects < 4% between 531 and 533 nm,
and it transmits > 90% elsewhere. The residual green light that passes through the 6 m long
fiber still generates a small amount of Raman signature, which will have to be removed in
the data. iii) The RMI dichroic (optic #10, Fig. 45) reflects ∼ 25% over 400–860 nm to the
RMI. It has a novel concave rear face to avoid a ghost image that exists on ChemCam.

As a result, Fig. 48 shows the optical transmission to all of the different outputs of the
beamsplitter, including the efficiency of the coupling inside the fiber (90%) or the IRS pin-
hole (92%), as well as the IR cut-off filter in front of the RMI. For the mast-to-body fiber,
transmission to the UV spectrometer is between 16.5% and 30%, around 30% for the VIO
spectrometer, from 35% down to 20% for the transmission spectrometer. This situation is
similar to ChemCam, except for the deep cut at 532 nm created by the Notch filter in the
Mast Unit. Altogether, 10% of the photons go to the RMI; which is sufficient here, since
Mars daylight is very bright for this imager (see Sect. 4.3.2). Between 35% and 40% of the
light goes to the IRS. The design meets its specifications everywhere.

4.4.5 Optical Axis Alignment

All techniques (LIBS, TRR/L, VIS, IR, and RMI) need to analyze the same spot on Mars.
To that end, all optical axes must be co-aligned with the telescope boresight, which is given
by the projection of the fiber on the targets.

For LIBS, the laser is mounted on a special bracket to reduce the intrinsic tilt and decenter
of its beams (see Sect. 4.3.1). The remaining tilts are reduced by the magnification factor
of the red Galilean and Cassegrain telescope. Thus, the red beam exits the Mast Unit along
the telescope boresight. By construction, the optical fiber is along the same axis, and the
measurement of their final separation is less than 0.2 mrad over the [−30 ◦C; +10 ◦C]
operational range. The objective was to make sure that the LIBS spot is well within the fiber
FOV, which is ±0.37 mrad wide.

For TRR/L the situation is more complex, since the green beam bypasses the Cassegrain
telescope and takes a different route via the green periscope formed by the mirrors #28
and #4 (Fig. 43). The former mirror is stable with temperature, while the Schmidt plate
motion, whose mounting is not kinematic, holds the second mirror. Thermal environments
induce small rotations of the Schmidt plate (∼ 0.6 mrad over 40 ◦C) that create a tilt of the
green laser beam with respect to the telescope boresight along the vertical direction (Z axis).
In the other direction (Y axis), the TRR alignment remains stable. The original Schmidt
plate mount from ChemCam was changed with the installation of Belleville washers in the
axial direction and a pseudo-kinematic mount in the radial direction. There is still a residual
thermo-elastic effect, with a hysteresis depending on the sign of the temperature gradients.
Mechanical environments (vibrations and shocks) cause the Schmidt plate to move away
from its optimal position because of friction. Numerous laboratory tests have shown that
several hot-cold cycles, similar to the day-night temperature range, will reset the Schmidt
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Fig. 48 Mast-Unit transmission
to the mast-to-body fiber (top), to
the IRS (middle), and to the RMI
(bottom). In each case, the red
line is the requirement

plate into its rest position. In the end a bias was introduced to optimize the alignment at
−25 ◦C. The TRR alignment underwent a final check in ATLO at JPL after mechanical and
thermal system tests. The results showed that the fiber FOV covers the green laser beam
from −30 ◦C to +10 ◦C and up to 7 meters (Fig. 49).

For the IRS, the specification is also ±0.35 mrad from the telescope boresight. Its align-
ment is determined by the mechanical adjustment of the IR periscope (Sect. 4.3.3). Mea-
surements over temperature show a drift < 0.3 mrad over the [−40 ◦C; +20 ◦C] temperature
range.
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Fig. 49 Alignment of the green laser beam at 7 m and the fiber FOV at different temperatures; arrows indicate
the direction of the thermal changes. In green, the position of the green-beam centroid; in red the centroid of
the fiber

Fig. 50 Co-alignment of
SuperCam investigation axes.
The relative positions of the
centers are independent of
distance. (Black) Center of the
RMI field of view. (Red) Center
of the LIBS pit. (Green)
Footprint of the green laser beam
at two distances and −30 ◦C.
(Grey) IRS center and FOV.
(Blue) Collect by the
mast-to-body fiber; this is the
actual FOV of TRR/L and VIS.
The requirement is to have the
LIBS, IRS, mast-to-body centers
within 0.35 mrad of each other,
the radius of the mast-to-body
fiber FOV

The RMI has a large (compared to the fiber) 18.8 mrad FOV. The specification was to
be aligned within 2 mrad of the other techniques, which is obtained by adjusting the camera
cube along the CMOS axis at the rear of the Beamsplitter.

Figure 50 summarizes the measurements obtained for the flight unit during final accep-
tance tests. We know that alignments are very stable with temperature (see above), and they
are independent of distance to the target. As a reminder, the projection of the Body-Unit fiber
defines the telescope boresight; its FOV is ∼ 0.7 mrad (see next section for details). Hence
the analytical investigations (LIBS, VIS, IR, and TRR/L) are grouped within 0.35 mrad, as
requested. The center of the imager FOV is ∼ 0.2 mrad away from the center of the detector,
better than the 1% requirement. The fiber FOV is within the green laser beam footprint at
−30 ◦C for all distances, which was obtained after several design iterations (see Sect. 4.5.2,
second paragraph, and Fig. 49).

4.4.6 Fields of View and Depths of Field

The fields of view induced by this optical design are essential inputs for the team to analyze
the data and the origin of the signals. The fiber and the IR periscope are effectively small
pinholes with varying efficiencies across their diameters. This coupling efficiency defines de
facto the LIBS and TRR FOV (Fig. 51 left). At FWHM, the fiber FOV is 0.67 mrad (H) ×
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Fig. 51 Relative coupling
efficiency within the
Beamsplitter, at the entrance of
the mast-to-body fiber (top) and
IRS (bottom) in the horizontal
(squares) and vertical (circles)
directions. The FOV
requirements are indicated in red,
0.8 mrad for the fiber, 1.2 mrad
for the IRS. Efficiencies are
normalized at the center of the
fiber and IR periscope

0.70 mrad (V). The diameter of the LIBS plasma on Mars is typically ≤ 1 mm (Maurice
et al. 2012). Assuming the largest size (1 mm), the plasma image should be well collected
by the fiber at the distance of the SCCTs if the laser and fiber are well centered. Beyond this
distance, the LIBS FOV is smaller than that of the fiber. Since the green beam is ≥ 1 cm
on targets, the fiber FOV is, in fact, the TRR FOV. For the IRS, the FOV size is 1.18 mrad
by 1.24 mrad (Fig. 51 right), therefore ∼ 70% larger in each dimension than for the laser
investigations. See Sect. 4.3.2 for the RMI FOV (18.8 mrad). Figure 50 illustrates the overlap
between the IRS and the fiber FOVs. The former covers more than 90% of the latter.

The Depth of Field (DOF) is another essential parameter of each technique’s perfor-
mance. To obtain an estimate of the DOF, we calculate a criterion for different distances
a few percent closer and farther than the exact distance to the target (Fig. 52). For LIBS
and TRR collects, an optical design code was used to simulate the coupling efficiency at the
center of the fiber. For the IRS, the coupling efficiency is calculated with regard to the center
of the pinhole at the entrance of the IR periscope. For the RMI, the performance criterion is
the contrast for an MTF at 20 cycles per mm. And for the creation of the LIBS plasma, we
calculate the irradiance on target. Of course, those performance criteria cannot be readily
compared, but they allow us to find out what technique is the driver to focus the telescope.
Figure 52 displays this information at 2 m, 7 m, and 30 m. In all cases, the IRS is relatively
insensitive to small distance variations around the best focus. The same is true for the fiber
collect inside 7 m. However, for the RMI, the contrast drops by 50% beyond ±0.25% of the
best focus at 2 m, beyond ±0.6% at 7 m, and beyond −2% or +3% at 30 m. The profile for
the plasma irradiance is similar to the RMI’s. Thus, the RMI and plasma generation have the
most stringent requirements for focus, which was set to ±0.4% of the distance to the target.
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Fig. 52 Relative depths of field
at 2 m (top), 7 m (middle), and
30 m (bottom) for different
performance criteria – see text
for their definition: IR collect
(blue), Body Unit collect (grey),
RMI (orange), plasma creation
(yellow). The horizontal axis is
for the variations of the focus
distance with regards to the target
distance

4.5 Mechanical Design

The Mast-Unit mechanical design is mostly inherited from ChemCam’s, with additional
functions (TRR/L, IR, MIC) to be added without changing key resources (mass, volume).
Finite element analyses and feedback on the qualification of ChemCam subsystems showed
that there were margins that could be used without reducing the strength of the structure as
a whole. We also used new manufacturing processes, titanium alloy for all fasteners, flex
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Fig. 53 Cross section of Mast-Unit OBOX (some parts are not shown). In black the integrated subsystems.
Color coding of the optics corresponds to optical design of Figs. 43 and 44

harness rather than cables, and a few optimizations of optomechanical mounts. In the end,
the mass-to-volume ratio increased by 5% for the same envelope.

4.5.1 Mechanical Architecture

The OBOX and EBOX are mechanically independent of one another. In practice, each box
has separate and independent 3D CAD files, designed using primarily CATIA by Dassault
System (France). They were merged only for accommodation studies on the rover mast and
for electronic interconnection designs.

The OBOX was built around a structural optical bench, which carries all of the optical
components and major subsystems. For orientation, the x-axis is along the telescope bore-
sight, the y-axis close to the laser axis, and the z-axis is directed upward. Figure 53 is an
x–y section at the center of the primary mirror. Most optics lie in this plane. At the rear of
the telescope, to redistribute light for the different techniques, the Beamsplitter lies in the
y–z plane (Fig. 54). As it is made of aluminum, the dimensions of the optical bench vary
with temperature. We have tried to make the thermal expansion as symmetrical as possible.
The only active correction is performed by the translation stage that refocuses the telescope
at each new target distance but also copes with thermal expansion. This overall architecture
is very similar to ChemCam’s, except for the green Galilean and the infrared spectrometer.

The EBOX contains most of the Mast-Unit electronics (Fig. 55). The various boards
are inserted vertically. Compared to ChemCam, the EBOX density has increased thanks to
flex harnesses (instead of cables) and a more compact electronic design. We note that the
laser board is equipped with a Faraday cage around the high voltage. It is made of Ultem
2300 covered by a Cu coating with a gold coat. The IR board is mounted inside a dedicated
housing.

4.5.2 Mounting Principles

Figure 56 is an exploded view of the Mast-Unit telescope, and Fig. 57 shows the associated
photographs. Parts like the two Galilean telescopes (Fig. 58) and the beam splitter illustrate
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Fig. 54 Rear of the Mast-Unit OBOX. Section of the objective and beamsplitter, which includes the IR
periscope. Color coding of the optics corresponds to optical design of Figs. 43 and 44. Connectors are in red
(refer to Fig. 55 for details)

Fig. 55 Open Mast-Unit EBOX. Connectors are in red, except for the ground plug in green. Covers are not
shown

the mounting principles that we have chosen for optics that need tight alignment and hence
need to be adjustable. Mechanical parts, mostly barrels, were machined with better than
10 µm general tolerances. The precision is lowered to a few microns on contact surfaces, like
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Fig. 56 Exploded model of the Mast-Unit telescope (covers not shown). In black the integrated subsystems
that are presented Sect. 4.3

Fig. 57 Details of the Mast Unit. (Left) interior of the telescope. (Right) EBOX with a special view on the
survival heater and external connectors

that of the primary mirror. Lenses and shims are paired together to minimize stress while
maintaining their alignment. Specific spacers with appropriate CTE values were used to
compensate for thermal effects. For the mirrors, spring washers like BorrellyTM or Belleville
washers reduce the thermal deformation of the optical surfaces. The final alignments were
obtained with adjustment pins, adjusted shims, or spacers.

Some optics have specific thermo-elastic mounting. The laser dichroic, for instance, was
glued on its perimeter to avoid stress and strain on the optical surface with multiple layers
of coatings. The most challenging mounting was the Schmidt plate positioning at the front
of the instrument, and its stability with temperature. There are four 1 cm long flat spots at
90◦ along the circumference of the Schmidt plate. On two of them, next to each other, are
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Fig. 58 Sections of the Mast-Unit Galilean telescopes. Color coding of the optics corresponds to optical
design of Figs. 43 and 44

bonded V-groove (−Z direction) and spherical (−Y) Invar 36 shims. On the opposite sides
(+X and +Z), two Ti plungers with springs are pushing the Schmidt plate against a reference
pin and a flat face on the optical bench. The plungers are mounted between thin Teflon shims;
a clamp with Belleville washers at the front minimizes stress from vibrations, shocks, and
thermal gradients. A ∼ 0.4 mrad hysteresis loop results from this assembly over a 40 ◦C
range. At the center of the Schmidt plate, the folding mirror is bonded inside an Invar 36
barrel. The hysteresis loop induces a rotation of this mirror, followed by the divergence of
the green beam with respect to the telescope boresight. After several iterations, we found a
configuration that is compatible with the alignment requirements at cold temperature, over
the entire lifetime of the instrument (see Fig. 49).

4.5.3 Material and Coatings

The optical bench, covers, EBOX, and most of the optomechanical parts were manufactured
from Al7075 T73 51. This grade of aluminum alloy is easy to machine with tight tolerances.
It offers the best compromise between resistance, mass, and stiffness. Some other parts
(mounting feet of the OBOX, laser, and CWL supports) were made of polished Titanium
alloy TA6V. This material isolates the parts thermally and offers sufficient strength charac-
teristics for vibration and shock tests. The mounting feet of the EBOX are built from Glass
Epoxy (G10) to insulate the box from the camera bar. The design was driven by optimiza-
tion between conductance, stiffness, and mass. A small chip of SPECTRALON is clamped
at the tip of the shutter blade to stop the red beam during TRR/L. Finally, the autofocus and
laser housekeeping (HK) photodiodes are placed between two spacers in ULTEM 2300, to
keep the signal ground isolated from the chassis ground.

Different coatings were implemented. Gold coating, with a 15 µm nickel layer under
< 2 µm of gold, was deposited on polished external surfaces, to increase their emissiv-
ity. This coating reduces thermal radiation from the RWEB cover. To avoid stray light, we
used black PNC thermal coating by MAP (France), along the light path, despite its fragility
throughout the integration phases. For structural parts, which are not along the optical path,
Surtec 650 was applied in the place of Alodine. For SuperCam, CNES product assurance
experts have qualified that the gold coating could be covered with PNC, and they have also
defined how Surtec was deposited on Al7075.
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Fig. 59 Front view of the Mast
Unit. (Credit: CNES/OLLIER
Alexandre, 2019)

Fig. 60 Rear view of the Mast
Unit. (Credit: CNES/OLLIER
Alexandre, 2019)

With respect to epoxies, the standard EC2216 was used for bonds that are not sensitive
to thermal gradients and as thread reinforcement on fasteners. More specialized glues were
used too. Invar 36 shims for kinematic mountings are bonded with Epotec301. This glue
has very low viscosity but its coefficients of thermal expansion are close to those of Invar
and fused silica. The laser dichroic was bonded with NuSil SCV-2585 RTV glue, which is
a silicone glue with ultra-low outgassing properties. Last, adhesive Teflon tape covers the
edges of protruding angles to protect the cable and flex harnesses.

Except for black painted areas, each mechanical part was cleaned by ultrasonic baths,
isopropyl alcohol, and thermal bakeout. Humidity control and contamination witnesses were
used all along the integration and test campaign.

The FM unit is shown prior to delivery in Fig. 59 and Fig. 60.

4.5.4 Finite Element Analysis and Tests

Given the similarity with ChemCam (mass, dimensions), the Mast-Unit structure does not
a priori present any risk for survival of the mechanical environments. However, the new
additions (IRS, TRR/L parts, shutter, etc.) induced subtle changes (e.g., deflection of the
mirror at the center of the Schmidt plate) that had to be carefully taken into account.

For mechanical tests, specifications were negotiated with the project for quasi-static
loads, vibrations (first natural frequency, random vibrations), and shocks:
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Fig. 61 Random vibrations of
the Mast-Unit FM along the
Z-axis. Primary notching is not
implemented along this axis.
(Top) Qualification requirement
and actual excitation input,
including secondary notching.
(Bottom) Resulting forces for the
OBOX and EBOX. Quasi-static
loads are given at the instrument
interface

– Launch is the most stressing phase of the mission for the quasi-static loads. The specifi-
cation was given at the center of gravity along each axis (X, Y, Z) of the instrument: (31,
12, 17) g for the OBOX, (26, 19, 19) g for the EBOX.

– The specification for the first resonant frequency was 120 Hz. At qualification levels, the
random vibration stress at the mounting feet of the instrument was a plateau at 0.08 g2/Hz
with (7.9 g rms) for two minutes. The acceptance level was 3 dB below and 1 min
duration. SuperCam FM adopted a protoflight approach: qualification levels but flight-
acceptance duration.

For the X and Y axes, a primary notching (force limiting using force gauges) was de-
fined for the EBOX and OBOX, independently of one another, since the two boxes are
mechanically decoupled but still connected by a stiff harness. A single excitation profile
merged these two notchings. Their intensity was defined as a function of the instrument
mass, its first frequency, plus an adjustment coefficient. The notching was measured di-
rectly by force gauges during the test. Their integration shifted the overall center of grav-
ity; this geometrical change was taken into account in our analyses. In addition, to protect
critical subsystems such as the laser and focus stage, a secondary notching (response lim-
iting) was applied along the Z-axis (not to exceed −12 dB per JPL standards).

Figure 61 illustrates the qualification of the flight-unit for random vibrations along the
Z-axis. The excitation was performed for one minute. The power spectrum of the forces
at the interface of the camera bar was given for each box. The notching of the focus stage
at 13 g RMS drastically reduced the response (and the input baseline) at 900 Hz, and
between 300 and 600 Hz. The notching of the EBOX at 16 g RMS dropped the response
around 600 Hz. There is a structural resonance/anti-resonance at 400 Hz for the OBOX.
The quasi-static load requirement (above) was met without difficulty along the Z-axis.

– Standard shock profiles are too stressful for critical hardware, such as the laser, IR pho-
todiodes, and Schmidt plate assembly. Hence, to refine the shock specifications, we per-
formed a “real” mast deployment at JPL on a rover test bench, the most stressful source of
shock. Based on that input, most subsystems were shocked twice per axis; the Mast-Unit
EQM was shocked once; the FM was not shocked.
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The first finite element analysis was performed on the STM. It did not reveal any issue on
structural elements. These results are used for an early definition of the notching. Subse-
quent STM tests were performed under force limiting conditions at the interface. Besides
validation of the structure, STM tests helped to refine specifications for the various sub-
systems. Some were tested on rigid interfaces, while others were mounted on the STM to
benefit from the notchings of the instrument in random vibration and the damping of shocks
by the structure. The IRS is a good example: the whole structure was tested on a rigid in-
terface, but the photodiodes were mounted on the STM for their own shock qualification
tests. The STM thus helped to test the COTS parts and was used to qualify the Schmidt
plate mounting. Altogether, STM has performed nine hours of random vibrations over 21
test campaigns and 140 shocks!

A new finite element model was built for the EQM, accounting for the updated behavior
of the model, for instance, the primary notching of the instrument. These analyses suggested
that we needed to strengthen the Ti supports of the CWL and the RMI. As a result of these
design modifications, a final model was built to assist the EQM qualification tests. Random
vibrations were carried out on force gauges, with primary and secondary notches.

Post mechanical and thermal tests yielded significant misalignments of the red and green
laser beams. We proposed a new assembly of the Schmidt plate (see Sect. 4.5.2, second
paragraph), which was validated by non-linear finite element simulations (friction, contact).
To back up the simulations, we performed several fretting tests. The new configuration was
first mounted on the STM; the rotation of the Schmidt plate was measured by a stereo-
correlation technique. The final configuration was mounted on the EQM, and tested at JPL
at the time of the mast deployment. After several iterations, and the introduction of a bias at
cold temperature, the Schmidt plate assembly was qualified.

For the FM, the finite element model stayed the same, but it was rescaled without force
gauges, thanks to sinewave data on a rigid interface. The first Eigen frequencies of the Mast
Unit in each direction are above 180 Hz. The project performed predictive analyses with
SuperCam coupled to the rover to ensure that levels seen during random vibrations would
not exceed the qualification levels. The Mast Unit passed random vibrations on the rover
successfully, with levels < −12 dB compared to the instrument qualification.

4.6 Thermal Design

The Mast Unit is generally insulated inside the Remote Warm Electronics Box (RWEB).
Beyond passive measures, there are survival heaters on the OBOX and the EBOX to main-
tain all systems within their non-operational Allowable Flight Temperatures (ATFs, Table 6)
thanks to mechanical thermostats. Active thermal controls were also implemented to opti-
mize the performance of some systems, including three warmup circuits for the lasers and
TECs for the IR photodiodes.

4.6.1 Thermal Architecture

The overall thermal architecture is based on the following concepts to meet the mission
requirements (Fig. 62):

– The MU is thermally insulated from the camera bar, which can go down to −110 ◦C. The
OBOX is mounted on three titanium feet, the EBOX on three epoxy glass bipods.

– There is a 2 cm thermal gap (Mars atmos.) between the Mast Unit and the RWEB. Per JPL
experience, this gap is big enough to limit the conduction, and small enough to prevent
any convection.
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Table 6 Allowable Fight
Temperatures (AFT) ranges for
the different subsystems,
operational and non-operational,
including a restricted range for
some subsystems

Fig. 62 Schematic of the Mast-Unit thermal architecture

– External surfaces of the OBOX and the EBOX were polished gold to limit radiative heat
transfer. The interior of the telescope, which is visible from the outside, was painted black.

– The OBOX and the EBOX have independent survival heaters to keep them above −40 ◦C
at all times. These heaters are controlled by two thermo-mechanical thermostats wired
in-series, which were provided by JPL.

– The CW laser is thermally insulated from the rest of the Mast Unit. It has its own warmup
heater.

– The secondary mirror of the telescope is surrounded by a thermal baffle, which absorbs
heat when looking toward the Sun.

– The pulsed laser is thermally insulated from the rest of the Mast Unit via a titanium
mounting structure. It has its own warmup heaters.

– There are several harnesses (flex and cables) between the EBOX and the OBOX. The
OBOX has no harness to the rover except the fiber optic cable. The EBOX has several
harnesses to the Rover and a ground stud to the camera bar.

– The microphone is mounted outside the RWEB; it is thermally coupled to the RWEB-
window bracket on the camera bar. It is linked by Manganin® wires to its FEE board to
minimize the thermal conductivity of the harness between the RWEB and the OBOX.
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To monitor the thermal status of the Mast Unit, there are four Platinum Resistance Ther-
mometers (PRTs). Their location is important: on the pulsed laser mounting interface, on
the secondary mirror bracket, on the IRbox interface with OBOX, on the LVPS board. They
are read by the rover RCE at all times, even when the instrument is off. In addition, there
are a total of 17 temperatures read by the Mast Unit itself. Seven of them are used by the
Mast Unit to control in real time the laser and CWL warmups, as well as the IRS TECs. The
Body Unit also monitors the Mast-Unit temperatures to check that AFTs are met, and to
adapt the configuration parameters, including the speed of the focus mechanism and laser-
stack pumping current as a function of the OBOX temperature. Note that the Body Unit also
controls the telescope focusing and offset laws that depend on the OBOX temperature.

4.6.2 Thermal Analysis

The RWEB (and camera bar) is the Mast Unit’s outer skin. It is heated by the Sun, scattered
light from the atmosphere, and sunlight reflected by the ground. It is cooled by radiation
to the ground and to the sky, by convection with the atmosphere, and by conduction to
the rover mast. Considering the material characteristics and their thermo-optical properties,
thermal analyses (worst-cases, operational timeline) were conducted at different times dur-
ing the project to account for the evolution of the design, operational and non-operational
configurations of the Mast Unit. All analyses were mainly based on the EQM configuration.

We have defined seven worst-case scenarios (Table 7) with the following assumptions:
the thermal environment was set at 26.4◦ latitude South (Holden crater). For cold cases, Mars
heliocentric longitude was Ls = 91 (winter) and the RSM is pointing South. For hot cases,
Ls = 259◦ (summer), the RSM had different pointing orientations. The first case was a pure
steady state, while others were cycling states over a period of 24 h. When the Mast Unit was
on, the warmup time was a maximum of 20 minutes, if needed. For the power dissipation, an
ambitious timeline (all techniques, 3×3 raster, depth profile, etc.) was made, using between
4.3 W (standby) and 34 W (RMI autofocus) for two hours.

Cold cases (3 scenarios) were used to make sure that the Mast Unit stayed above the
minimum AFT, while sizing survival and warmup heaters. Pre-scaling studies concluded
that two heaters are required to maintain the EBOX and the OBOX above −40 ◦C. We
opted for single layer polyimide thermofoil heaters by Minco: 29 cm2 (15.7 W at 28 V) for
the EBOX, and 77 cm2 (25.4 W at 28 V) for the OBOX. The case was similar for the laser
heaters: early studies concluded that both the pulsed and CW lasers needed to be insulated
from their mounting structure, and that dedicated warmup heaters were necessary. For the
latter, we chose 2.4 cm2 (1.5 W) for the stack, and two 1.4 cm2 (0.5 W) heaters for the
doubler. For the CWL, we chose 2.15 cm2 (1.4 W).

– The first cold case was a steady-state with maximum energy demand to check the dimen-
sions of the survival heaters. The simulations showed that 3.5 W and 8.7 W are required
to maintain the EBOX and OBOX above −40 ◦C, respectively. This total heating power
of 12.2 W is compliant with the 20 W not-to-exceed allocation given by the project.

– The second cold case ran over 24 h to evaluate the survival heaters’ duty cycle. During
the coldest part of the sol, with 22 V on the primary line (e.g., lowest possible voltage
provided by the rover), the maximum duty cycle was 39% for the EBOX and 64% for the
OBOX, below the 80% project specification. Over the full sol, the energy was 78 W.h and
191 W.h, respectively.

– For the last cold case, the instrument was operating for two hours, starting at 7:20 in the
morning, local Mars time. The warmups started at 7:00. It took 6.4 min for the CWL to
reach −10 ◦C (slope 4.5 ◦C/min), 4.3 min for the laser stack to reach −30 ◦C (gradient
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1.5 ◦C/min), and 2.8 min for the doubler to reach −30 ◦C (gradient 2.6 ◦C/min). In
all cases, this was less than the specifications, which were 20 min for the duration, and
5 ◦C/min for the gradient.

In all cases, the temperatures were above their minimum AFT. IRS was within its opti-
mum thermal range for science. The focus mechanism may need to slow its speed below
−30 ◦C. Note that, early in the project, the first cold case was run for six potential landing
sites. Holden crater was found to be to most critical for survival, and from that moment on,
all worst-cases simulations were run on that basis. The average power and energy for the
survival heaters at Jezero crater are expected to be two-thirds of Holden’s.

Hot cases (4 scenarios) verified that the temperatures of all sub-systems will stay within
their maximum AFT, and thermal gradients will be compliant with design assumptions. The
first two cases were non-operational; both are related to the Sun-safe idiosyncrasy of the
design (see Sect. 4.10.2).

– In the first simulation, the RSM stayed pointed in one direction, and the Sun passed
through the telescope field of view over the course of 80 min. The secondary mirror was
in its sun-safe position. It warmed to 20 ◦C, and the baffle around it to 35 ◦C. All other
temperatures were below 10 ◦C.

– The second case is highly unlikely: the telescope was tracking the Sun all day long, with
the secondary mirror in a Sun safe position. The secondary mirror reached 66 ◦C and the
baffle 83 ◦C. These values have been taken into account in the qualification of these parts.
In the model, the focus stage reached 46 ◦C, which was less than its bake-out temperature.
All other temperatures were found to be within their AFT.

For the two other cases, the Mast Unit was on for 2 hr at maximum power after 20 min
of warmup. The primary goal was to test the power dissipation within the EBOX, and to
make sure that all systems stay below their maximum AFT, and to identify when the IRS
can operate at full performance.

– In the third simulation, the operations started at 11:00 local time. The telescope was point-
ing to the horizon. The warmups were not activated. All temperatures stayed within their
AFT range, but the IR photodiodes were below −5 ◦C (where performance is optimized)
only from 11:00 to 12:10.

– The last simulation was similar to the previous one, but operations started at 13:00. All
temperatures stayed below their maximum AFT and boards stayed below 70 ◦C (maxi-
mum temperature for part stress analysis). The IRS could not reach its best performance.

Again, the worst cases were conservative, and there is little or no chance that these cases
occur on Mars. Their study has led to various changes in design, sub-systems qualification
ranges and specific operational modes. In the end, a simplified 15-node model was built
from these analysis. It was then rescaled to FM hardware and test results, with discrepan-
cies < 10%. For the record (an important input for the operations), the FM EBOX ther-
moswitches (two in series) for the survival heaters close at −34.9 ◦C and open at −29.3 ◦C.
On the FM OBOX they close at −36.3 ◦C and open at −29.5 ◦C.

4.6.3 Thermal Tests and Validation

At several points in the project, thermal tests were conducted at CNES (Toulouse, France)
and at LESIA (Meudon, France) (Fig. 63). The three primary campaigns were for the STM,
EQM, and FM. As the FM unit was evolving, the last test was done twice.
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Fig. 63 Thermal tests at LESIA, Meudon. IR calibration of the flight unit

Early in the project (mid-2016), the STM was tested at qualification levels for three types
of environments: Sun safety (7 Torr CO2, room temperature), Cruise (secondary vacuum, cy-
cling temperatures), Mars (7 Torr N2 or CO2, cycling temperatures). The primary objective
was to compare SuperCam’s thermal status to ChemCam’s, especially for issues such as
Sun safety and regulation of survival heaters. It helped the team to prepare for qualification
of the overall thermal architecture and provided inputs (thermal paths and loads) for the
qualification of the subsystems.

The EQM model was subjected to a complete set of environmental tests (end of 2017) at
qualification levels for the Cruise and Mars environments, operational and non-operational
ranges. All functions were tested, verifying that all subsystems stay within their AFT range.
Control loops and durations for the warmups and TEC cooling were determined, as well as
transfer functions for the PRT. The global thermal balance was compared to the simulations
(see Sect. 4.6.2).

On the FM, the first series of tests were performed over two weeks at acceptance level
(end of 2018), confirming the results of the EQM. The test was done a second time at
protoflight temperature levels, between −50 ◦C and +50 ◦C (non-operational), −50 ◦C and
+45 ◦C (operational), two cycles of each. All functions were tested, and the final perfor-
mance with temperature was established.

4.7 Electrical Design

Most of SuperCam electronics are in a dedicated Electronic Box (EBOX). Still, some func-
tions require proximity to the systems they drive, and for this reason, they are located in the
Optical Box (OBOX). Mast-Unit electronics have to control several subsystems: the photo-
diode to check the (red) laser flux intensity, the CW laser diode and its associate photodiode
for the CWL autofocus, the imager cube, the shutter, the focus mechanism, the microphone,
the pulsed laser, and the IR spectrometer. The Mast-Unit electronics must generate house-
keeping data on each subsystem. It also handles two communication protocols (High Speed
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Fig. 64 Overall electronic architecture of the Mast Unit. Not all connector references are shown

Serial Link and Asynchronous Serial Link), receive commands, store and send data to and
from the Body Unit.

The challenge of Mast-Unit electronics is to handle different classes of signals simulta-
neously:

– Two high voltage lines at −1200 V, which have to be switched in 10 ns to drive the laser
Pockels cells;

– High current lines at 250 A during 200 µs in the laser diode stack;
– Radio Frequency (RF) signal from 33.1 MHz to 67.8 MHz;
– Low noise readout signals on the IRS photodiodes (< 0.1 pA) and microphone;
– 5 MHz digital link to command the CMOS images, 25 MHz data return rate.

Figure 64 summarizes the overall architecture. There are four separate boards located in the
EBOX: the Low Voltage Power Supply (LVPS) board, the Digital Processing Unit (DPU)
board, the laser board, and the IR board. The IR board is shielded from the other boards.
There are several harnesses between the different units: a flex cable from the DPU to the
OBOX, a round cable from the DPU to the RMI, a shielded cable (SSMA-type) from the IR
board to the IRBOX, dedicated high-current, high-voltage harnesses to the laser connecting
plate, and several harnesses for commands and HK retrieval. A distribution board inside the
OBOX feeds a whole series of Front End Electronics boards and subsystems.

4.7.1 LVPS Board

The LVPS board provides the Mast-Unit subsystems with secondary voltages from the
rover’s unregulated 28 V. These include several sources at each of ±5 V and +3.3 V, plus
+20 V, +30 V, all with ±5% accuracy, except for the −5 V at ±10%. The input voltage
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Fig. 65 The Low Voltage Power Supply (LVPS) board provides secondary voltages from the rover’s unreg-
ulated ∼ 28 V. There are three separate converter chains. The converter (#3) that produces the 20 V RF and
30 V can be switched on or off by the DPU. The design includes an inrush limiter; the board also acquires
various HK data

Fig. 66 LVPS board. (Left) Top side with transformers and filters for the converters and the inrush limiter.
(Right) Bottom side with optocouplers and a PT1000 sensor

for the rover can range from 22 V to 36 V. There are three separate converter chains: this is
the minimum number of isolated converters needed to generate all output voltages and the
maximum number of converters that can fit on the board (Figs. 65, 66). The converter that
produces the 20 V RF and 30 V can be switched on or off by the DPU. The Pulse Width
Modulation’s (PWM) controls of the converters are set to 500 kHz for the 3.3 V and 5 V
chains and 250 kHz for the 20 V/30 V chain to have a good efficiency and to facilitate post-
converter filtering. An 8-channel multiplexer monitors the secondary voltages, the heatsink
temperature, and the current on the input line. Note that ±8.6 V are actually generated for
the IRS detector, which are later converted to ±5 V in the IR board by linear regulators. The
design also includes an inrush limiter and an under-voltage lockout, and is tolerant of abrupt
switch-off of the input line. There is an external connector to the Body Unit for power and
an internal connector to the DPU board. Finally the board insulation between the rover 28 V
and the chassis ranges from 20 to 100 MOhms.
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4.7.2 DPU Board

The DPU board is the centerpiece of the Mast-Unit electronic architecture. From a hardware
point of view, its role is to:

– Switch on/off the 20 V/30 V converter on the LVPS board;
– Perform linear regulation and filtering for all voltages except those for the IRS;
– Supply power to all sub-systems;
– Control Front End Electronics (FEE) for each sub-system;
– Control the motor driver for autofocus;
– Communicate with the Body Unit (two protocols);
– Store the Boot Software, store the Application Flight Software;
– Store RMI images and microphone recordings;
– Monitor housekeeping data (temperature, voltages) using a slow 16-bit ADC;
– With a 12-bit ADC, to process the autofocus signals, to monitor the laser photodiode

signal, to control laser shooting, and to record acoustic data.

The board is structured around a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) that has an em-
bedded 8051 soft microprocessor (Figs. 67, 68). For storage purposes, a 32 kBytes rad-hard
One Time Programmable Memory (PROM) is implemented for the Boot Flight Software
(BFSW). A 128 kB nonvolatile Magnetic Random Access Memory (MRAM) is used for the
Application Flight Software (AFSW), transfer function equations, RMI and IRS configura-
tion tables, and parameter tables. A larger 32 M × 16 bits Synchronous Dynamic Random
Access Memory (SDRAM) stores RMI images and acoustic data. Finally, some internal
memories to the FPGA are used to register special functions and off-core data memory. Un-
like the BFSW, the AFSW is reprogrammable on Mars using a “patch” command. The Mast
Unit can store up to three different codes for safety and redundancy.

The FPGA is a Microsemi RT3PE3000L FPGA with a CCGA484 package. This repro-
grammable, nonvolatile, radiation-tolerant, flash-based FPGA is well-suited for SuperCam.
The component is free of single event latch-up up to 68 MeV-cm2/mg. Configuration cells
stay protected from Single Event Upsets (SEUs) during flight. However, D-type flip-flops
(DFF) and Synchronous Dynamic Random Access Memory (SDRAM) memories are sen-
sitive to SEUs; the clocks and I/O banks are vulnerable to single-event transients. Thus, all
DFF’s are triplicated using the Synplify triple-module-redundancy option. For the SRAMs,
clocks, and I/O, a hardware-software interaction analysis has been performed: a nondestruc-
tive failure rate – without mitigation – of about one event for the nominal mission was found
and accepted. The flight design uses ∼ 90% of the 75k gates after triplication, 37% of Block
RAM that are available in the FPGA, and I/O’s account for 57% the resources.

A crystal oscillator generates a clock signal at 20 MHz with ±50 ppm stability. It feeds
the 8051 microcontroller and all drivers, using asserted signals to create lower clocks for
each device. Another 25 MHz clock is used to transfer the pixels from the RMI to the DPU
board at 50 Mb/s using dual data rate technics. MOSFETs are used to switch on/off power
for sub-systems. Hence, the microphone circuit can be turned on when needed. The same
applies for the RMI cube, the CWL heaters, and the shutter. A full-bridge driver controls
the current in the windings of the stepper motor. It can be disabled too. Associated with the
motor driver, the limit-switch statuses are monitored continuously. The CWL diode control
electronics and associated photodiode variable gain amplifier are also implemented on this
board.

The DPU board is a 16-layer PCB with the FPGA on one side, and the motor driver on
the other side. The DPU board has seven Micro-D connectors to the Body Unit (J102), the
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Fig. 67 The Digital Processor Unit (DPU) board is structured around the Microsemi RT3PE3000L FPGA,
that has an embedded 8051 soft microprocessor and several drivers for the subsystems. A crystal oscillator
generates a clock signal at 20 MHz. One-time Programmable Memory (PROM) is implemented for the Boot
Flight Software; Magnetic Random-Access Memory (MRAM) is used for the Application Flight Software
and various parameters. A larger Synchronous Dynamic Random-Access Memory (SDRAM) stores RMI
images and acoustic data

Fig. 68 DPU board. (Left) Top side with FPGA, with its thermal sensor, memories and ADC. (Right) Bottom
side with motor driver, with its thermal sensor, and analog parts

LVPS board (P901), the laser board (J902), the IRS board (J900), the RMI board (J300), and
the FEE board (J302). The test connector (J104) is used to download software for the debug
and test modes, to disable the CWL and pulsed laser for safety.

4.7.3 Laser Board

The laser board is connected to the DPU board and directly to the laser (Figs. 69, 70). It
stores energy for each laser shot, provides a high-current pulse (max. 250 A) to the laser
stack, and triggers one or two high voltage (max. negative 1200 V) Pockels cells.
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Fig. 69 The laser board stores energy for each laser shot into 350 solid Ta capacitors, and provides a high-
current pulse to the laser stack. It triggers one high-voltage Pockels cell to generate the red beam, or two
Pockels simultaneously for the green beam. The board acquires various HK data

Fig. 70 Laser board. (Left) Top side with the two HV drivers, before closure of the EMC shield. (Right)
Bottom side with the stack of 350 capacitors

To pump the laser stack, the laser board delivers an adjustable 40–250 A current pulse
for 220 µs, with a standard deviation < 3%, rise and fall times ∼ 20 µs. To store the energy,
as for ChemCam, we prefer to rely on tantalum capacitors since they have a high energy
storage capability compared to other capacitors that are available for flight. We use 350 solid
470 µF 10 VDC capacitors from AVX. They are distributed in 10 blocks of seven strings in
parallel, five capacitors per string in series. Within a block, two failures in short circuits are
acceptable. In the end, the pulse current per capacitor is 3.57 A (rated surge current 10 A),
the voltage is 6 V (rated voltage 10 V). The circuit to generate the current step relies on five
power N channel MOSFETs that are mounted close to the laser stack. In this configuration,
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Fig. 71 The IR Board generates the Radio Frequencies (RF) that excite the AOTF filter, acquires data from
the two photodiodes, drives TECs to cool the photodiodes, and acquires HK data. Dedicated voltage-filtered
lines are used for RF functions, for the signal acquisition, and for the TEC regulation. The temperature of the
detector is used for closed-loop control of the photodiode temperature

the voltage on the grid of the MOSFETs must be referenced to a local floating ground to
avoid unintentional firing from spurious glitches on the general secondary ground.

There are two Pockels cells, one for the Q-switch and one for the doubler. Thus, the
board generates two identical HV signals. When the green beam is needed, the doubler is
triggered 50 ns before the Q-switch. The Q-switch signal is one microsecond long, negative
∼ 1200 V maximum in amplitude, and must fall within ten nanoseconds (see Wiens et al.,
this journal). The Q-switch voltage is generated from the 30 V line. There are independent
voltage multipliers to avoid crosstalk when triggering the Pockels. The frequency of the free-
running oscillation of the circuit is ∼ 100 kHz. Several adjustments with five MOSFETs
were necessary to obtain the required fall time, limiting transients on the components.

The Pockels cells voltages are adjusted to each laser. The range for pumping current
depends on temperature (Sect. 4.3.1). The maximum value on Mars will never exceed 170 A,
giving us sufficient margins on the board design. The board acquires housekeeping data,
including four temperatures inside the laser cavity. Both the laser stack and the doubler have
heaters that are supplied by the secondary 30 V. The frequency of the pulse width modulation
is 9.79 kHz to avoid perturbation with the microphone when the lase fires (see Sect. 4.3.6).

4.7.4 IR Board and Front-End-Electronic

The IR Board generates the Radio Frequencies (RF) that excite the AOTF filter, acquires
data from the two photodiodes (one at a time, cold redundancy), drives TECs to cool the
photodiodes, and acquires HK data. The acquisition function is physically separated into
1) pre-amplification of the signal on the small IR FEE inside the spectrometer itself (IRbox),
and 2) signal processing and digital conversion on the IR board (Fig. 71).
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Fig. 72 IRS board. (Left) Top side with the RF power amplifier and SSMA connector. (Right) Bottom side
with RF generation in the upper part, and detectors reading electronics on the lower part

The IR board connects to the DPU board and the IR FEE board (Figs. 64, 71, and 72).
Note the SSMA connector (J400) between the board and the IRbox for the RF signal to the
AOTF; it is mounted on a dedicated fixture with a short cable (Fig. 72). More than on any
other boards, special attention has been given to grounding and filtering. Dedicated voltages
are used: ±5V_IRS_RF and +20V_IRS_RF for RF functions, ±5V_IRS_DT for signal ac-
quisition, +3.3V_IRS for the TEC regulation. These voltages are filtered by common mode
and differential filters. Optocouplers were inserted in the command path between the DPU
and IR FEE inside the IRbox itself. Partition walls for EMC shielding between the different
IR board functions were integrated into the EBOX structure and cover, to separate the RF
generation from the signal acquisition. To prevent radiated emissions, for electromagnetic
compatibility, an electromagnetic interference gasket is used to seal the gap between the
SSMA fixture and the IR Board lid.

The RF generation circuit locks the Voltage Controlled Oscillators (VCO) at a selected
frequency between 33.1 MHz to 67.8 MHz. A controllable gain controls the first stage of
amplification. The VCO can be disabled to switch the RF signal off. The performance of the
clock oscillator allows the stability of the RF signal to be better than ±10 kHz in frequency
(including temperature, voltage, and aging drift).

The acquisition circuit acquires the photodiode signals and various HK data, including
the IR Board temperature, AOTF, Detector (MCT chip) and detector bracket temperatures,
and the RF power signal. The temperature of the detector is used for closed-loop control of
the photodiode temperature. The measurement of the photodiode signal is the most critical
acquisition, as the main contribution to this signal is the dark current (Poisson statistics),
which can be seen as an offset. The colder the photodiode, the lower the dark current. The
optimal temperature of the photodiode ranges from −60 ◦C to −90 ◦C. At −60 ◦C, this dark
current is around 40 nA and at −90 ◦C, about 2 nA. In comparison, the IR flux from Mars
is expected to be between 10 pA and 1 nA. As the lowest temperature of the instrument is
−37 ◦C, switching on the TEC before using the photodiode is required. As an aside, we see
that the readout noise on the IR board cannot be greater than 0.1 pA.

To measure this flux, we perform two consecutive measurements with the AOTF succes-
sively on and off. The difference represents the diffracted IR flux and some variations of the
thermal background. The two acquisitions must be performed as close as possible to each
other to limit these variations, so both are measured for each spectel before moving to the
next one. Both acquisitions can also be repeated up to 128 times for the same spectel, with
coherent addition to reduce the noise level and to increase the SNR.
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4.7.5 OBOX Electronics

Even if it is not optimum to mix electronics with optics for contamination control, a few
proximity boards must be placed next to their active sensors. Hence there are Front-
End-Electronics (FEEs) for the IRS photodiodes (see Sect. 4.3.3), the microphone (see
Sect. 4.3.6), and three additional ones that are presented below: the laser energy-monitoring
FEE, the continuous wavelength laser FEE, and the associated autofocus FEE. There is also
a distribution board in the OBOX, and a small PCB next to the focus table.

The DPU monitors the red laser beam energy during LIBS shots. The FEE consists of a
photodiode and a trans-impedance amplifier with peak detection. The space-qualified pho-
todiode has a high parasitic capacitance (S1336-8BK by Hamamatsu Photonics). A fraction
of the beam energy is collected by the photodiode through a diaphragm. The challenge is to
co-design the diaphragm with the FEE in order to match their respective dynamic range.

The CWL beam is collimated by an aspherical lens and co-aligned with the telescope
boresight. The maximum output power is 50 mW, and the signal is modulated at 10 kHz.
This diode laser is a commercial (COTS) device from JDSU. A batch of 100 laser diodes
was procured and went through lot acceptance tests by CNES. The DPU board implements
the CWL driver, but to reach good stability of emission, a FEE board was added next to the
CWL itself. It integrates the output power of the CWL, and then adjusts the CWL current
bias to stabilize its optical power; i.e. its runs in a fixed-power mode. This design can only
increase the pump current (but not decrease it) therefore the system baseline was trimmed
below the minimum required bias, so at least a small compensation is always added, even at
the nominal temperature (−10 ◦C).

The AF photodiode (same S1336-8BK) integrates the CWL light reflected by the target.
The FEE consists of a trans-impedance amplifier, followed by another amplifier stage to
monitor the CW light reflected by the target.

4.8 FPGA and Flight Software

The Mast-Unit logic is spread over hardware and software supported by a single FPGA. The
flight software, composed of the BFSW and AFSW, runs on a R8051XC2 microprocessor
implemented into the FPGA. The role of the software is to interpret commands, sequence
operations, control and monitor subsystems, and to perform scientific algorithms (CWL and
RMI autofocus, RMI auto-exposure, HDR imaging, and IRS measurement). For that, the
flight software benefits from custom hardware support/acceleration implemented in logic in
the rest of the FPGA (dedicated drivers).

4.8.1 Communication with the Body Unit

All commands from the Body Unit use the Universal Asynchronous Receiver-Transmitter
(UART) link at 9600 baud with bytes coded in big-endian. The baud rate is reconfigurable
in flight, up to 115200 baud. Basically, the Mast Unit processes the command, verifying
the conformity and sending an acknowledgment within a few milliseconds. If an action is
required, the Mast Unit sends an acknowledgment, followed by the data. In case of a non-
conformity, malfunction or non-convergence of the algorithms, the Mast-Unit acknowledg-
ment or data reply includes a specific code that can be interpreted by the Body Unit. In case
of timeout (e.g. failing to communicate with the RMI), the Mast Unit has fault protection
mechanism, and at a higher level, the Body Unit can repeat or stop the activity.
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A second communication path to the Body Unit is the High Speed Serial Link (HSSL)
protocol. The default speed is 10 Mbit/s. It can be lowered to 1 Mbit/s. This link is used to
download data from the DPU SDRAM memory, either image or sound. At this speed, three
Low Voltage Differential signal (LVDS) lines are used: one frame synch line, clock, and
data on clock rising edge.

The last communication path between the Body Unit and Mast Unit consists of LVDS
discrete signals: the first one is the Mast-Unit “Reset” signal being active high with 1 ms
duration (equivalent to power-on-reset); the second one is the “Fire Laser” signal trigger-
ing each laser shot; the last one is the signal going down to synchronize the transmission
spectrometer shutter (Wiens et al., this journal).

4.8.2 Monitoring of State-of-Health Data

The Mast Unit monitors more than 29 temperatures, voltages, or currents, and about 24
digital HK channels to reflect the status of the sub-systems. Most HK data are sampled by a
16-bit ADC every 67 ms. One hundred twenty-eight values are averaged together. HK values
are transmitted to the Body Unit. It checks that the Mast Unit is within its AFT (if not, it sets
an error status flag). The Body Unit can also change some command parameters, depending
on the OBOX temperature, such as the motor speed or laser pumping current. Finally, the
Body Unit will not allow the CWL to turn on if the warm up is not “ready”, and will not
allow IRS acquisition if the TEC is not on. A different 12-bit high-speed ADC is used to
acquire event-triggered HK’s, such as pumping current, stack voltage, and optical power
during laser shots, or CWL optical power during the autofocus procedure, or microphone
data during sound recording. When the IR spectrometer is operated, a dedicated 16-bit ADC
on the IR board records the AOTF and TEC temperatures.

4.8.3 Thermal Control

Thermal control is implemented for the pulsed laser stack and doubler: they need to be
warmed up to −15 ◦C and −10 ◦C, respectively, for better performance. The CWL needs
to warm up to −10 ◦C to avoid condensation of residual humidity trapped in the diode
cavity. The infrared photodiodes need to be cooled to < −60 ◦C to reduce the noise. For the
warm-ups, a standard Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) control is implemented, with
derivative value set to 0, coupled with a ramp control to reach the set point smoothly. We
limit the slope to 5 ◦C/min to avoid stressing the laser and CWL. A PID and a controlled
ramp are also used to cool down the IRS photodiodes. The cooldown is also controlled
so that the maximum temperature rate of change recommended by the manufacturer is not
exceeded. These thermal controls are fully parameterized in the FPGA registers and they
can be updated on Mars.

4.8.4 Dedicated Drivers

The FPGA implements Very High Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware Description Language
(VHDL) drivers to control various subsystems, such as the laser, CWL autofocus, micro-
phone, IRS, RMI, and SDRAM. Each is described briefly below.

Once it receives a “Fire-the-Laser” signal on the dedicated line, the laser driver operates
a few checks: a) the signal must be received for at least 200 µs to avoid firing on a spurious
signal, b) the maximum number of shots must not been reached, and c) the burst frequency
is within acceptable range. Then it generates various signals to control the pumping current,
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the current duration, and the Pockels delay. For a green beam, the shutter is activated before
the shots. If LIBS and microphone are activated simultaneously, the laser driver triggers the
microphone driver. Last, the Mast Unit sends a “laser-sync” signal on a discrete line to the
Body Unit, which starts the delay timer for the intensifier, opening the gate by pulsing the
cathode voltage at the proper time.

The Autofocus driver generates a 10 kHz signal to modulate the CWL beam intensity
and the demodulation of the photodiode is done digitally by mathematical processing. It
drives the L6258 motor controller and monitors the status of the limit switches to prevent
any movement of the motor when they have been triggered. The synchronous detection is
the basis of the CWL-AF. The analysis of these data is given in Sect. 4.9.1.

The Microphone driver interfaces with the HK driver which drives the high-speed ADC
(sampling frequency up to 100 kHz) and stores data in the SDRAM memory bank. This
driver is also called by the laser driver to synchronize the recording to the LIBS shots (con-
tinuous or pulse mode, see Sect. 4.3.6).

The IRS driver handles the generation of RF signal for Phase-Lock Loop (PLL) control,
power control, signals for housekeeping with a dedicated 16 bit ADC and the main timing
generation for each pixel, including configuration of PLL, integration, and a wait cycle for
each dark and signal.

The RMI cube is configured using serial peripheral interface (SPI) protocol to set var-
ious parameters (e.g. exposure time). The image is transferred from the RMI to the DPU
FPGA using two LVDS lines at 50 Mb/s in dual data mode. Specific clock-domain crossing
techniques using dual-port RAM have been implemented in the FPGA to capture the pixels
with the 25 MHz RMI clock, and to store the pixels in the SDRAM with the 20 MHz master
clock.

A complex state machine is responsible for controlling the various SDRAM modes, in-
cluding refreshing, basic writing, basic reading, burst writing, burst reading, etc., depending
on the actual Mast-Unit operations, sound acquisition, image acquisition, HDR image pro-
cessing, or RMI autofocus. The SDRAM can store up to eight complete RMI images or eight
sound recordings of 42 second at 100 kHz. It is organized as 64 banks of one MB each.

4.8.5 BFSW – Boot Flight Software

The BFSW automatically loaded at power-on (Fig. 73) allows the AFSW and Firmware
version numbers to be checked. Most importantly, it can also patch or dump the AFSW. The
“patch” command loads a new AFSW or new parameter tables into the memory, while the
“dump” checks the memory content. The “BIST” (Built-In Self Test) command needs to run
before the start of AFSW to check the integrity of the memory content. If an error occurs,
the Body-Unit software halts the MU boot and sends an error code to the rover. Otherwise,
the “jump” command launches the application software.

4.8.6 AFSW – Application Flight Software

Three versions of the AFSW are loaded into the memory, the last two versions developed
before launch, and a debug mode specific version (only useful on Earth with a specific plug).
The AFSW implements all commands necessary to control and monitor the Mast Unit, from
simple commands (switch on/off) to complex algorithms (for AF, HDR) and combined se-
quences (LIBS and MIC modes). The commands are organized in four groups (pink circles
in Fig. 73): i) On-off basic commands (e.g. Turn_RMI_on); ii) Subsystem configuration (e.g.
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Fig. 73 Boot Flight Software (BFSW) and Application Flight Software (AFSW) simplified state diagrams.
Other acronyms are: ACK, positive acknowledgement, NACK, negative acknowledgement, Cmd ID, com-
mand identifier

Configure_number of displacements, steps, and backlash parameters for autofocus); iii) Ac-
tions (e.g. Do_Autofocus); iv) Status (e.g. Send_Housekeeping). For groups iii) and iv) (ex-
cept No-Op, Test_high_speed_link, and Abort MU), data replies are sent back after the
command is executed, and the Body Unit handles the information. If the information does
not correspond to what was expected, the Body Unit decides to go on or stop operations,
depending on the specific command and the information received. In any case, the overall
state of health of the Mast Unit can be retrieved using the “send housekeeping” command,
which provides 29 analog values (temperature, voltages, and currents) and 24 digital values
(thermal controls, on/off, and limit switch status).

4.8.7 Software Development

Software was developed using the Keil µVision development environment, with the CX51
compiler and the LX51 linker. European space software standards (ECSS E40, ECSS Q80)
were tailored to be compatible with the organization means and to focus on important ac-
tivities. Regarding code quality, MISRA coding rules were applied and the code was fully
verified against runtime errors. For that, CNES was in charge of an independent verification
using the Polyspace Code Prover R2014 tool provided by MathWorks. In the end, the BFSW
and AFSW codes were delivered in a HEX format, and loaded into the Mast-Unit memories.

The BFSW and AFSW were tested extensively before their delivery. The first level of
testing was performed at the hardware/firmware and software level using ModelSim, and a
dedicated EGSE GUI. The FPGA drivers (IP 8051 and specific designed drivers) and also
the surrounding components (such as memories, ADC and CMOS sensor) were modeled
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and implemented in the simulation tool, and run in a real-like environment thanks to test
patterns generated by the EGSE. Then, validation tests have been defined and executed on
a specific EGSE built around a prototype DPU. Code coverage measurement has been done
so as to verify that all decisions (for the BFSW) and instructions (for the AFSW) have been
tested at least one time. Test results were automatically analyzed at EGSE level. In case
of not-covered decisions or instructions by validation tests, specific verifications have been
done or unit tests have been defined and executed directly on the target, or in simulation
mode using the simulator provided with the Keil µVision development environment. This
technical solution has also been used during the development for testing specific scientific
algorithms. In this case the results were compared with expected results computed using
Matlab.

Tests were performed at room temperature, and occasionally at low or high tempera-
ture. Before delivery, more than 300,000 commands were sent over 142 hours in various
combinations of hot, cold, vacuum or low-pressure nitrogen environments.

4.9 Scientific Algorithms

The Mast Unit holds several algorithms for RMI autoexposure, piecewise and multi-frame
HDR modes, and RMI and CWL autofocus. Autoexposure and autofocus are absolutely
critical to the success of the investigation.

4.9.1 Autoexposure

The auto-exposure algorithm avoids the saturation of images and determines the optimum
exposure time. It starts from an exposure seed given from the ground. The auto-exposure
algorithm stops as soon as maximum and minimum thresholds are met, over a specified
number of pixels inside a region of interest. It is based on three possible multiplications or
divisions with successive factors equal to 3, 30.5, and 30.25. In total, 15 exposure times are
possible, ranging from 0.15 to 6.84 times the seed time. The thresholding of bright or dark
pixels is performed by the Mast Unit on the fly during the image transfer from the RMI to
the SDRAM. All these combinations were tested, and a procedure was developed to find the
appropriate parameters. The goal was to strictly avoid saturated images and to slightly relax
the constraints on underexposed images to converge quickly.

4.9.2 HDR Modes

CMOS sensors have naturally shallow wells (13.5 ke− for the RMI) compared to CCD’s
(220 ke− for the Thomson TH7888A on ChemCam; Maurice et al. 2012). To cope with
this limitation and regain some dynamic range, especially when a fraction of the field of
view is in shadow, we have implemented two High Dynamic Range (HDR) techniques: the
piecewise and multi-frame modes.

The multi-frame HDR mode is run outside the CMOS. Several images are taken at the
same focus with different exposure times. An image is built from the sum of the different
images. Prior to the sum, pixels above a programmable threshold are clipped to maintain a
good linearity. Up to 7 images can be added. Parameters are the exposure time of the first
image, which can also be obtained by auto-exposure, the clipping threshold, and the series
of exposure increments between the images. The ground processing will reconstruct the full
linearity by weighting the pixel value according to its corresponding image. The obtained
linearity is the same as it should be if the sensor was perfectly linear with exposure time on
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the full dynamic range of all images. It is therefore important to (1) define the clipping value
to stay within the linear zone of the sensor, (2) to know the number of images summed and
their respective exposure times, and (3) to choose the starting exposure time not to saturate
any pixel in the first image.

The piecewise mode was built into the CMOS image sensor. Illuminated pixels which
reach a programmable voltage are clipped while leaving the darker pixels untouched. The
clipping level can be adjusted twice within one exposure time to achieve a maximum of three
slopes in the pixel response curve. If the knee points and slopes are well chosen, this should
guarantee that at the end of the exposure, the brightest pixels are not saturated. This mode
is commanded through the table of registers loaded to the CMOS detector, specifying two
voltages and three exposure times. The voltages control the position of the knee points while
the exposure times control the slopes. This mode is not the default mode, since it introduces
a non-linear response. However, it is a backup to the multi-frame mode, especially when
linearity is not an issue, while performing RMI autofocus, for instance.

4.9.3 Autofocus

We implemented two methods to focus the telescope, both of which have been tested on
ChemCam, but in the case of ChemCam, the calculations are done in the Body Unit while
they are performed by the Mast-Unit FSW for SuperCam. Each method starts from a seed
distance given by the rover Navcams, or estimated by the operators on the ground (see
Sect. 3.4).

The “RMI autofocus” became the new focusing method on ChemCam after Sol 1000
(Peret et al. 2016). It does not require any dedicated hardware but relies on the existing RMI
capability. The algorithm starts from several images at different positions of the secondary
mirror. For each image, the FSW calculates a Laplacian score for each green pixel (i, j)

from neighboring pixels, with spacing to account for the instrument PSF:

Li,j = 4Pi,j − Pi+2,j − Pi−2,j − Pi,j+2 − Pi,j−2

The final score per image is the sum of absolute values of Li,j over the chosen region of
interest (ROI). From the three scores around the highest value, the algorithm interpolates
a parabola and computes its vertex. If the highest score is at the start or at the end of the
scan, no interpolation is performed. A few parameters are adjustable: the size of the ROI, its
Y-position on the detector, the (odd) number of images, and their separation in motor steps.
Typically, 15 images separated by 11 steps are recorded. The absolute value of the Laplacian
score depends on the size of the ROI and the small-scale details of the image itself; the ROI
is typically 140 × 140 pixels (i.e. 70 × 70 green pixels). Figure 74 (bottom) shows RMI
AF curves from the same target at four distances. The dynamic range of the signal is very
large but the extent in steps is small. This configuration runs in ∼ 90 s at all distances.
Autoexposure or manual mode can be used for the first frame; all subsequent images use the
same exposure time. In the end, only the best-focus image will be returned to the ground.

Using the RMI autofocus, if we assume a precision equal to half the distance between
two consecutive frames (5 steps), at 2 m distance the algorithm finds the best focus within
±0.1%, at 4 m it is within ±0.2%, and at 7 m it is within ±0.33% of the distance. This
precision is within the DOF of the RMI (see Fig. 52). Therefore this algorithm meets its
goal to find the best focused image, at least in the ROI area which is chosen to overlap with
the other techniques (LIBS, TRR/L, and VISIR).

The “CWL autofocus” was the baseline technique on ChemCam before it failed on Sol
800. Like a laser pointer, a Continuous Wavelength Laser (CWL) emits a collimated beam
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Fig. 74 Autofocus curves for the same target at four distances. (Top) CWL autofocus curves. At 2 m, the
measurement is repeated and ended up with a different gain, but the same focus to within 1 step. (Bottom)
RMI autofocus curves

at 852 nm (see Sect. 4.4.5). It is modulated at 10 kHz; the light reflected by the target is
detected by a photodiode inside the Beamsplitter, and is demodulated using a Finite Impulse
Response (FIR) filter at 100 kHz. To be independent of the phase shift introduced by the
modulation, the signal is convolved by sine and cosine functions on which the FIR is applied.
The root mean square of the two signals is proportional to the CWL signal and independent
of the phase shift. The FIR is defined by 363 coefficients, and the SNR is set to 80 dB.
The onboard processing of the AF curve involves stationary wavelets to filter the data. The
algorithm we have implemented for this undecimated cubic spline wavelet transform is de-
scribed by Starck et al. (2007). The curve is mirrored at both edges to avoid discontinuities.
It is best described as an asymmetric Moffat function. Therefore the algorithm determines
in the wavelet space the location of the maximum of the CWL curve, which turns out to be
the closest position to the maximum of the Moffat function.

In practice, the process begins at the start position of the focus table and moves to the
seed given by the Navcams (minus 250 steps to account for the LIBS-to-CWL offset, see
below), which has been converted by the Body Unit from millimeters to motor steps. There,
the best gain is determined (Fig. 75). The seed is at the center of the scan range. The motor
returns to the beginning of the scan zone and starts sampling, typically 255 points, with
one point every 10 steps. At the end of the scan, the CWL autofocus curve is analyzed (see
below) and the motor returns to the position of best focus. Figure 74 (Top) shows CWL AF
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Fig. 75 (Top) Principle of the CWL autofocus mode, when the start of the activity is on the IF side of the
scan area (red star), other configurations are possible. (Bottom) The autofocus curve as it should be recorded
by the instrument and the calculation of the best focus (green star). It starts from the distance seed given by
the Navcams minus a fixed number of steps to account for the LIBS-to-CWL offset

curves on the same target at different distances. At 2 m, the algorithm runs with two different
gains. At longer distances, peaks are sharper and noisier.

The two autofocus techniques are very complementary. The CWL autofocus scans a large
range of motor steps (typically 2540 steps); therefore it is less affected by the accuracy of the
seed. It can run at night or on very uniform targets, but only to 7 m. Compared to the RMI
AF however, it is faster but less accurate. The RMI autofocus scans a much smaller range
of motor steps (typically 154 steps). So its success depends largely on the accuracy of the
seed. It runs only in daylight but at any distance to infinity. It needs targets with moderate-
to high-contrast structures, such as rocks or soils.

The actual implementation of these techniques is complex, as both had to account for
the limit switches and hysteresis (see Sect. 4.3.4). On top of that, the focus stage loses steps
each time the motor changes direction. This so-called backlash is compensated by making a
large number of steps in the opposite direction each time the system returns to close focus,
for instance, to go at the start of the scan or to return to the optimized focus position. Note
that the focus scans are made in the direction of the close focus with SuperCam, while it
was made in the direction of infinity for ChemCam. This allows the backlash compensation
to be applied even at very close distance.

It is important to emphasize that the SuperCam telescope has three non-coincident focal
points: for the RMI, the red laser beam, and the CWL (see Sect. 4.4.1). When the red laser
beam is focused, by design, the telescope is also focused to collect light into the fiber and
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the IRS. The RMI autofocus procedure yields the best image. A small RMI-to-LIBS offset
(∼ 25 steps) has been checked at different distances and temperatures. The position returned
by the CWL autofocus is also compared to the best focus for LIBS: a larger CWL-to-LIBS
offset (∼ 250 steps) has been tabulated with temperature and distance. These offsets are
temperature-dependent and are implemented automatically onboard to move from the dif-
ferent autofocus positions to the best focus positions for LIBS, VISIR, and TRR/L.

4.10 Design Idiosyncrasies

There are a few idiosyncrasies inherent to the design of the Mast Unit. We report briefly on
three of them that are worth attention when operating the instrument.

4.10.1 Exclusion Zone

In LIBS mode, a small fraction of the red laser beam (∼ 4%) always reflects off the two
faces of the Schmidt plate. The reflected rays focus inside the telescope, most often in air,
with no consequence. When the telescope focuses at a distance between 1.56 m and 1.61 m,
called the “exclusion zone”, these ghost reflections get focused at the center of the secondary
mirror. In this case, the irradiance is high enough to ablate the secondary mirror coating and
its reflective layer. Even though the center of the mirror is conjugated to the telescope’s
central obstruction (i.e., not part of the telescope’s optical path), care must be taken to limit
the number of LIBS laser shots in this configuration to avoid the ejection of material onto
the useful area of the secondary mirror. As a result of damage studies on similar coatings,
and using feedback from ChemCam, the following Flight Rule was created: “Do not fire the
LIBS laser more than 100,000 times in the exclusion zone with pumping current ≤ 110 A.
Do not fire the LIBS laser more than 2,000 times in the exclusion zone with pumping current
> 110 A”. This “laser exclusion zone” issue is known from ChemCam, which has two
separate exclusion zones, including one on the surface of Mars, at around ∼ 2 m. SuperCam
was designed to eliminate the latter one. Regrettably, SuperCam’s calibration targets are at a
distance from 1.54 to 1.57 m, tangent to the exclusion zone. Thus, the number of LIBS laser
shots on the calibration targets will be recorded as a consumable during operations.

4.10.2 Sun-Safety

One objective of the Mast-Unit telescope is to concentrate focused light collected by the
110 mm diameter aperture into a 300 µm core fiber (LIBS, TRR/L), a 400 µm pinhole
(IR), and onto the surface of a CMOS image sensor (RMI) simultaneously. Needless to
say, if the RSM is pointing at the Sun and SuperCam’s telescope is focused at infinity,
the telescope optics could be destroyed. And when the telescope is not focused at infinity,
sunward pointing still heats some hardware parts. On the other hand, there are reasons for
the project to point the RSM at or near the Sun. These include rover attitude control and
opacity measurements, performed by the other cameras on the RSM. In addition, an RSM
fault that leaves the mast immobile, waiting for ground control, could accidentally allow the
Sun to pass through the telescope’s field of view. Therefore SuperCam needed a “sun-safety
strategy”.

Numerical modeling of the optical design provided details on its vulnerability to the Sun.
Depending on the focus position, Sun angles between 0◦ and 0.7◦ relative the optical axis
concentrates intense light on several optical surfaces, from the entrance of the telescope to
the fiber. From 2◦ to 8◦, sunlight concentrates on the secondary mirror baffle, independently
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Fig. 76 Simulations of
irradiance on different optics
(Top) and absorbed flux (Bottom)
as a function of the telescope
focus distance, for a 600 W
sunlight source at noon. In red,
across the two graphs, the Sun
safe position

of the focus. The latter case is less critical, as the baffle is made of aluminum. Figure 76
(top) highlights the irradiance on each optical surface for a 600 W/m2 input (Mars summer,
noon) along the optical axis as a function of the telescope focus distance. Around 7 m, a hot
spot forms on the laser dichroic. At 2 m, the hot spot is on the secondary mirror baffle,
a piece of aluminum. The bottom graph is more important, as it simulates the flux absorbed
by the different optics. Because it is not reflective, the RMI CMOS absorbs a lot, and the
baffle too. In the end, we decided on 2 ± 0.2 m to be the sweet spot, called the “Sun-safe
position”. With this decision, we combined the two risks mentioned above in one: whatever
the configuration, the baffle takes the heat.

Qualification studies, mostly inherited from ChemCam, show that the secondary mir-
ror must stay below 90 ◦C (with margins). To be able to withstand all scenarios with no
constraint on the operations (a project request), as long as the telescope is in its Sun-safe
position, we have worked to reduce the heat absorbed by the baffle (−30%) and to increase
the thermal conductance of the mirror support by a factor ∼ 2 compared to ChemCam. We
have checked that there is no increase of stray light on the RMI. We have also implemented
a PRT for the RCE to monitor the Secondary Mirror temperature (but there is no active
control).

In the worst-case situation (when the instrument is tracking the Sun), simulations predict
67 ◦C on the secondary mirror, and 84 ◦C on the baffle. Acceptance thermal tests measure
66 ◦C on the secondary mirror and 83 ◦C on the baffle (see Table 6 and Sect. 4.6.2). The
agreement is sufficiently good to conclude that SuperCam can sustain a full day of non-
operational sun tracking. Models also predicted that SuperCam will be able to operate for
one hour and then track the Sun for 5 hours with significant thermal margins.
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The Mars 2020 Mission System has flight rules and procedures to make sure that the
RSM is never pointing less than 0.7◦ off the Sun, with margins, when the Mast Unit is
not in a Sun safe configuration. The margins are still under discussion with the project. To
implement this rule, the Body Unit keeps track of the position of the secondary mirror on
its stage at all times. A flag is set when SuperCam is Sun safe and it is reported to the rover
in every SuperCam command reply. When the instrument is turned off nominally, the Mast
Unit always returns the secondary mirror to the Sun-safe position.

4.10.3 Stabilization of the 20 V

During IRS acquisitions, the 20 V line that generates the RF signal must be stable to ±1 V.
This voltage is created by the third converter of the LVPS board (see Fig. 65) together with
the 30 V. We find that the 20 V is stable only if the two lines are well balanced. Therefore,
we need to load the 30 V line during IRS acquisitions. Two solutions to this idiosyncrasy
have been implemented. The first solution is to supply the focus motor with 0.6 A on both
phases. The motor does not move; the energy is dissipated in the motor windings. The second
solution is to run current through a 162 Ohm resistor mounted on the EBOX structure,
thanks to a dedicated switch on the DPU board. Both solutions are functional; the first is
the preferred one. Under worst-case conditions, we have checked that the motor does not
overheat above its 67 ◦C qualification temperature.

4.11 Assembly, Integration, and Tests

Here are a few details on how the instrument was integrated and tested, while complying
with Planetary Protection and Contamination Control regulations. Contamination control
ensures the stability of optical properties with time, during the integration process, pre-
launch, launch, cruise, and landing, and operations on the surface of Mars. The Mast Unit
was entirely developed in France. Several early models (EDU, EQM) went to LANL for
various coupling tests. The FM went directly to JPL, where it met the Body-Unit flight model
on the rover for a six month Assembly, Tests, and Launch Operations (ATLO) campaign.

4.11.1 Integration Flow

The integrated sub-systems (Laser, Imager cube, IRS, Translation stage, Shutter, and Mi-
crophone) were delivered to IRAP fully tested and ready to be installed in the Mast Unit.
Similarly the electronic boards (LVPS, DPU, IR, Laser, and OBOX FEEs) went through
functional tests, and performance verifications at three temperatures. Some elements had
to be matched (or tuned) and this required the adjustment of some electronic resistors and
capacitors. These included the IR board with the IR box, and the laser board with the flight
laser. Figure 77 illustrates the whole integration flow.

Once tested, the boards were initially mounted onto a breakout structure. Initial tests
were done mating the LVPS and DPU boards, and the IR board with the IR box. The func-
tionality of the overall control by the DPU board was tested. In parallel, the laser board was
optimized (timing, high-voltage) to extract the maximum energy at 532 nm and 1064 nm at
cold temperatures. Once validated together, the boards were conformal coated (MAPSIL or
Parylene) and the harnesses were custom shaped. All boards were then integrated into the
EBOX structure.

The assembly of the OBOX required a significant amount of work. The subsystems
(Green Galilean expander, Red Galilean expander, Objective) were assembled on their own,
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Fig. 77 Simplified schematic of the EBOX and OBOX assemblies. Yellow: Electronic boards, Green: Inte-
grated subsystems, Blue: Opto-mechanical parts. Red text is for critical tests

and their optical performance was checked. The telescope components (primary and sec-
ondary mirrors, Schmidt plate) were assembled first with the translation stage. We used
micron-size shims to make sure that it stayed aligned with distance, since the telescope
boresight is the main optical axis of the whole instrument. The primary mirror was torqued
with extreme care while being monitored by an interferometer to minimize wavefront errors
due to mechanical deformation. The alignment of the secondary mirror and the centering of
the Schmidt plate that closes the telescope were also optimized in front of an interferome-
ter. Once the imager cube and the objective were mounted, the imaging performance was
checked at several distances. This step reveals the optical quality of the telescope. The laser
and red expander were integrated onto the optical bench. It is critical to avoid any vignetting
of the laser and to align its axis on the telescope boresight. At that point, the ability of the
telescope to focus the red beam was set, and the collection was aligned with the LIBS. The
green expander was integrated with the same care. Its alignment included an offset at room
temperature (see Sect. 4.5.2, 2nd paragraph), characterized by thermo-elastic tests. The CW
laser was also aligned along the same axis. Once integrated, we checked all of the perfor-
mance metrics at different temperatures. The IR spectrometer was finally integrated onto
the optical bench, and the microphone came last. During this six-month process, systems
of the OBOX were driven by Ground Support Equipment (GSE) of various types. Electri-
cal GSE controlled the OBOX when it was not possible to do so with the EBOX breakout
structure. Mechanical GSE protected mirrors and lenses, and reduced risk during assembly.
Optical GSE aided in the optical characterization of the OBOX. The ground software on the
electrical GSE was the same for all configurations. Reference scripts were defined for more
efficiency and replicability.

Once the EBOX and OBOX were integrated together, a set of final reference tests at room
temperature was acquired. After environmental testing (Vibration, shocks, thermal vacuum,
reference test) the same tests were performed again.

4.11.2 Planetary Protection (PP)

The Mast Unit is located within the RWEB, which is equipped with a HEPA filter. For that
type of enclosure, the bioburden requirement for the Mast-Unit surfaces is 1,000 spores/m2
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maximum. The specification for the microphone is much more stringent, at 300 spores/m2

maximum, since it is the only part of the Mast-Unit outside the RWEB and in direct contact
with the Martian environment. The general approach for PP is a microbial reduction (iso-
propyl alcohol cleaning), bioassay (sampling), and contamination prevention (bagging, etc.).
We followed JPL best practices for ISO 5 or ISO 7 class cleanrooms in which the Mast Unit
was integrated. Sampling for bioassay was performed by an independent sub-contractor fol-
lowing ECSS-Q-ST-70-55C. JPL also checked the PP compliance regularly by Adenosine
Triphosphate (ATP) swabbing.

4.11.3 Contamination Control (CC)

Contamination was controlled to avoid self-contamination within the instrument, or contam-
ination of other instruments on Perseverance. The Mast Unit is sensitive to particulate and
molecular contamination. On top of the risk of losing optical transmission (in particular in
the UV and IR), some of the Mast-Unit optics see high laser fluences and could suffer from
laser-induced contamination. Moreover, molecular contamination needed to be controlled to
avoid any parasitic Raman signal.

Cleanliness requirements were particulate Visibly Clean–Highly Sensitive (VC–HS) and
molecular contamination ≤ 100 ng.cm−2. JPL also specified an outgassing requirement
(≤ 30 ng.cm−2.h−1 with the MU at 50 ◦C and a Thermoelectric Quartz Crystal Microbal-
ances (TQCM) at −50 ◦C).

The Mast-Unit control plan was based on good practices that ensured the instrument met
the requirements:

– In the design phase: careful choice of materials and processes. This information is detailed
in the Material Identification and Usage List (MIUL).

– In the integration phase: systematic bakeout of the hardware (e.g., OBOX structure after
bonding of heaters) and the subsystems, to reduce outgassing during the first thermal tests
under vacuum. The integration and most of the tests were performed in an ISO 7 class
cleanroom with appropriate garments (see Fig. 15).

– In the test phases: cleaning and bakeout of the GSE (harnesses, etc.) and facilities.
– Particulate and molecular witnesses were exposed and measured during all phases of

integration, testing, transportation and storage.

The Mast Unit FM passed all PP and CC inspections successfully at JPL upon delivery.

5 Test Validation and Conclusions

SuperCam embeds five different kinds of investigations (LIBS, TRR/L, VISIR, RMI, and
MIC) that are part of the classical range of analytical techniques in a geoscience laboratory,
except perhaps the microphone. Efforts are made to miniaturize each of them without com-
promising their significance for Mars exploration. However, accommodation constraints and
the tradeoffs inherent to the search for stability and reliability made it necessary to frame
their range of performance, in terms of distance range, sensibility, accuracy, or precision.
Here the final characteristics of the Mast Unit, before it leaves Earth, are accounted for,
starting with technical resources.

At the end of the development, all Mast-Unit measurement and functional requirements,
also called L5 requirements, were meticulously validated, first during coupling tests with the
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Table 8 Mast-Unit key
resources, and when needed, the
SuperCam ones

Body-Unit EQM at IRAP, Toulouse, and then during the acceptance thermal vacuum cam-
paign at CNES, Toulouse. Performance requirements, also called L4 requirements, were
primarily validated at JPL, as part of the ATLO campaign when the Mast Unit was coupled
to the Body-Unit flight model. Results are reported by Wiens et al. (this journal). However,
some L4 requirements relied solely on the Mast Unit. For more details about the IRS, a com-
prehensive IR calibration was performed at LESIA, France, before the delivery of the Mast
Unit to JPL. It is reported by Royer et al. (2020).

5.1 Status of Technical Resources

This section provides a technical resource budget and as-built data for the Mast Unit, and
when necessary, for the whole instrument for consistency (Table 8). The mass numbers are
the measured values of the as-built flight models: 10.8 kg for SuperCam, including 6.1 kg
for the Mast Unit.

The maximum power at 28 V bias is 70 W for SuperCam, including 27 W for the Mast
Unit. The maximum current corresponds to 2.5 A, well below the 10 A rating of the rover
power switch. There are independent lines for the Mast-Unit survival and Body-Unit decon-
tamination heaters, with their own current rating at 2 A and 4 A, respectively.

SuperCam has several operating modes, each one having its own power requirement
and duration. Consequently, the instrument energy requirement depends on the sequence of
modes used. Hence a notional 25 min sequence is proposed: Body Unit on, TEC cooling
from 30 ◦C RAMP, Mast Unit on (when CCDs approach their operating temperature), lasers
warm up, CWL AF, RMI, 30 LIBS spectra at 3 Hz with microphone, 10 collects of 10
Raman spectra, a VISIR spectrum (128 spectels for IRS), RMI image, transfer of data to
RCE, and turn both units off. This sequence does not necessarily represent a sequence of
operations that would actually be executed on Mars. Instead, its role is to provide some idea
of how SuperCam’s resources have evolved from early development to final delivery. Based
on the notional sequence, the Mast Unit will use 18 W.hr.
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The uncompressed data volume for the notional sequence would be 27 Mbytes. By far the
largest data volume is generated by the RMI images, 8 Mbytes each. As a reminder, 2.5 min
of acoustic data at 25 kHz can also produce 8 Mbytes of data. All RMI and spectrometers
data are expected to be highly compressible. Experience with ChemCam has shown that
both LIBS data and images can be compressed from 4:1 to as much as 10:1 without loss of
science information.

The Mast-Unit FPGA processor resources include 32 kbytes of non-volatile PROM mem-
ory to store the BFSW. There is also 512 kbytes of MRAM non-volatile memory to store
the AFSW and run time application parameters. Finally, the processor resources include
64 Mbytes of SDRAM volatile memory to store data collected by the Mast Unit and to sup-
port all run time applications. All utilization resources are given in Table 8. Flight software
CPU utilization is not a useful resource to track for the Mast Unit since this processor simply
responds to commands issued by the Body Unit. The Body Unit then waits until the Mast
Unit completes the command before issuing the next command. The number of CPU cycles
to complete a command versus the number of cycles used waiting for the next command
depends on the command being processed.

5.2 Checking Functional and Performance Requirements

A comprehensive set of Verification Activities (VAs) was defined to validate the function-
alities and high-level technical requirements of the Mast Unit. All VAs were first run at
room temperature before mechanical and thermal tests. A subset was run after these tests to
validate the robustness of the instrument design. Most of them were performed on the dif-
ferent dwells during the two-week long thermal vacuum tests (TVAC). The Mast Unit was
operating under 7 mbar of N2 over the AFT range. Validation activities cover:

– Telescope focus:
o Positions of close and infinite focus, end switches hysteresis, distance vs. steps laws;
o CWL AF and RMI AF, validation of algorithm, duration, repeatability;
o Offset laws between CWL AF, RMI AF, and best position for LIBS;
o CW laser power.

– Red and green laser beams:
o Energy vs. pumping current, long and short bursts;
o Red laser beam irradiance and green laser beam footprint;
o Long and short bursts, margins to relaxation mode;
o Alignment of red and green laser beams, CWL, all with fiber, RMI, and IRS;
o Timing of laser beams relative to the Body-Unit spectrometers.

– Light collect:
o Relative optical transmission to fiber, RMI, and IRS;
o Fiber FOV and DoF;
o IR FOV and DoF.

– Remote Micro-Imaging:
o Dark current, offset level;
o FOV, DOF, and flat field characterization;
o Spatial resolution (absolute around the center, and relative on the edges);
o Auto-exposure and HDR algorithms.

– Microphone:
o Gains, background noise;
o Electromagnetic noise with LIBS;
o Synchronization with LIBS.
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Table 9 Overview of key
characteristics for each
investigation. A check mark is for
the parameters validated at the
Mast-Unit level. Others require
the Body Unit, labeled “BU” (see
Wiens et al., this journal). All
functions need command & data
handling from the Body Unit

– Infrared Spectrometer:
o TEC cool down;
o Dark current, RF profile.

The TVAC results validate (and calibrate) all Mast-Unit L5 requirements that are defined in
Sect. 3.3, for different temperatures between −40 ◦C and +35 ◦C, and distances between
2 m and 7 m. They help to redefine some use cases, for the margins to the laser relaxed mode
for instance. Results are presented all through with this publication.

5.3 Conclusion

The Mast Unit had many challenging aspects to its design: one pulsed laser with two beams,
one CW laser, two mechanisms, more than 30 optical parts, micrometer alignments, a wide
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wavelength range, two fast-switching high-voltages, high-current lines, radio-frequency sig-
nals, low-noise readout requirements, thermal systems for both heating and cooling, numer-
ous commercial off-the-shelf components needing special flight qualification, and a number
of new or unusual technologies (CMOS, AOTF, IR photodiodes, Pockels cells). They were
all individual challenges to develop and qualify. Considering the tight schedule, constrained
resources (mass, volume, and power), the thermal environment, and the efforts to make all
systems to work together, the development of SuperCam Mast Unit has been challenging.

As a whole, the Mast Unit meets all its requirements from 2 m to 7 m, and at the calibra-
tion target (1.56 m) location. Table 9 summarizes SuperCam’s key characteristics, and the
ones that have been exclusively validated at the Mast-Unit level. The autofocus capability is
not explicitly shown, but its role is paramount to the success of all investigations, except for
the microphone. For this reason, it has been duplicated as the RMI and CWL AF methods,
which still require the same focus stage.

For LIBS, the challenge was to generate enough irradiance at 1064 nm on the target in
the operational temperature range. For TRR/L, beyond the generation of a collimated beam
at 532 nm, the main hurdle was to maintain the beam alignment at all distances and tem-
peratures. For both techniques, the returned photons (LIBS spark, Raman and luminescence
signals) are collected and sent to the Body Unit, where the spectral analysis is performed.
The Body Unit spectrometers define the SNR and resolution, which are critical for the suc-
cess of the scientific results. On both parts of the instrument, the development of the VIS
reflectance presents fewer challenges when the LIBS functions are realized.

The IR range is new and includes several challenges, not so much the collection of light,
but its spectral dispersion. AOTFs are not new in space but they are delicate to drive, in
particular when the two diffracted orders are recorded and need to be angularly stabilized;
additionally, the commercial IR photodiodes were difficult to qualify, which is one reason for
designing the instrument with redundant sensors. The electromagnetic environment of these
photodiodes has been treated with the utmost care to obtain an electronic noise < 0.1 pA.

The RMI is more than a duplication of ChemCam’s imager with color filters. The type of
detector was changed to a CMOS, which has its own challenges with well depth, requiring
HDR. It is always difficult to design a telescope whose main purpose is to focus light at
very small scales, and to obtain a relatively large field of view for imaging at the same time.
A new primary mirror relative to ChemCam helped to achieve the required resolution at all
temperatures.

Finally, the microphone was added late in the development of the Mast Unit. Except
for a particular thermal environment (going down to −125 ◦C), the key difficulty was the
electromagnetic compatibility with the laser and the accommodation on the RWEB.

This paper is the first in a series of two publications on the design of the SuperCam
instrument, plus one on the onboard calibration targets (Manrique et al., this journal). The
reader should refer to Wiens et al. (this journal) for a more thorough description of the Body
Unit and a discussion of the final performance of the instrument.
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Appendix of acronyms

List of acronyms that are used multiple times away from their definition.

AFSW Application Software
AFT Allowable Flight Temperature
AOTF Acousto-Optic Tunable Filter
ATLO Assembly, Tests, and Launch Operations
AZ Azimuth
BFSW Boot Flight Software
C&DH Command and Data Handling
CC Contamination Control
CF Close Focus
CMOS Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor
CWL Continuous Wavelength Laser
DOF Depth-of-field
DPU Digital Processor Unit
EBOX Electronic Box
EDU Engineering Development Unit
EL Elevation
EQM Engineering Qualification Model
FEE Front End Electronics
FM Flight Model
FOV Field of view
FPGA Field Programmable Gate Arrays
FWHM Full Width at Half Maximum
GSE Ground Support Equipments
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HDR High Dynamic Range
HK House-keeping
IR Infrared
IRS Infrared Spectrometer
LIBS Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy
LVPS Low Voltage Power Supply
MIC Microphone
NIR Near Infrared
OBOX Optical Box
PP Planetary Protection
PRT Platinum Resistance Thermometer
PSF Point Spread Function
RAMP Rover Avionics Mounting Panel
RF Radio Frequencies
RGB Red Green Blue
RMI Remote Micro Imaging
RSM Remote Sensing Mast
RWEB Remote Warm Electronic Box
SNR Signal-to-noise Ratio
STM Structural and Thermal Model
STT System Thermal Tests
TEC Thermo-electric Cooler
TRL Time-Resolved Luminescence
TRR Time-Resolved Raman
TRR/L Time-Resolved Raman and Luminescence
TU Testbed Unit
TVAC Thermal Vacuum Tests
VISIR Visible and Near Infrared Spectroscopy
VSTB Vehicle System Testbed
CNES Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales (France)
IRAP Institut de Recherche et Astrophysique et Planétologie (Toulouse, France)
JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory (Pasadena, CA)
LANL Los Alamos National Laboratory (Los Alamos, NM)
LESIA Laboratoire d’études spatiales et d’instrumentation en astrophysique (Meudon,

France)
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